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SUMMARY 

This work studies three related topics arising from the problem of forecasting 

airline passenger bookings. 

The first topic concerns the initialization through the starting prior for a DLM 

(Dynamic Linear Model) or Generalized DLM. An approach is given which uses the 

first observations of the series much more efficiently than that suggested by Pole 

and West. Proper marginal priors are derived for stationary model components 

and proper marginal priors may be obtained for parameter subspaces and used for 

forecasting within that subspace well before a full proper prior is available. 

The second topic proposes a model to forecast the number of people booking 

tickets for particular flights. The model is more realistic than those which are 

classically used, since it is a dynamic model and acknowledges discrete distributions. 

The basic idea is given by the Dynamic Generalized Linear Model and a key feature 

is given by the gamma to log-normal approximation that is developed. 

The third topic consists of a study of temporal aggregation of a process that can 

be represented by a DLM. We give representation results for the simplest univariate 

cases, reveal some surprising phenomena, such as drastic model simplification with 

aggregation, and discuss some advantages and disadvantages of using the aggregated 

observations, depending on the forecasting objectives, as well as the importance of 

aggregation in our particular booking problem. 



1.1 Nature of the problem 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic motivation for the work presented here lies in the necessity of construct

ing a model to forecast airline passenger bookings. This constitutes an important 

practical application since the airline companies have their policy of passenger ser

vices almost entirely based on advance reservations. Therefore, it is very important 

for the company to have a precise idea of how the reservation process takes place. 

This will allow the company to take better decisions, as, e.g., optimal allocation of 

planes in terminals, possible increase of the load factor for some particular flights, 

reduction in the cost of oversales, a more efficient timetable, optimal allocation of 

seats in each plane, among other benefits, therefore, increasing profit and reducing 

costs. 

The problem of producing a good estimate for future flight reservations has been 

studied to some extent by most airline companies (see Rothstein, 1985). However, 

the methodology which has been used by some companies for forecasting purposes 

may be subject to criticism in the choice of model and also in the use of data. Data 

used in the analysis is always the number of passengers who effectively take seats in 

the plane, rather than the actual number of booked tickets for the respective flight. 

Recording this last data should give airline companies information concerning the 

real demand for the flights. Data has been used, therefore, as an input to a controlled 

system, when the real input should be the number of tickets which were initially 

booked, or better still requested. 

It is important to notice that the number of booked tickets is data subject to 

control. If the company, for example, is forced to close a particular class, then, this 

will be reflected in the booking of tickets, and, consequently, will influence the total 

number of people taking the flight. This important fact has been neglected by people 

who propose forecasting models for flights. The available models are, therefore, fed 

with truncated data, and relevant information is not taken into account. 

Correction of data is a fundamental factor for a good performance of models and 

it is important to note all special events that may influence the booking of tickets. 

Special events may affect the usual behaviour of data and it will be probably a good 

idea to consider intervention, since we are dealing with the case where data deviates 

from its regular pattern. 

It is, then, very clear the importance of collecting information about the demand 

for flights; the company loses by using only the net bookings and disregarding can-



cellation data. This data would also provide information about the control to which 

the input is being submitted, i.e., decisions that are being taken about redistribu

tion of places in the planes, closing of specific terminals, overbookings, etc. It is 

suggested, therefore, that the reservation data must be collected along with cancel

lations of booked places; the model to be built to explain the number of passengers 

in the plane must take that last factor into account. Here, it is also essentia.l for the 

forecaster to have the facility of informing the model about the control described 

above as well as special events; the fraction of class open and decisions on closing 

specific terminals is worth to be noting. The model should include a prior distribu

tion, which must be derived from information given by experts, etc. We will assume 

for the development of the model that we are already given a prior distribution. 

Probability assumptions about data must be considered very carefully. Some 

airline companies erroneously use normal distributions, or truncated normal dis

tributions (Lee, 1988), a questionable approach, since we are dealing with small 

numbers, and, therefore, great skewness. This is particularly true if we consider 

club class, where fewer people will book tickets. Also, we will be dealing with small 

numbers (and therefore great skewness) if the bookings are made very near to date 

of departure of the respective flight. It is, then, much more realistic to work with 

discrete distributions and acknowledge great skewness of data. For this reason, the 

model we develop here fits a discrete forecasting distribution for the future demand 

of seats. 

1.2 Aggregation and choice of the sampling interval 

A very important component in the model is certainly given by the length of the 

sampling interval, where we define an observation for a given period as the total 

number of 'counts' corresponding to that time interval. in other words, data is cu

mulative over the periods. It is important to consider the fact that in any application 

of a forecasting procedure, the sampling period, as defined above, plays a basic role, 

constituting a fundamental factor determining what are the relevant effects influenc

ing the behaviour of the process in study. If data is sampled over a very long period, 

i.e, if the aggregation level is too high, then, a large amount of information may be 

aggregated, and we will probably lose a detail level that would be necessary for good 

decision making. But, on the other hand, if data is sampled too frequently, the high 

frequency components will dominate, and present a serious modelling problem for 

the practitioner in detecting those important systematic components that may be 

needed to produce good forecasts. It is clear, then, that the sampling period must 

be chosen consistently with the forecasting objectives, and this must be perfectly 
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defined before we decide what forecasting method must be employed. 

In our specific problem, the sampling period is certainly a crucial element, since 

data regarding the passenger demand must be seasonal and subject to much varia

tion, and the optimal sampling period may well vary, depending on the specific flight 

we are studying. For example, for some flights, it may be a reasonable approach 

to consider the number of reservations, for a specific flight departing on a specific 

date, as independent random variables. For other flights, there may be a correlation 

between different weeks, but the hypothesis of independence may be reasonable for 

a larger sampling interval. It is, therefore, very important to define precisely what 

our main forecasting objectives are, and choose the sampling interval accordingly. 

1.3 The problem of initialization 

The model we construct to deal with the booking data has its base in the Dy

namic Generalized Linear Model (West and Harrison, 1986; West, Harrison and 

Migon, 1985). One of the main features of this model is that, for each instant t of 

time, we consider a state vector parameter Ot, such that the sequence {Otl obeys a 

Markovian evolution. Then, we consider a linear function At = FiOt of this state 

parameter (where Ft is a known vector or regressors), which is linked with the mean 

of the process, through a known bijection (in our specific case, this bijection will 

be an exponential function). The distribution for Ot is updated sequentially, as we 

collect information along time. This methodology requires, therefore, a prior dis

tribution for the state parameter, and there may be occasions when we will depart 

from a rather vague, or uninformative, prior and construct a proper prior using the 

information provided by the first observations of the process. Thus, it will be impor

tant to consider a method that will efficiently use these first observations in order 

to obtain a useful initial prior distribution for the state space vector. 

1.4 Scope of the thesis 

The organization of this work is as follows. 

In Chapter 2 we review the theory of the Dynamic Linear Models, presenting the 

main ideas that will be necessary for the development in the next three chapters. 

In Chapter 3, we discuss the reference analysis of the DLM. This relates to ob

taining a proper distribution for the state parameter, which is necessary for the 

initialization of the forecast system. The approach which is proposed by Pole and 

West (1989) and is given in West and Harrison (1989) presents some drawbacks. 

The first one is that it does not use information that can be supplied by the model 

in order to find an initial proper distribution that can be available, at least for 
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a particular subspace of the state space. It also supposes the system matrix to be 

non-singular, hence, we cannot apply the method more generally, for example, in the 

case of simple moving average processes. A third drawback is that it does not take 

into account the fact that if we are interested in obtaining forecasts for a particular 

horizon, where we will always be in a certain subspace, then, a proper distribution 

for the full space is not needed. As soon as we can obtain a conditional proper 

forecast distribution for the subspace in question, this conditional distribution will 

be sufficient for our purposes. In Chapter 3 we present an alternative approach for 

the initialization of the DLM. 

In Chapter 4, we construct our model, which is based on the Dynamic Generalized 

Linear Model, to forecast the number of booked tickets for particular flights taking 

off at regular intervals of time. This model is more realistic than the model that has 

been used for the same purpose, acknowledging great skewness of the distributions. 

A very important feature of the developed model is given by the gamma to lognormal 

approximation that is developed. This density approximation seems to work very 

well in the specific problem we consider. 

In Chapter 5, we discuss the problem of aggregation. As was mentioned before, an 

important decision related to the use of data consists in the sampling interval that 

must be chosen. If data is sampled too frequently, high frequency effects will become 

dominant and this can lead us to unnecessary complications when we consider an 

explanatory model. It is important to observe that sometimes we cannot find a 

simple model for a very small sampling interval, but one will emerge for larger 

intervals. For example, if data is collected daily, then, the specific day of the week for 

which each observation is collected can constitute an important explanatory factor. 

But, if we consider the number of booking tickets for the overall week, this factor 

will disappear. This can provide a huge model simplification, since we are removing 

up to six parameters. These ideas lead us to the conclusion that it may be worth 

working with aggregated data, where we consider the total number of observations 

for the larger sampling period, rather than the observations for the smaller periods, 

individually. 

The problem of aggregation of observations as well as the dependence of the 

model with the sampling interval has been extensively studied in the literature. 

Amemiya and Wu (1972) investigated the purely autoregressive models and Brewer 

(1973) examined the effect of aggregation for ARMA models. Both studies only 

treat stationary processes or derivable stationary ARIMA processes. Tiao (1972) 

considers aggregation for the 1M A( d, q) model and Wei (1978) extends the results 
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for the general multiplicative seasonal model ARI M A(p, d, q) X (P, D, Q )s, giving 

results concerning the ARI M A representation for the aggregated observations. For 

a purely autoregressive process, Stram and Wei (1986) give the exact order for the 

aggregate model and also show that aggregation can reduce the autoregressive order 

of AR(p) and ARIMA(p,d,q). They also observe that the IMA(d,q) model can be 

reduced to a simple 1M A(d, 0) by aggregation. Also, Gonzales (1992) examines the 

gains in accuracy when a series is sampled at more frequent intervals. 

In Chapter 5, we begin our investigation by studying the problem of aggregation 

for the DLM. We consider representation results for the more simple models. For 

those models we obtain a set conditions, which, if satisfied, allows us to represent 

the aggregated data by a model which is, at least, as simple as the original one. We 

also show that, in some particular cases, we can obtain a simpler model by data 

aggregation. The model reduction can be even more drastic than those indicated by 

Stram and Wei (1986). For example, we can reduce an ARM A(l, 1) process to an 

AR(l), by aggregating, or an 1M A(2, 2) model (linear growth model) can be reduced 

to the very simple 1M A( 1,0) structure. Such results work as an indication that there 

must always exist an optimal aggregation level, an optimal sampling interval that 

we must use, depending of what our forecasting purposes are. We show that the 

inclusion of a zero eigenvalue can always provide us with a representation for the 

aggregated model and, for the more simple cases of the constant D LM, the theoretical 

and practical consequences of this inclusion are discussed. The extension of the 

model constructed in Chapter 4 to work with aggregated data is also considered in 

this chapter. 

Finally, in Chapter 6 we present the main conclusions of these chapters, and make 

suggestions for further study. 
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2.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER 2 

BASIC THEORY 

In this chapter we review the basic theory related to the Dynamic Linear Models 

(Harrison and Stevens, 1971, 1976; West and Harrison, 1989) that will be necessary 

for the discussion of the ideas in the next chapters. The general univariate DLM is 

briefly discussed, and we give particular attention to the constant models. We anal

yse briefly the simplest univariate cases, which correspond to the first alld secolld 

order polynomial models. The case of the unknown observational variance is con

sidered and we briefly discuss the variance learning procedure in the simplest cases. 

Then, we discuss the initialization of the forecast system, presenting the method 

proposed by Pole and West (1989) to obtain a proper distribution for the state 

vector based on the first observations of the process. Also, we introduce the basic 

ideas related to the generalized dynamic linear model. At the end of the chapter, we 

give some references related with what is presented in this brief review. The main 

reference for the chapter is West and Harrison (1989), where a detailed discussion 

of the topics presented here can be found. 

2.2 The univariate DLM 

2.2.1 Definition 

Let Yt represent the process for which we collect information at each instant t of 

time. We relate Yt to a quantity Ot via a dynamic linear regression of the form 

(2.1 ) 

where Ft is a regression vector of independent variables, which is known for each 

instant t of time and {Vt} is a random sequence of independent errors uncorrrelated 

with Ot. We suppose {vd is a zero mean normally distributed sequence, such that 

Vt '" N[O, Vt], for each t and the sequence {Vd of variances is also supposed to 

be completely known. The quantity Ot here plays the role of a dynamic vector of 

regression parameters, which is frequently referred to as the state vecto1'ofthe model. 

The state vector contains, therefore, the relevant parameters we need at time t to 

express our beliefs about Yt in the sense that (YtiOd '" N[FfOt, Vt] is independent of 

past values of the process. The state vector Ot has a one-step Markov evolution, its 

time behaviour being governed by the equation 

(2.2) 
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where G t is the system matrix of the model, assumed known for each instant t 

of time and {Wt} is also a random sequence of independent errors such that Wt 

is un correlated with Ot-I. We suppose, as with {Vt}, that {wd is a zero mean 

normally distributed sequence, such that Wt '" N[O, Wtl, for each t, the sequence 

{Wt} of covariance matrices being completely known. We call (2.1) the observation 

equation of the model, and Vt is the observational error. Also, (2.2) will be called the 

system equation of the model, and Wt is the evolution error, assumed independent of 

Vt. The univariate Dynamic Linear Model can, then, be charaterised by a quadruple 

which is known for each instant t of time. Let D t represent all the relevant infor

mation we have up to the time t. Then, we consider the above quadruple, together 

with the initial information (OoIDo) '" N[mo, Col for some moments mo and Co. We 

also assume this initial distribution for the state to be independent of Vt and Wt. 

Then, we have the univariate DLM completely defined. 

2.2.2 Updating and forecasting 

If we assume that for each instant t of time, we will have Dt = {Yt, Dt-d, which 

means, we never have external information available, then, with {F, G, V, W}t known 

for all t, the DLM can be updated as follows: 

1) At time t - 1 we have a posterior distribution for the state vector, given as 

for some mean mt-I and covariance matrix C t - I . 

2) The prior distribution for the state vector at time t is, from (2.2): 

where at = Gtmt-I and Rt = GtCt- 1 G~ + Wt. 

3) Using (2.1), we obtain the one-step ahead forecast distribution 

where it = Flat and Qt = FI RtFt + Vi. 
4) We now consider the joint normal bivariate distribution of Yt and Ot, from which 

we can derive the posterior distribution at time t for the state v~ctor, given by: 
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with Tnt = at + At(Yt - it} and C t = Rt - AtQtA~, where At = RtFtQt l
. 

The procedure above puts the updating in closed form, and we can, at any instant 

t, produce forecasts for the next observations of the process under study. In fact, 

we very simply obtain the k step ahead distributions for the state vector and the 

original process, as 

(Ot+kIDt) "" N[at(k), Rt(k)] 

(Yt+kIDt) "" N[/t(k), Qt(k)] 

where the moments of the distributions can be obtained as 

it(k) = F:Gt+kGt+k-l .. . Gt+l 1n t 

Qt{k) = F: Rt{k)Ft + Vt+k 

where 

with initial value Rt(O) = Ct. 

2.2.3 Time Series DLM's 

A very important subclass of DLMs are the Time Series DLMs, or TSDLMs, 

those which are characterized by constant (not changing with time) F and G. A 

TSDLM where the variances V and Ware also constant with time is referred to 

as a constant DLM. In fact, most of the classic linear time series models that have 

been extensively used in the literature can be put in this framework, which makes 

the constant DLM a subset of particular interest in the general class. 

A fundamental concept in the study of the DLM is the one of obsel'vability. Let 

n be the dimension of the state vector. The observability matrix T, for the TSDLM, 

is, by definition, the matrix 

( 

F' ) F'G 

T = F,dn-l 

We consider a TSDLM to be observable if and only if the above matrix is non

singular. Briefly explaining, an observable TSDLM means that the observations 

we collect along time provide information about all the components of the state 

vector. Observe, for example, that if we have a deterministic evolution equation (the 

variance of the evolution error being identically zero), then, the path of the state 

vector can be completely determined from the n first values of the mean response 
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I-Lt(k) = F'GkOt, using the observability matrix. In fact, the rank of this matrix gives 

us the dimension for which we have an observable model with the same ILt(k). It 

is important to observe that if the system is observable, then, the forecast function 

It(k) = F'Gk 7nt can be completely determined by its first n values. 

A fundamental result states that if we have an observable constant DLM with 

finite observational and evolution variances, then the sequence {Cd of the posterior 

covariance matrices ofthe state will be convergent to a finite matrix (Harrison (1985), 

West and Harrison (1989)). This allows us to know, a priori, before any observation is 

available, the limiting behaviour of the forecasting expressions, simply by calculating 

the limit value of the quantities that appear in the updating equations. 

2.3 The first order constant model 

2.3.1 Definition and updating 

The most simple form of the DLM is the first order constant model, the observation 

and evolution equations being respectively defined by 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where Var[Vtl = V and Var[wtl = W, with known V and W. 

Then, it is easily seen that the updating steps 1 to 4 of the anterior section are 

trivially reduced as follows: 

1) At time t - 1 the posterior distribution for the state is 

for some mean 7nt-l and variance Ct- 1 • 

2) The prior distribution for the state at time tis: 

where at = 7nt-l and R t = C t - 1 + W. 

3) One-step ahead forecast distribution: 

where It = at and Qt = R t + V. 

4) Posterior distribution at time t for the state: 
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2.3.2 Limiting behaviour 

Although practically useful, the constant model is somewhat restricted, since it is 

not open to any external information the modeller would like to transmit. However, 

the simplicity of the model allows us to derive important results that can be used 

for developing ideas concerning the more sophisticated models. A crucial role is 

played by the variance ratio r = V /W which measures variation of the observations 

with respect to the systematic variation (this quantity is typically around 20 for 

most part of applications). Let A, C, Q, R denote the limit values of At, Ct, Qt, Rt, 

respectively. Then, from step 2 above we get R = C + W. But, from step 4, we get 

R = AQ, and, from steps 2 and 3 we get R = A(C + V + W). Comparing these two 

expressions for R, we get 

C+W=A(C+V+W) 

and, since, from step 4, C = A V, we get 

AV+W=A(AV+V+W) 

which can be divided by W, being rewritten as 

Ar+l=A(Ar+r+l) 

giving 

rA2 + A - 1=0 

and, since the roots have different signs, we must take the biggest one, arriving at 

2 
A--~== 

- 1 + VI + 4r 
(2.5) 

and, from above, we readily obtain C, Q, R. 

We must observe that, in the limit, the updating equation for mt in step 4, will 

be written in the form 

(2.6) 

where 6 = 1 - A. More formally, it can be seen that mt - mt-l - Aet will converge 

in probability to zero. So, in the limit, the presented approach will be equivalent to 

the point predictor of Holt (1957), the exponentially weighted regression of Brown 

(1962) and is contained in the ARIMA(O,l,l) representation of Box and Jenkins 

(1976). A fundamental point in all of these methods is that we are obtaining the 
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one-step ahead forecast for the next period as a weighted average of the forecast we 

had for Yt and the actual value of Yt. Since A represents the weight given to the 

observation, we must expect that A will be large (that is, almost one) if we have a 

very small uncertainty about the observation compared to the systematic variation 

of the mean level 9t. If, on the other hand, Yt is subject to a lot of variation, then, 

we will give more importance to the last estimator we had, mt-l. This is confirmed 

by (2.5) since, from this expression, we can readily see that A will be near one for 

very small values of r, and will be near zero, if r is quite large. We can also think 

that, when V = 0, we will have Yt = Yt-l +Wt, which means that the best estimator 

for the next observation is given by the last data. This is obtained for A = 1. On 

the contrary, when W = 0, we have Yt = 9 + Vt, where 9 is a deterministic constant 

level. The best estimator will always be, then, the value of the level 9. Therefore, 

we should have, in this case, A = 0. From (2.6) it must be clear that the value of 

A determines the sensitivity of the predictor to the most recent observations of the 

process. The larger the value of A the larger the sensitivity becomes. 

2.3.3 Discount factors 

We observe that, in the limit 

R = C + W = C + V = (1 + _1 ) C = C 
r Ar 8 

and W = AGio is a fixed proportion of G. Therefore, in the limit, the increase in 

the variance of the state parameter due to the error Wt is equivalent to an increase 

of this same variance of a fixed proportion 0- 1 • Since convergence is usually very 

fast for the constant model, we can, in practice, consider the option of adopting 

a constant discount factor' 8, instead of specifying a constant variance W in the 

evolution equation. That means, in the second step of the updating, the prior 

distribu tion for time t will be obtained as Rt = Ct - 1 18, instead of adding a constant 

variance W. Observe that the limiting behaviour of this new model is the same as 

the constant one. This can be directly verified from the expression for Gt-
1

, which, 

from step 4, is 

and, therefore 

which gives, in the limit, G-1 = V-1 1(1 - 8), or G = AV, as we'had before. These 

are the basic ideas of discounting, which have been extensively studied, the approach 
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being introduced in Ameen and Harrison (1985) and described in practical detail in 

Harrison and West (1987) and Harrison (1988). This discount factor idea gives us a 

very useful alternative approach, since the variance W in the evolution equation is, 

in practice, difficult to specify. 

2.4 Polynomial trend models 

2.4.1 General polynomial model 

We extend the ideas of the last section in order to consider a general class of 

time series models that have been extensively used in practice, through many years. 

The polynomial trend models basically use the idea that a well behaved function 

can be locally approximated by a low order polynomial with a good precision. The 

most simple is, of course, the constant trend model, which is the case we have just 

discussed. The next simplest case is the linear growth model which has been widely 

studied in the literature (Harrison, 1965, 1967; Godolphin and Harrison, 1975). We 

present the general construction, although, in practice, it is very rare that a third 

or higher degree polynomial will be used. 

We define the nth Of'de1' polynomial models as the particular class of observable 

TSDLM for which the forecast function ft(k) = F'Gkmt can be written as 

(2.7) 

for all t, k 2: O. 

Such polynomial forecast functions are discussed in Harrison (1965, 1967), theo

retical aspects being explored in Godolphin and Harrison (1975). In Godolphin and 

Stone (1980) this polynomial form of the forecast function is generalised to allow 

the first few values to be irregular. 

In fact, it can be seen that the form of any given forecast function ft( k), regarded 

as a function of k, is determined by the eigenvalue structure of the system matrix 

G. In other words, two observable TSDLM's will have the same form of forecast 

function if and only if their system matrices have the same set of eigenvalues. In the 

particular case of (2.7) above, the system matrix must be similar to the nth order 

Jordan block with unit eigenvalue I n (1). We denote 

.-\ 1 
0 .-\ 

I n (.-\) = 0 0 

0 0 
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and, in the case of (2.7), there must exist a non-singular matrix H such that 

HGH-I = I n (1). The generalisation in Godolphin and Stone (1980) corresponds 

to extend the system matrix with the inclusion above of a h(O) block. 

It is common, in practice, to work with the canonical nth order polynomial DLM, 

defined as that one for which G = I n (1) and F = En = (1,0, ... ,0)', the first 

element in the canonical ordered set of coordinate vectors of the Rn. In this model, 

the first coordinate of the state vector gives the level of the process at time t, and, 

for 1 < j ~ n, the ph coordinate of the state vector represents the systematic change 

in the (j - 1 )th coordinate. 

2.4.2 Second order polynomial DLM 

The most simple observable model that constitutes an extension from the first 

order polynomial DLM is, naturally, the canonical second order polynomial DLM. 

For this model, we will have a two dimensional state vector with system matrix 

given by G = h (1) and constant regression vector F = E2 = (1, 0)'. We define 

O~ = (iLt, (3t), and write the model equations as 

Yt = JLt + Vt 

JLt = iLt-l + {3t-1 + Wtl 

/3t = {3t-1 + Wt2 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

where the errors above are zero mean normally distributed, Wtl and Wt2 are uncor

related with Vt and we have Var[Vtl = Vt, Var[wtll = W tl , Var[wtZl = W tZ and 

Cov[Wtl,WtZl = W t3 . 

We can apply the updating procedure of the last section in order to obtain the 

forecast distributions for the process at each instant t. It is important to discuss 

here the limiting behaviour of the constant model. For simplicity, we consider that 

the variances are scaled by the observational variance. If Vt = V = 1, and Wtl , 

W tZ and Wt3 are constant variances given by Wl , W2 and W3 , respectively, then, 

the sequences At, Ct, Rt , Qt, obtained in the four updating steps of Section 2.2 will 

converge respectively to finite limits A, C, Rand Q. Also, writing A = (AhA2)" 

we will obtain 

and R will be given by 

(1 - AdQ = 1 

A~Q = W2 

(Ai + AlA2 - 2A2)Q = WI - W3 
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In addition, Al and A2 must satisfy the conditions 

0< Al < 1 

0< A2 < 4 - 2Al - 4(1 - Al)1/2 < 2 

See West and Harrison (1989) for a proof. 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

We calculate the limit value of Q in the system (2.11) to (2.13) above. Let 

D = WI - W3 • From (2.13) we write 

and using (2.11) we have 

and, from (2.11) again 

Multiply this by Q and use (2.11) to obtain 

Therefore 

and we use (2.11) again to get 

Squaring this last expression and using (2.12), we will get 

and we will finally arrive at 

(2.16) 

where 

a = W2 + 2D + 4 

(3 = D2 + 4D + 6 - 2W2 
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and (2.16) is an equation in Q of even degree d = 2j where the list of coefficients is 

symmetrical. Therefore, it can be reduced to an equation in ;;,2 of degree j, where 

;;, = (Q + l)/(Q - 1). Using this transformation in (2.16) we obtain the equation 

p;;,4 + q;;,2 + r = 0 (2.17) 

where 

p = D2 - 4W2 (2.18) 

q = 4 W 2 - 2D2 - 8D (2.19) 

r = (D + 4)2 (2.20) 

and we have ~ = q2 - 4pr = 16W2(16 + 4D + W2). We want to verify that ~ ~ 0 

and for this purpose it suffices to verify that 4D + W 2 ~ O. Observe, then, that 

D W W W W 
4Wl - 4 WI W3 + WI W2 > 

4 + 2 = 4 I - 4 3 + 2 = WI 

4Wf - 4WI W3 + Wi 

WI 

and, therefore, we have two real roots. From (2.20), r is always non-negative. Then, 

if p < 0, we guarantee there is a positive root. Suppose p > 0 and we want to show 

the roots for (2.17) are positive, which is to show that q < O. Using (2.18) to (2.20) 

we have p + q + r = 16. Then, we want to show that p + r > 16. Using (2.18) and 

(2.20), we get 

p + r = 2D2 + 8D - 4 W 2 + 16 

and we have to show, then, that D2 + 4D > 2W2, or, using (2.18), p + 4D > -2W2. 

We have p+4D > 4D, since p is positive, and -2Wj /WI ~ -2W2. Then, it suffices 

to show that 4D ~ -2Wi /WI . But this is 

which is trivially true, since it can be rewritten as 

It remains to show that we can always find a root which, in fact, is greater than 

one. For p < 0, this root will be -( q + ..JiS..)/2p. We verify this from the fact that 

p + q + r = 16. Then, we have 

4p(p + q + r) < 0 
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and, from this, 

which is ~ > (q + 2p)2 and, from this, we have the desired result. For p > 0, we 

can show both roots are greater than one, by showing that T > p. From (2.18) and 

(2.20), this is equivalent to show that 8D + 16 + 4W2 > 0, or, 2D + 4 + W2 2: o. It 

suffices to show that 2D + W2 2: 0 and this is 2W1 + W2 2: 2W3 • But this is true 

since 

This shows (2.17) always has a real root which is greater than one. Now, we remem

ber that Al and A2 in the system (2.11) and (2.13) must satisfy (2.15): 

o < A2 < 4 - 2AI - 4(1 - Al )1/2 

From (2.11), we have 

Rewrite this as 

o < A2 < 2 + 2(1- Ad - 4Q-l/2 

which is 

Therefore 

and, we have 

which gives 

Considering that there must be a unique solution to the system (2.11) to (2.13), 

and this is because the limit is unique, we must choose the biggest root of (2.16), 

since f(x) = x1 / 4 - x- I / 4 is an increasing function of x. Now, because g(x) = 
(x + 1) / (x - 1) is a decreasing function of x, we must calculate Q from the smallest 

root in (1,00) of (2.17). Then, let E be this root and we finally arrive at 
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and, now, Al and A2 must be obtained from (2.11) and (2.12). Then, we have solved 

that system. 

Finally, we must observe that the concept of discount factor can be extended here. 

We define the second order polynomial model with a single discount factor b as that 

model for which the variance of the evolution error is written as 

and this implies Var[OtlDtl = Var[OtIDt-lll b, for all t. Thus, we have a model with 

a fixed multiplicative increase in uncertainty, the rate of decay in the information 

about the state vector being constant with time. From the practical point of view, a 

suitable approach employs a single constant discount factor for the trend and growth 

components. In this case, the limiting point predictor mt converges in probability 

to that derived from exponentially weighted regression (Brown, 1962). 

The same idea of a single, constant discount factor can be used when the model 

structure can be seen as of a single, canonical component. This will be the case, for 

example, if G is similar to an n X n Jordan block. The idea of using a single discount 

approach is discussed in Brown (1962), Harrison (1965), Godolphin and Harrison 

(1975) and Harrison and Akram (1983). 

2.5 Models with unknown observational variance 

In many practical applications the observational variance Vt will be subject to 

uncertainty. When this is the case, the method we are using must include a learning 

procedure for the unknown observational variance. We discuss here the most simple 

case, namely, Vt being constant and unknown. More sophisticated situations can be 

found in West and Harrison (1989). We also refer to Smith and West (1983), and 

to West, Harrison and Pole (1987) for practical applications. 

The key feature of our analysis is that we consider here a scale-free model, with 

all variances being scaled by the unknown observational variance V. That means, 

for example, that in the evolution equation (2.2) we have Var[wtl = W t = VWt, 

for each t, where we assume previous knowledge, not of the sequence {Wd, but, of 

the sequence {Wt}. Also, it will be convenient for our purposes to work with the 

precision 4>, defined by 4> = 1 IV, rather than with V itself. 

The extension of the more simple model for the case of unknown observational 

variance is as follows. We consider the observational and evolution equations 

{ 
Yt = F: Ot + Vt 

Ot = GtOt- 1 + Wt, 
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where Vt rv N[O, Vt] and Wt rv N[O, VWtJ, the sequence of matrices {Wt} being 

completely known. Now, let 4J = l/V. Then, our initial information consists of two 

prior distributions, namely 

(OoIDo,4J) rv N[mo, VC;] 

(4JIDo) rv G[no/2,do/2] 

with the quantities mo, Co, no and do being pre-specified. Also, in the gamma prior 

distribution defined above, we observe that the prior mean is given by E[4JIDo] = 

no/do = 11So, where So is a prior point estimate of V. It is important to notice 

that we have 

In practice, to specify a prior distribu tion for 4J, we can choose a prior point estimate 

So of V and the associated number no of degrees of freedom. 

The updating for the defined model is as follows. We depart from the information 

(Ot-IIDt-I, V) rv N[mt-I, VCi_tl and (4JIDt-J) rv G[nt_I/2,dt-I/2]. 

(a) First, we have, conditional on V, 

(Ot!D t- I, V) rv N[at, V R;] 

(yt!D t- I , V) rv N[Jt. VQ;] 

(OtIDt, V) rv N[mt, VCZ] 

where at = Gtmt-I, Ri = GtCi_IG~ + Wt, ft = Fiat, Qi = FiRiFt + 1, and the 

updating of the components is 

with At = R~ Ft!Q~ and et = Yt - ft. 

(b) The distribution of (4Jt!Dd can be obtained from Bayes' Theorem. We have 

and this will give 

with nt = nt-I + 1 and dt = dt- I + ei /Qi. 

(c) Now, unconditional on V, the normal distributions in (a) will be replaced by 

T distributions. Let Tp[m, C] denote the multivariate T distribution of p degrees of 
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freedom with location m and scale C. We recall that if p > 1, then, the mean of the 

distribution exists and is equal to m. Also, if p > 2, the variance of the distribution 

exists and is equal to pC /(p - 2). The distribution approaches normality, as p tends 

to infinity, the limiting distribution being N[m, C]. 

The unconditional distributions are given by 

(Ot-lIDt-I) '" Tnt _ 1 [mt-l, Ct- l] 

(OtIDt-I) '" Tnt_1 [at, Rt] 

(YtIDt-l) '" Tnt_l[Jt,Qtl 

(OtIDt) '" Tnt [mt. Ct] 

where Ct- l = St-1 Ct-1, Rt = St-1 R;, Qt = St-1 Q; and Ct = StCt, with St-l = 

dt-tlnt-1 and St = dt/nt. 

Some key points in the anterior updating must be commented. At time t, we 

have E[<I>ID t- 1] = l/S t - l , where St-1 = dt-tlnt-1, a prior point estimate of V. 

Similarly, we have E[<I>IDt] = 1/ St. Observe that the updating equations for the 

T distributions in (c) are essentially the same equations that appear in (a), the 

variance V being substituted by its point estimate, St-1 (or the updated estimate 

St, if we already have observed Yt). 

2.6 Reference Analysis of the DLM 

2.6.1 Introduction 

One of the key components of the standard DLM analysis is defined by the initial 

information we have about the state space 0, this information being represented 

in the distribution (00 I Do). The usual standard approach requires a proper prior 

distribution for initialization. It is important, then, to devise a way of obtaining 

a proper distribution for the state vector, when no prior knowledge is available at 

t = 0, other than the model itself, the only additional information being provided by 

the set of observations {Yt}. This reference analysis of the DLM, based on standard 

vague or uninformative priors (Bernardo, 1979), gives us, as the name suggests, 

a reference level, against which we can compare alternative approaches that will 

possibly use informative prior distributions. 

In this section, we review the approach that is suggested by Pole and West (1989). 

It is also described in West and Harrison (1989), where proof of the results presented 

here can be found. 
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2.6.2 Updating equations 

The aim here is to obtain a proper distribution for the state space using the 

information that is provided by the first observations of the proccess. We present 

here a Bayesian development. Departing from an initial reference prior at t = 1, 

we use a set of sequential updating equations, which is based on this reference prior 

and the information we collect with time. After each iteration, we expect to expand 

the subspace for which we have a proper distribution. This approach is performed 

until we have a non-singular covariance matrix for the state vector. From this point 

on, we have a proper prior, and can turn to standard analysis. 

We present two cases. In the first case, the variance W t of the evolution error 

is always non-singular. In the second case, the same variance is identically zero, 

the evolution equation being deterministic. In both cases we consider the updating 

equations when the variance Vt of the observational error is known, and when this 

variance is unknown but constant. It is assumed, for all the development here, that 

G t is non-singular. 

At time t = 1, we consider (see, e.g., Box and Tiao, 1973), when the observational 

variance is known, the reference prior 

p(th IDo) ex: constant (2.21) 

When the observational variance is equal to V and unknown, we consider the refer

ence prior 

P(Bl' VIDo) ex V-I (2.22) 

CASE 1: W t is non singular for all t 

For both models (known observational variance or constant and unknown obser

vational variance) we sequentially define the following quantities: 

where 

and 

Pt = G~Wt-lGt + /(t-l 

H - W- 1 - W-1G P- 1G'W-1 
t - t t t t _7t t 

h t + FtYt 

h t + Ftyt/Vt 

if Vt = V is unknown 

if Vt is known 

if Vt = V is unknown 

if Vt is known 
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with initial values HI = 0 and hI = O. Since we assume that Gt is non-singular, the 

matrix G~Wt-lGt, which appears in (2.23), must be positive definite. We also know 

that K t- 1 is positive semidefinite, since it is the covariance matrix of (Ot-ll Dt-d (see 

equation 2.27). Hence, Pt, the sum of the two matrices in (2.23), has to be positive 

definite, and, consequently, non-singular. Therefore, the quantities in (2.24) and 

(2.25) are well defined. 

If Vt is constant and unknown, W t in the above equations must be replaced by 

Wt, and, in addition, define 

with initial value Al = o. 

At = 6t- 1 - k~_IPt-lkt_l 

6t = At + y; 

Suppose Vt is known. Applying Bayes' Theorem, we can verify, by induction that, 

using the reference prior (2.21), the prior and posterior distributions of the state 

vector at time t are given, respectively, by 

p(OtIDt-l) ex exp{ -~(O~HtOt - 20~ht)} 

p(OdDd ex exp{ -~(O~KtOt - 20~kd} 

(2.26) 

If the variance Vt is constant and unknown, then, if we depart from the reference 

prior (2.22), we will have at time t, the prior and posterior joint distributions of the 

state vector and the variance V given, respectively, by 

=i!.±.!l 1 1, , 
p(Ot, VID t- 1 ) ex V 2 eXP{-2"V- (OtHtOt - 20tht + Ad} (2.28) 

-(1+2) 1 l' , 
p(Ot, VIDt} ex V 2 exp{ -2" v- (OtKtOt - 20tkt + 6t}} (2.29) 

It is readily seen that, in the case of variance known, after the distribution III 

(2.27) becomes proper, we turn to the standard updating, with 

C' }" -1 1 }" -1 k t = \. t ane m,t = \. t ·t 

If the variance is unknown, then, after the distribution in (2.29) becomes proper, 

the posterior distributions of (Ot, VIDt} are as in Section 2.5, with 

C S },.-1 I },.-lk t = t \. t ane Tnt = \. t t 

where St = dt/nt, as usual, with nt = t-n and dt = 6t -k~mt, 11. being the dimension 

of the state vector. If the distribution becomes proper after 11. steps, then nn+l = 1 

and it is easily shown that dt+1 = S7I+l = e;l+I/Q;l+l. 
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CASE 2: Wt = 0 

For this case, let M t = G"t l
, and define recursively the quantities 

Ht = M;Kt-1Mt 

ht = M;k t - 1 

At = Ot-l 

Using again the Bayes' Theorem we can show by induction that the prior and pos

terior distributions of Ot and V will again be of the forms (2.26) and (2.27) if V is 

known, and of the forms (2.28) and (2.29) if V is constant and unknown. 

2.7 Dynamic Generalised Linear Models 

2.7.1 Motivation 

We turn now to the extension of the DLM to non-normal observations. In many 

cases, when treating with some skewed distributions, we can find a suitable transfor

mation such that we can apply the standard DLM to the transformed data. However, 

the interpretation of the parameters that will be used in the model for this trans

formed observations will not always be easy, and this can cause a bit of confusion for 

the modeller. It becomes necessary, therefore, to have a model that can be directly 

applied to the original observations. This will be particularly true when the original 

data is in the form of counts, especially if we are dealing with integer numbers of 

small magnitude. For these cases, any transformation trying to achieve normality 

will often be nonsense. For these reasons, we are motivated to extend the ideas of 

the DLM, arriving at the exponential family models. Such models are discussed 

in this section, the primary references being Migon and Harrison (1985), West and 

Harrison (1986), West, Harrison and Migon (1985). 

2.7.2 Exponential family distribution 

The most important extension of the normal DLM to non-normal observations 

that have been studied has its starting point in the framework of the Generalised 

Linear Models (NeIder and Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh and NeIder, 1983). This 

extension considers that the distribution of the observations falls into a particular 

class which is called the exponential family. This class is defined as follows. Let Yt 

represent, as usual, the observations of the process we are studying. The density 

function (or probability function, if it is discrete) for the distribution of Yt belongs 

to the exponential family if and only if it can be expressed in the.fonn 

(2.30) 
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where Vt > 0 and 1]t are real quantities that are referred to, respectively, as the 

scale parameter and the natu1'al parameter of the distribution, and a(.) is a twice 

differentiable convex function. 

Let Rt ( s) = log E[exp( sydl1]t, Vt], the logarithm of the moment generating func

tion of (Ytl11t, Vt). The mean and variance of (Yt 111t, Vt) can be calculated using the 

well known result that states that E[ytl11t, Vt] = R~(O) and Var[Ytl1]t, Vtl = R~(O), 
the derivatives being calculated with respect to s. From (2.30) we can easily derive 

and we have 

I d 
Rt(s) = -d a(1]t + sVt ) 

s 

R~' ( s) = Vt ::2 a( 11t + s Vd 

From the expressions above we get 

E[YtI 11t, Vt] = R~(O) = JLt = a(1]d 

Var[ytl 11t, Vtl = R~'(O) = Vta(1]t) 

(2.31 ) 

(2.32) 

where the dots now represent the derivative with respect to 11t. The first two deriva

tives of a(.) are, for obvious reasons, respectively called the mean function and the 

variance function of the distribution. From (2.32) it is readily seen that we neces

sarily must have positivity of the variance function. Hence, the mean function must 

be monotonically increasing and (2.31) defines a bijection between the mean and 

the natural parameter of the distribution. 

2.7.3 Definition of DGLM 

We now define the DGLM (dynamic generalised linear model), which extends the 

DLM concept for the case of non-normal observations. Let Yt be the process under 

study and suppose that the density P(Yt111d belongs to the exponential family, being 

given by (2.30). Here, we assume that the scale parameter Vt is known for all t, 

and the explicit dependence on Vt is dropped. We consider a parameter At which is 

related to the natural parameter 11t via the equation 

(2.33) 

where g(.) is a continuous monotonic function mapping 11t to the real line. This 

parameter At, a transformation of 11h is related to a quantity (}t via a time dependent 

linear function of the form 

(2.34) 
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Here, Ft is an n-dimensional regression vector, known for every instant t and Ot is 

the n-dimensional vector of parameters. This state vector has its evolution governed 

by the equation 

(2.35) 

where Gt is an n X n evolution matrix, also known for all t, and Wt is a zero mean 

un correlated sequence, with Wt uncorrelated with Ot-l. We also assume that Wt = 
Var[Wtl is known for all t. Then, our observation model is defined by (2.30) together 

with (2.33) and (2.34) while the evolution model is given by (2.35). The latter is 

identical to (2.2), except by the fact the we do not necessarily require normality of 

distribu tions. 

This definition extends the observation model for the DLM, the additional com

ponent g(.) providing a link between the linear regression in (2.34) and the observa

tional distribution (2.30). The standard DLM is here the particular case for which 

the distribution in (2.30) is N(At, Vt}, the distributions of Ot and Wt are normal 

distributions and g(.) is the identity mapping. 

2.7.4 Updating of DGLM 

Our aim is to develop a sequential updating procedure for the GDLM, as was 

done for the standard DLM. In order to do so, we first consider a reformulation of 

the standard sequential procedure for the DLM, and then, extend it to the GDLM. 

Therefore, we reformulate the updating that was described in Section 2.2.2 as follows 

Step 0: At time t-I we are provided with the posterior distribution (Ot-lIDt-l) '" 

N[mt-l, Ct-l]. From this posterior distribution and the evolution equation we can 

calculate the prior for Ot at time t, obtaining 

where at = Gtmt-t and Rt = GtCt- t G~ + Wt. Up to here, we still proceed in the 

same way we did before. Now, we consider the next step 

Step 1: We work with Ilt = E[YtI17t] = FfOt. The joint prior distribution for Ilt 

and Ot is given by: 

(~: I Dt-l) '" N [ (~:) , (R~~t Fk~t)] (2.36) 

where It = Ffat and qt = Ff RtFt· 

Step 2: It is possible now to calculate the one-step ahead forecasting for Yt. We 

know that (Ytilld '" N[J.Lt. Vtl and we have the prior (IltlDt-t) '" N[Jt, qt]. The 

one-step ahead forecast distribution is obtained as 

p(YtIDt-l) = J P(Ytlllt}P(lltIDt-l) dllt 
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and this will give us (ytlDt-d '" N[Jt. Qt], where Qt = qt + Vt· 

Step 3: Now we obtain the posterior for J-lt. This can be done by the use of Bayes' 

Theorem 

and we will get (J-lt I D d '" N [it ,q;J, where 

It = It + qt(Yt - It)/Qt 

q; = qt - qUQt 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

Step 4: We are now in position to calculate the posterior distribution for Ot, closing 

the updating procedure. We consider, therefore, the joint posterior for J-lt and Ot, 

applying Bayes' Theorem, to obtain 

p(J-lt, OtiDd ex p(J-lt, 0tlD t - 1 )p(YtlJ-lt) 

= [pC OtlJ-lt, Dt- 1 )p(J-ltl Dt- 1 )Jp(YtlJ-lt} 

= p(0tlJ-lt, Dt-t)[p(J-ltl Dt-l)P(YtlJ-ldJ 

ex P(OtI/Lt, Dt- 1 )p(J-ltiDd 

From above, we can see that Ot is conditionally independent of Yt, given J-lt. The 

posterior distribution for Ot will, then, be obtained as 

It is important to observe that the information that Yt brings about Ot is reflected in 

the anterior expression through the posterior (J-ltIDt). The first probability density 

in the integrand is that of the conditional normal distribution (OtlJ-lt, Dt- 1 ). From 

(2.36) it is readily seen to be given by 

Now the moments for (OdD t ) can be calculated. We have 

mt = E[OtIDtl 

= E[E[OtlJ-lt, D t - 1JI D tl 
= E[at + RtFt(J-lt - It)/qtlD tJ 

= at + RtFtUt - Id/qt 
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and 

Ct = Var[OtlDtl 

= E[Var[OtllLt. Dt-1llDtl + Var[E[OtllLt. Dt-1llDtl 

= E[Rt - RtFtF: Rt/qtl + Var[at + RtFt(lLt - ft)/qtIDtl 

= Rt - RtFtFfRt/qt + Rt FtFfRtq7/q; 

= Rt - RtFtF: Rt(1 - q; /qt)/qt (2.40) 

Substituting (2.37) and (2.38) in (2.39) and (2.40) we obtain the usual expressions 

mt = at+RtFt(Yt-Ffad/Qt and Ct = Rt-RtFtFfRt/Qt. Then, we have completed 

the update. 

The alternative development we have just presented for obtaining the updating 

equations in the DLM can now be extended to the non-normal case. Although there 

is no general, exact analysis for the DGLM (since the observations are not necessarily 

normal and the mean of their distribution is a function not necessarily linear of the 

state vector), it is possible to develop an approximation, paralleling the steps above. 

In this development we drop the normality assumption for the state vector. We 

consider, then, that, at time t - 1, we have a posterior distribution (Ot-lIDt-d 

which is only partially specified in terms of its first two moments. Similarly, the 

distribution of the error in the evolution equation is now only partially specified by 

its first two moments. We use the notation X rv [IL, Vl meaning that the random 

variable X has mean IL and variance V. Then, we have 

and, from the independence assumption, we will have 

(2.41) 

where at = Gt1nt-l and Rt = GtCt- 1 G~ + Wt. From this point, we parallel the 

four steps described anteriorly.We reiterate the notation we have been using. We 

consider ILt = E[YtITlt], where Tlt is the natural parameter of the distribution for Yt. 

and we have ILt = a( Tld. Also, the natural parameter 1]t is linked to the parameter 

At via At = g( 1]t). The parameter At. on its turn, relates to the state vector Ot via 

the regression equation At = FIOt. Because a(.) and g(.) are real bijective functions, 

we are allowed to work with JLt. tlt or At, interchangeably. 

Step 1: From (2.41), we can readily obtain the first two moments of the joint prior 

distribution for At and Ot. as 
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where It = FIat and qt = FI RtFt, and we still work as in the normal case. 

Step 2: We are now interested in the one-step ahead forecasting for Yt. From 

(2.30), the relevant information needed for forecasting Yt is contained in the dis

tribution of (1]tlD t -t). But, now, this distribution is, in principle, only partially 

specified, since we do not necessarily know the full distributional form of At = g( "7t), 

but only the first two moments of its distribution. Therefore, to obtain the forecast 

we want, we need to consider other assumptions about the prior distribution for 

"7t. One reasonable alternative is to work with a conjugate prior for "7t; the prior 

must be consistent with the mean and variance we have for At. From (2.30), a prior 

density for 1]t must have the form 

(2.42) 

where rt and St are the parameters of the distribution, that must be consistent with 

the moments for At. That means, rt and St must be such that 

E[g(17t)IDt- 1 ] = It 
Var[g(17t)ID t-d = qt 

The one-step ahead forecast distribution can, then, be calculated via 

p(YtIDt-d = J P(YtI 17t)p(17t1D t-d d17t 

with the two densities given respectively by (2.30) and (2.42). We, then, have 

( ID ) - c(rt,st)b(Yt,Vt) 
P Yt t-l - ( 1 1 

C rt + Vt- Yt, St + Vt- ) 
Step 3: It is immediate to obtain the posterior distribution for 17t; this is given by 

(2.43) 

with r; = rt + Vt-IYt and s; = St + Vt-I. It is important, then, to observe that 

(2.42) is, indeed, a conjugate prior distribution for (2.30). We can now calculate the 

posterior moments for At = 9(17t). We denote 

It = E[g(17t)IDtl 

q; = Var[g(17t)IDtl 

Step 4: We want now to obtain the posterior moments for (Ot I Dt}. Again, we 

depart from the joint posterior distribution for At and Ot. 

p(At,OtlDt) ex p(At,0tlDt-l)P(YtlAt) 

= [p(0tlAt, Dt- 1 )p(AtIDt-I)]p(YtIAt) 

= p(OtIAt, Dt- 1 )[p(AtI Dt-dp(YtI At)]· 

ex p(OtIAt, Dt-dp(AtIDt) 
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Again, Ot is conditionally independent of Yt. given At. The posterior distribution for 

Ot is 

p(OtlDd = J p(OtIAt. Dt-t}p(AtIDt} dAt 

As in the anterior case, the information about Ot that is brought by Yt is used in 

the above integral through p(AtIDt}. The last probability density in the integrand 

can be readily calculated since we have (2.43). The first density is not always fully 

specified, but we observe that this is not strictly necessary for our purposes, since we 

do not want the full posterior distribution for (OtIDd, but just its first two moments. 

Therefore, we only need the first two moments of the distribution of (OtIAt,Dt-1) 

to complete the updating. These moments cannot always be calculated, but they 

can be estimated from standard Bayesian techniques. We recall the general result 

for linear Bayes estimation. Further discussion can be found in Hartigan (1969) and 

Goldstein (1976). Suppose we want to use the information of an observation Y to 

estimate a parameter 0, through a function d(Y) of this observation. The linear 

function d(Y) = h + HY of Y that minimizes the overall risk 

r( d) = trace E[( 0 - d)( 0 - d)'] 

is that defined by d*(Y) = h* + H*Y, where 

h* = a - 8Q-1 f 

H* = 8Q-1 

(2.44) 

(2.45 ) 

(2.46) 

if the joint distribution of Y and 0 is partially specified by its first two moments as 

The estimator d*(Y) = a+ 8Q-1(y - 1) is called the linear Bayes' estimator (LBE) 

of 0 based upon Y. The value of the overall risk (2.44) at d = d* is r( d*) = trace (C), 

where 

C = R - 8Q-18' 

In our particular case, we have that prior joint distribution of Step 1. From that, 

we estimate the conditional mean E[OtIAt, Dt-tl (which minimizes the expected 

quadratic loss E[trace (Ot - d(At})(Ot - d(At}'IAd between all estimators of Ot based 

on Ad. Using (2.45) and (2.46), we have the LBE optimal estimate ofthis conditional 

mean given by 

(2.47) 
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for all At. West and Harrison (1988), p. ,561, suggest that Var[OtIAt, Dt-1l be 

estimated by the formula 

(2.48 ) 

We now use the expressions for the moments of the marginal distribution in terms 

of the conditional moments 

E[OtlDtl = E[E{OtIAt, Dt-dlDtl 

Var[OtIDt] = Var[E{OtIAt,Dt-1}IDtl + E(Var{OtIAt,Dt-dIDtl 

and substitute the estimates given by (2.47) and (2.48), to obtain the estimated 

posterior moments, as 

and 

1nt = E[E] 

= E[at + RtFt(At - Jd/qtIDt] 

= at + RtFtUt - Jt)/qt 

Ct = E[li] + Var[E] 

= E[Rt - RtFtFfRt/qtl + Var[at + RtFt(At - Jd/qtlDtl 

= Rt - RtFtF:Rt/qt + RtFtF:Rtq; /q; 

= Rt - RtFtF:Rt(1- q; /qt)/qt 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

Substituting the values of It and q; obtained in Step 3 completes the updating. 

We can now obtain the k steps ahead forecast at time t. Using the posterior 

moments obtained at time t, we can make the one step analysis. 

2.8 Related work 

Much theoretical and practical work related to the material presented here has 

been done in many fields of research. Classic textbooks in Bayesian modelling and 

forecasting include Box and Tiao (1973), Zellner (1971), Aitchison and Dunsmore 

(1975). On dynamic and sequential modelling the books by Astrom (1970) and 

Young (1984) are of note. 

In discounting, the books by Brown (1959, 1963) constitute a classic reference 

and we should also mention the works of Morrison (1969), Godolphin and Harrison 

(1975), Harrison and Akram (1983), Ameen and Harrison (1985).' Polynomial fore

cast functions have been studied in Harrison (1965, 1967), Godolphin and Harrison 
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(1975), Godolphin and Stone (1980). Procedures for variance learning with practi

cal applications can be found in Smith and West (1983), West, Harrison and Pole 

(1987). 

Several applications and illustrations of the DGLM can be seen in the literature. 

See, for example, the study in advertising awareness in Migon and Harrison (1985). 

Many specific cases of the DGLM are discussed in West and Harrison (1986) and 

also in West, Harrison and Migon (1985). Also, related models are considered from 

different viewpoints by Azzalini (1983), Smith (1979, 1988), Souza (1981) and Smith 

and Miller (1986). 

There has been considerable non Bayesian work on dynamic modelling and fore

casting, particularly in control engeneering. The updating algorithm of Kalman 

(1960) has been widely used in connection with state space models. Anderson and 

Moore (1971) and Jazwinski (1970) are examples of good textbooks. Statisticians, 

econometricians and others have been worked on related fields, as, for example, 

Akaike (1974), Duncan and Horne (1972), Harvey (1981), Theil (1981). 
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CHAPTER 3 

REFERENCE ANALYSIS OF THE DLM 
When applying the classical updating procedure for the Dynamic Linear Model, 

we need to begin with prior information about the parameter vector, O. A common 

procedure, which is a basic idea on reference analysis, consists in obtaining this ini

tial information, making use of the observations at the beginning of data. However, 

the postulated model for data evolution can also supply initial information, at least, 

concerning a subspace of the state space. That means we can assign a proper distri

bution for a certain subspace of the state, provided we know the covariance matrix 

of the errors in the system equation. The method we develop here departs from that 

of Pole and West (1989). It uses the first observations much more efficiently in order 

to enlarge the subspace for which we have a proper distribution. This subspace is 

enlarged until we get a proper distribution for the entire state space. Once this point 

is reached, we may turn to the common updating algorithm of the DLM. 

We review the result of Section 2.6. In the sequential updating algorithm of Pole 

and West, the prior and posterior covariance matrices of the state vector at time t 

are given, respectively, by H t and ](t. These matrices are recursively obtained from 

the equations 

where 

P (""W-lC' }/" t = 7 t t t + \. t-l 
H - W- 1 - W- 1C P-1G'W-1 

t - t t t t t t 

if Vt = V is unknown 

if Vt is known 

(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

with initial value HI = O. Here {Ft, G h Vh Wt} correspond to the usual parameters 

defining the DLM under study. Since Gt is supposed to be non-singular, we can 

guarantee that Ph defined by (3.1) is also. 

Let n be the dimension of the state space. We will verify that, in the above 

equations, ](t will be non-singular, only after at least n updatings and that this 

depends fundamentally on the vectors {Ft}. Given a matrix A, denote its rank by 

rCA) and let ker(A) be the subspace {x E R7tIAx = a}. Then, from (3.2), we have 

(3.3) 

Now, we know that 
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with initial value HI = O. Here {Ft, Gt, Vt, Wtl correspond to the usual parameters 

defining the DLM under study. Since Gt is supposed to be non-singular, we can 

guarantee that Pt, defined by (3.1) is also. 

Let n be the dimension of the state space. We will verify that, in the above 

equations, J(t will be non-singular, only after at least n updatings and that this 

depends fundamentally on the vectors {Ft }. Given a matrix A, denote its rank by 

r(A) and let ker(A) be the subspace {x E R7tIAx = O}. Then, from (3.2), we have 

(3.3) 

Now, we know that 
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But we have 

k (I ( ' p-I('f'W-I) C p-IC'W-I PC-I G'/W-I 
X E er - 7 t t 7 t t ~ X = t t t t X ~ t 7 t X = J t t x 

(3.4) 

From (3.1), we have 

pc- I C'W-I t t x= t t X (3.5) 

From (3.4) and (3.5), 

Hence 

which means 

(3.6) 

From (3.6), it is clear that in the best situation, the rank improves as r(Ht+l ) = 
r(Ht) + 1, and this is the case where Ft does not belong to the space spanned by the 

columns of H t . As HI = 0, we need at least n iterations to get a full rank covariance 

matrix and a proper prior. 

We can readily see, then, from (3.6), that, to arrive at a proper prior, we depend 

fundamentally on the behaviour of {Fd. We can see, for example, that there may 

exist situations when we cannot obtain a full proper prior, for example, if F becomes 

constant before we can get a full rank matrix H t. However, this will be of no 

importance if we want to make forecasts for that particular subspace of the state 

space for which a proper prior exists. 

The big advantage of the approach we propose is that useful forecasts can be 

made well before a full proper distribution is obtained. Hence, for example, if 

F is maintained constant over the first, let's say, one hundred observations, no 

information on the variation of F will be available from those observations and 

a proper distribution for (}t will not be achieved. However, if F is to remain at 

this same value, this does not constitute a problem, since we are only interested in 

a proper distribution conditional on F remaining at this same value. Essentially, 

the idea is that after a certain iteration, there will always be proper conditional 

distributions, and that, if these conditions are satisfied over the forecasting horizon, 

then a proper conditional forecast distribution is available. 

The procedure of Pole and West(1989) does not deal with this, 'not with the fact 

that sometimes an initial proper distribution can be obtained, at least for a certain 
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subspace of the state. Giving an example, suppose Yt represents an AR( 1) process, 

with evolution in time given by the expression: 

Yt = PYt-l + at 

where at is a white noise with known variance <Ta
2 ,IPI < 1, and there is a finite J( 

such that E[Yt 2] < J(, for all t. In this case, Yt will be the limit in squared mean, 

given below: 
00 

Yt = Lpiat_i 
i=O 

which is a zero mean stationary process with variance given by 

00 

E[y?] = (Ta 
2 L p2i = (Ta 

2 /(1 _ p2) 
i=O 

Hence, we can propose the ini tial prior mean and variance of Yt, based on the mean 

and variance of at. 

Similarly, consider the vector process defined by the equation: 

(3.7) 

where G is a constant system matrix and the Wt are uncorrelated (O,W) random 

vectors. If all eigenvalues of G lie inside the unit circle, then Ot can be expressed as 

an infinite moving average of the Wt, in the form Ot = 2:~o GjWt_j. Hence, if the 

W matrix is known, we can easily obtain the covariance matrix for Ot. 

Now, suppose we can write (3.7) in the partitioned form: 

If, for example, G1 is a square matrix with all eigenvalues inside the unit circle, 

then, we can obtain an initial information concerning a subspace of the state space 

vector, i.e., we can derive mean and variance for 01 = LO, where L = [G1 0]. In 

addition, consider the observational equation: 

If FI belongs to the row space of L, we may calculate the first two moments for 

future values of y. 

In the general case, let's consider the DLM model given by its observational and 

system equation: 

{ 
Yt = F: Ot + Vt 

Ot = GtO t - 1 + Wt 
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If G t is a constant matrix G with (not necessarily all) eigenvalues inside the unit 

circle, then our model supplies an initial information concerning a subspace of the 

state space. That means it provides information about some ()* = L(}, where L is 

obtained by choosing some appropriate rows of G. Thus, we have an initial prior 

information (Bj I Do). Now, if the regression vector Fi belongs to the row space of 

L, we can forecast the future value of the observed variable, since E[Yt] can be 

expressed as a linear combination of the components of E[Bj]. If this is not the case, 

we can then use the information supplied by Yt (which is linked to Fi through the 

equation 3.8.2) in order to enlarge our "information subspace". Hence, after a finite 

number of steps, we will get a proper distribution for the state vector. 

Consider the DLM defined by the system (3.8). We suppose that Vt and Wt are 

white noises such that E[Vt] = 0, E[wtl = 0, E[Vtws] = 0, and E[B~wt+k] = 0, "It, sand 

Vk > O. We also suppose that the variance Vt of Vt and the covariance matrix Wt of Wt 

are known, except for a scale factor ¢, such that Vt = Vt /¢ and Wt = Wt /¢, where 

Vt and Wt are known (we will assume Vt == 1, for simplicity). The distribution of 

all our variables in (3.8), conditioned on ¢, will be considered to be normal. 

At time t we have prior information about (}t and ¢, based upon the model and 

all data until t - 1, such that 

(LtBtl¢, Dt-d '" N[at; (¢Pd- t ] 

(¢IDt-d '" G(nt_t/2; nt-t5't_t/2) 

Here, Lt is a full rank Tt X n matrix, Tt < n, where n is the dimension of the state 

space vector (L t will be a 1 x n zero matrix if there is no ini tial information). 

Let Rt be the space spanned by the rows of Lt. If Fi E Rt, then we can have 

an estimate for Yt, and we can, upon observing the value of Yt. obtain the posterior 

distributions for LtBt and ¢. If, on the other hand, Fi ~ Rt, then, Yt, which is linked 

to FI through (3.8.1), will bring information about a subspace which is not included 

in R t . Using this information, we will enlarge Rt, such that, R t will be a proper 

subspace of R t+t . This will be handled by the inclusion of an additional row in 

Lt, linearly independent of the previous rows. The stopping criterion is, of course, 

Tt = n, and, once this is reached, we can simply turn to the standard updating 

equations. 

Also, in our approach, we treat the case where Gt is a singular matrix with a 

particular form, as opposed to Pole and West approach, which has to suppose non

singularity of the system matrix. We shall, then, divide our stud:y into two cases, 

depending on invertibility of the system matrix. 
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CASE 1: G t is non-singular, for all t. 

We first suppose Ff E R t • Let Lf be any conditional inverse for Lt. For example, 

Lf may be given by L~( LtL~tl, since Lt is a full row rank matrix. Then, we have: 

which can also be written as: 

Moreover, there is a unique vector et E RT, such that Ff = e~Lh given by: 

Hence, (3.8.1) may be rewritten as: 

and we can have an estimate ilt of Yt, in this case. 

Let 0; = LtOt. At time (t - 1) we have the prior information: 

Hence, if we let: 

(Ytl<l>, 0;, Dt-d '" N[e~O;; <1>-1] 

(f~O;I<I>,Dt-d '" N[e~at;e~Ptlet/<I>] 

(<I>IDt-d '" G(nt_I/2; nt-1St_I/2) 

Ct = Yt - e~at 

Q; = 1 + e~Pt-l ft, 
(3.9) 

(3.10) 

we have the parameters of the posterior distribution G( nt/2; ntSt!2) for (<I>ID t ), 

being updated by: 

nt = nt-l + 1 

ntSt = nt-1 St-l + c~ /Q; 

Also, conditional posterior distribution for 0; can be obtained from the prior 

information: 

(0;1<1>, Dt-d '" N[at; (<I>Pt}-l] 

(Ytl<l>, Dt-d '" N[e~at; Q;/<I>] 
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and: 

a; = at + p t-
1 ftet/Q; 

Pt = Pt + ftf~ 

and et, Qi, are given by (3.9) and (3.1O). Thus, we have the posterior distribution 

for Oi. 

Now, we calculate the prior distribution for the next step. By (3.8.2): 

(·,-10 0 + G-1 
7 t t+ 1 = t t Wt+ 1 , (3.11 ) 

which gives: 

L (·,-10 0* L G-1 
t 7 t t+ 1 = t + t t Wt+ 1 (3.12) 

Define: 

(3.13) 

Then, by (3.12) and (3.13), Oi+l = Lt+10t+1 may be rewritten as: 

Thus, our prior distribution is {Oi+ 11<1>, Dd ""' N[ at+l; (<1>Pt+ I)-I], with: 

P-I p*-1 + L W* L' t+l = t t+l t+1 t+1 

Now, we suppose Ff ~ Rt . Then, Yt will bring information about a larger subspace, 

and will enlarge the matrix Lt. 

Pre-multiplying Ff in (3.11) and combining the result with (3.12), gives: 

Now, we define: 

L (
L t ) (-.,-1 

t+1 = Ff 7t 

which gives: 

(3.14) 
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Now, from (31), we obtain at+l and Pt+.\' as: 

at+l = ( a
yt

t ) (3.15) 

P - 1 _ [Pt-
1 0] L W L' t+l - 0 1 + t+l t+l t+l (3.16) 

Ff is linearly independent of the rows of Lt; therefore, Ff Ot has an infinite vari

ance. Also, we know that the covariance between LtOt and F/Ot is finite. Beside, 

LtBt and Yt are conditionally independent, given F/Ot, since the error in equation 

(3.8.1) is uncorrelated with Ot. Therefore, because of the invariance of the correla

tional structure with the conditioning, we can conclude that F/Ot and LtOt will be 

uncorrelated, given the value of observation Yt. This justifies the diagonal form in 

(3.16). 

CASE 2: G t is a singular matrix. 

For this case, we will suppose that Gt assumes the form: 

c - [Ht 
1t- 0 

where Jk(O) is a k x k Jordan block corresponding to a zero eigenvalue, k > 1, and 

H t is nonsingular. We write commensurably: 

Lt = [Ut 0] o h 
0; = [ 1jJ~ 

F: = [X: 

where h is the k x k identity matrix and Ck,1 corresponds to the first vector in the 

canonical basis of Rk . 

If M is a matrix with n rows (columns), we will denote by Ma( M d ), a matrix 

obtained from M, by eliminating the (n + 1 - k)-th row (column). 

Let J£(O) denote the transpose of h(O). J£(O) is the generalized (or Moore Pen

rose) inverse of Jk(O) (see, e.g., Rao, 1962). Therefore, the Moore Penrose inverse, 

Gt", of Gt, is: 

(3.17) 

From (3.8.2) we get: 
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As the (n + 1 - k)-th row of G- is a row of zeros, the (n + 1 - k)-th equation 

above will trivially be given as 0 = O. Then we drop this equation, to obtain: 

But GtG t differs from the identity matrix, only by the (n + 1 - k)-th element in 

the diagonal, which is equal to zero. Hence, we can write: 

Because of (3.8.2) and the form of Gt, the last component in Ot+l is the same as 

in Wt+ 1; therefore: 

(3.18) 

If Ff E R t , we obtain the posterior (Oil¢, D t ) as usual (see the anterior case). 

If this is not the case, then we can write: 

But, observe that: 

( Lt)O = 
F' t 

t 

Consider the matrix Mt. defined as: 

M t = [(i:) 0 1 
o h 

We have: 

M,6, = (~l~:) 

(3.19) 

From (3.19), we can easily obtain (MtOtl¢, Dt ). In fact, from the diagonal struc

ture we derive: 

Cov( Chl/)t, X:vJtl¢, Dt ) = -Cov( Ut'lj;t.111,tl¢, Dt) 

Var(X;VJtl¢, Dt) = ¢-l + Var(111,t!¢, Dd 

Cov(X;VJt, 11tl¢, Dd = -COV(111,t, 11tl¢, Dd 

Define Zt as Lt or Mt. accordingly to the first or second case. We have the 

conditional distribution for (ZtOtl¢, Dt}. Let 

[ 
Bt 0] 
o h (3.20) 
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where Bt will be Ut or [ U: X tl', accordingly. 

Consider the matrix: 

Pre-multiplying (3.21) in (3.18), we get: 

From (3.17) and (3.20), we can conclude: 

Ztd(c-t)a= [BtHot-1 0 ] 
I~{J£(o)}a 

Defining 

we have, by (3.22) and (3.23): 

Observing that 

},' _ [Zf(G"t)a] 
't+1 - e' 

n 

(3.21 ) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24 ) 

(3.25) 

we see, by (3.25) that the (n + 1 - k)-th equation in (3.24) is trivially 0 = O. Then, 

we may drop this equation, defining: 

with the same forme as Lt. 

Dropping this equation, we will get: 

and since we know the distribution of (ZtOt 1</>, Dd, we may calculate that one for 

(L t+10t+11</>,Dd, and go to the next step. 

The procedure we propose here uses, therefore, the first observations much more 

efficiently, since it considers the initial information that can be' provided by the 

model, in order to obtain an initial proper prior distribution, at least for a subspace 
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of the state vector. This subspace can be enlarged, as we collect more informa

tion along time. At a certain instant of time we have a proper distribution for 

07 = LtOt . Then, according to Ft, we can enlarge the subspace for which we have 

a proper distribution (when Ft ~ Rt ), or we can use the observation Yt to obtain 

a proper posterior distribution in that particular subspace with a bigger precision 

(when Ft E Rt). This gives a more efficient use of the initial information provided 

by the model and observations. We must note that if the matrix L t is never en

larged, which means Ft E Lt, this is of no forecasting importance, as long as we 

can obtain proper conditional distributions for the future observations (if, for ex

ample, Ft+h Ft+2 , ... Ft+k belong to the space spanned by the columns of L~, then, 

we can find vectors et+1 , et+2 , ••• et+k , such that Ft+i = L~+iet+i' i = 1, ... , k; then, 

the forecast distributions can be obtained from the information on On and this is 

our prime objective. For this case, the precision of the distribution of 07 = LtOt is 

increased, as we collect information. Of course, in control situations it may well be 

required that a proper prior for the full space be quickly obtained. This is one of 

the fundamental points behind the development in Box and Draper (1969). 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE BOOKING MODEL 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we propose a model to forecast the distribution of the number of 

passengers booking tickets for particular flights. As we have mentioned in the first 

chapter,the most commonly used models for these purposes present some drawbacks, 

the most serious one being the fact that normal distribu tion is widely assumed 

for data. This does not provide a good fit, since we are often dealing with small 

discrete values. Another important feature is that it must be a dynamic model, in 

the sense that it must be corrected for special events. In this chapter we define 

the proposed model and develop a method for updating the forecast distributions of 

the booking numbers. As part of the method, we construct a log-normal to gamma 

aproximation, minimizing the L2 distance between these two densities. We present 

the updating procedure, and also some simulated results which give an indication 

that the density approximation we have developed is well applied to our specific 

problem. The aggregation problem, which will be discussed in the next chapter is 

also mentioned. Finally, in the appendix, we present the details of the gamma to 

log-normal approximation used. 

4.2 The booking problem 

We begin by constructing a model to handle discrete data assuming relatively 

small values. In this context, the Poisson structure looks to be convenient for our 

purposes. We will suppose that data, given a mean parameter A, must follow a 

Poisson distribution with mean proportional to A. 

It looks sensible to consider a different model for each particular regular flight, 

to begin with. Let's take a specific flight (e.g., from London to New York), and 

suppose that this service obeys a regular routine. In other words, there exists a 

fixed and constant interval of time between the beginning of bookings and date of 

departure, for this flight. Also, the flight takes off on a regular basis (e.g., every 

Thursday), such that the interval of time between two consecutive flights is constant. 

A forecast for the number x of passengers reserving seats in the plane is required, so 

that the company can take decisions with respect to maximizing expected income 

from that specific flight. The information about x can be updated over time, through 

a Bayesian approach. Let's divide the booking period into k different blocks, and 

we take the random variables Xi, i = 1, .... , k of reservations for each block as 

(4.1 ) 
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w here the r i 's define the reservation curve; r i is the proportion of people booking 

tickets in the i-th period of time. Normally, the time interval between two consec

utive flights is one week, hence, for simplicity of exposition, consider the booking 

period divided into weeks, and refer to the period of time of one observation as one 

week. We have 0 < ri < 1, Vi and L ri = 1. Here, i.p is a 'demand level parameter' 

for which we assume an initial gamma prior distribution with parameters Q and (3, 

the probability density of i.p '" G( Q, (3) being given by: 

( 4.2) 

The prior distribution for i.p, as well as the reservation curve, will be based on sim

ilar flights, i.e., using past experience with that particular flight. In our model, we 

consider the reservation curve to be the same for all flights, i.e., the probability dis

tribution along the booking period does not change from flight to flight. This looks 

to be a reasonable assumption, at least locally, if the time between two consecutive 

flights is relatively small, as is the case with weekly flights. 

Observe that data represents the total number of people booking seats in partic

ular flights. It is important to note that this data may be used to infer about the 

total number x of people confirming seats. In fact, let hi be the probability that 

people who book seats will really confirm the reservation. Then, we simply have: 

that means we can use the methodology just described by defining Ti = rJ!i. 

Another important feature to be incorporated in the model is the controls to 

which data is submitted. For example, the company may decide, for some special 

reasons, to close a particular class, or a certain terminal may be temporarily closed 

if it is less profitable than others and bookings are high. Therefore, if a class has 

to be closed, we can consider a parameter '"'Ii representing the proportion of seats in 

the plane corresponding to the open classes (that means, the total number of seats 

corresponding to the open classes with respect to the total number of seats in the 

plane). Also, some terminals may be closed, and we can think of 8i as being the 

expected fraction of booking from the open terminals. In this case, the number xi 
of people really taking the flight is distributed as: 
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Let's consider the variable :ri defined in (4.1). It is well known that, given (4.1) 

and (4.2), the marginal distribution for Xi will be a negative binomial: 

Xi'" NB(o:,p) ( 4.3) 

where p = (31({3 + ri). Observe that p is a crescent function of {3, something that 

looks sensible if we consider that the distribution above is the distribution of the 

number of failures after 0: successes have been obtained in a sequence of independent 

trials, each with probability p of success. Then, for fixed 0:, a larger probability of 

success must correspond to a smaller expected number of trials until we get exactly 

0: successes, and, consequently, a smaller expected value of the negative binomial. 

This is really true; if we observe that 

we can see that lLi is a decreasing function of {3, and, therefore, a decreasing function 

of p. 

The updated (posterior) distribution of <p, after observing Xl, ••• ,Xk, is, according 

to well known conjugate analysis results, given by: 

where 0:* = 0: + Sk and {3* = {3 + Rk; the quantities /h and Rk being given by the 

partial sums Sk = 2:7=1 Xi and Rk = 2:7=1 rio From these equations we can readily 

see that the posterior mean JL* can be written as: 

( 4.4) 

where 1L0 correspond to the prior mean, {L = /hl Rk is a natural estimator of the 

mean of <p based upon the sample, p = (31({3 + Rk ) is the weight given to the prior 

mean 1L0 and p + q = 1. By a simple argument which is similar to the one we have 

presented before, we can see that p is reasonably a crescent function of p. Also, 

the largest the sample size k, the largest the value of Rk, therefore, p must be a 

decreasing function of Rk • We also observe that (4.4) can be put in the form: 

meaning that the posterior mean is the prior mean added by a 'bias' corrected by a 

factor which gets bigger as the sample becomes more informative. 
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Let D t represent all the relevant information up to time t. Then, we forecast the 

number of reservations at time t + 1 by: 

where /-Lt+l is the mean of posterior distribution of <P after t updatings. 

Now, if we write (<pIDt) "" G(at,f3t)' then (4.5) can be rewritten as: 

where Pt + qt = 1 and qt = f3t-d f3t. Again, if qt is very small, we should expect, 

in principle, that the variance for the distribution of <P has a significant decrease 

after the updating, meaning that we should give a reasonable weight to the estimate 

Xt. Observe that the sequence {Ptl (and therefore {qtl) does not depend on the 

observed values and can therefore be known a priori if we have the reservation curve 

{rtl· 

Now, the variances Vt = Var[xt+lIDtl can be easily obtained as: 

Vt = V[xt+lIDtl = E[V{Xt+ll<p}IDtl + V[E{Xt+ll<p}IDtl 

= E[rt+l <pIDtl + V[7't+l <pIDtl 

= Xt + rt+l xt!f3t = Xt!Qt+l 

This gives an idea of how we can update our distributions by use of a conjugate 

analysis. 

We shall make the above model more sophisticated in order to consider the time 

variation of <p, in such a way that there is a correlation structure linking flights 

departing on consecutive weeks. In this case, the information about bookings of a 

specific flight will be used to update the prior beliefs about other flights; modification 

of beliefs about <Pt (posterior distribution) implies modification of beliefs about <Pt+l, 

provided there is a known and fixed correlation structure linking these two quantities. 

4.3 Model definition 

We shall let Xit be the number of occurrences during the i-th period for the t-th 

process. In our specific example, it will be the number of booked seats during the 

i - th week of the booking period refering to the flight departing at time t. We 

consider a real parameter <Pt, such that, conditional on <pt, the variables Xlt,···, Xkt 

are independently and Poisson distributed. We will also suppose that: 
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where we will put 'Pt rv G( at, f3d in order to have conjugacy and where {1'1' ' , "Tk}, 

which will be called the reservation curve, is a set of known constants, independent 

of t, such that Ti > 0, Vi and I: Ti = 1. The reservation curve defines, therefore, the 

relative proportion of occurences for the i-th period. 

Using the notation of Chapter 2 in the discussion of the DGLM we have the 

following set up. We define a state space vector Ot, evolving in time, according to 

the system equation: 

(4.6) 

where the error sequence Wt is independent. We assume Wt is N[O, Wtl distributed, 

where W t is known for all t. We will use in our model the discount factor approach, 

where we suppose that Var[OtIDt-l1 = Var[Ot-lIDt-l1fb, where b is the fixed known 

discount factor. 

We shall consider, as well, a vector sequence of regressors, Ft, such that: 

(4.7) 

We introduce here 11t = log 'PI, the natural parameter for the Poisson distribution 

of the total number of occurrences in the t-th process. The univariate parameter 

At will be linked with 11t through a known bijection f(.), between gamma and log

normal distributions, such that At = f( 17t). 

At this point, we have our model in the Dynamic Generalized Linear Model frame

work. Equation (4.7) constitutes a regression on the log-scale, in the sense that we 

try to explain the log-level (log-total number of occurences for the t-th process) by 

the components of the vector Ft, which is the vector of explanatory variables, In our 

problem, Ft will be a vector of variables that influences the total number of booked 

seats, such as price of the airline ticket, cost of the optional ways of transport, and 

so on. 

We could think of using a simpler model where At is directly identified with 

l1t; in other words, we could think of a model where f(.) is simply the identity 

mapping. This would simply fit, then, a Poisson-lognormal distribution for the 

observations. This distribution has been introduced in Preston (1948) and has been 

further studied, by Bulmer (1974), Reid (1981), Aitchison and Ho (1989), among 

others. However, it is not good for our purposes, since we are interested here in a 

closed sequential updating, and this means we must have conjugacy. 

4.4 Simple updating 

Very briefly, we can consider the updating procedure for this .. model, given an 

observation, in the following way: 
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1) We are given the posterior distribution for the state vector Ot-l' Let Dt- 1 

represent all the relevant information available at time t - 1. Then, we have: 

where the quantities mt-l and Ct- 1 are known. 

2) We consider a discount factor b, such that the prior distribution for Ot is given 

by: 

(4.8) 

with at = mt-l and Rt = Ct-db. 

3) Now, according to (4.7), the prior distribution for At, conditional on D t - 1 , will 

be given as: 

( 4.9) 

with It = Fiat and qt = FiRtFt. 

4) The bijection is defined so that we can obtain the prior distribution for !.pt, 

from the distribution above for At as 

where at and (3t are functions of It and qt. 

5) Now, observe :rit. the number of occurences for the i-th period of the t-th pro

cess. By simple conjugate analysis, we update parameters of the gamma distribution 

as: 

where at = at + Xit and Pi = Pt + rio 

6) Now, obtain posterior distribution for At via bijection: 

where It and q; are functions of a; and p;. 
7) Posterior distribution for time t can now be obtained: 

where 1nt and Ct are obtained by: 

Tnt = E[BtIDtJ = E[E{BtlAt, Dt-dlDd 

= E[at + RtFt(At - It)/qtIDtJ 

= at + RtFtUt - Id/qt 
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and 

Ct = V[OtlDtl = V[E{OtIAt, Dt-dlDtl + E[V {OtIAt, Dt-dlDtl 

= V[at + RtFt(At - fdlqtlDtl + E[Rt - RtFtF: Rt/qtlDtl 

= RtFtF;Rtq;/q; + Rt - RtFtF;Rt/qt 

Defining At = RtFt/ qt, we can write: 

Tnt = at + At(Jt - It) 

Ct = Rt - AtA~(qt - q;) 

The new information enters the updating equations above via ft* and qt. 

(4.11.2) 

(4.12.1) 

( 4.12.2) 

The evolution of the parameters Tnt and Ct depends on a crucial way of the form of 

evolution of It and q;, since these are the only quantities in the equations (4.12.1) 

and (4.12.2) depending on the new observation Xit. From this fact, we can see 

the fundamental importance of the bijection linking the distributions of TJt and At; 

different relationships between the distributions can lead to different values of ft 
and qt. 

It is important, at this point, to stress that, although we refer to the bijection 

between At and 17t as a known function f(.) which remains the same during all the 

updating procedure, we are, in fact, using an approximation. The gamma distribu

tion for 'Pt and the log-normal distribution for At are being linked, in our procedure, 

through their parameters. Therefore, it must be clear that the function linking 

these two parameters will possibly depend (and will depend) on these parameters, 

and does not remain the same in each updating step. We can, however, expect, 

that, as the updating progresses, the approximation method will become more pre

cise, in the sense that there will be a small difference between these functions, and 

the method will, then, become approximately coherent (for coherence of the DGLM, 

see Smith (1992)). 

Step 6 of the updating must, therefore, be seen, in practice, as an approximation, 

as Step 7 works as the best estimation of the first two moments of the posterior 

distribu tion for Ot. 

To obtain the forecasting equations, we consider the prior distribution of At+k. 

given the information up to time t: 
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where the parameters above are given by: 

ft(k) = F:+k1nt 

q,(k) = F:H (C' + ~ W'+') F'H 

From the distribution above and the bijection, we, again, use the approximation: 

where fit(k) and f3t(k) are functions of ft(k) and qt(k). 

Now, we forecast Xi,t+k by: 

Xi,t(k) = E[Xi,t+kIDt] = E[E{Xi,t+kl<pt+k}IDt] 

= riE[<pt+kIDtl = ri fi t(k)/f3t(k) 

Also, the prior variance of the distribution can be obtained by: 

Vi,t{k) = V[xi,t+kIDtl 

= V[E{Xi,t+kl<pt+k}IDt] + E[V{Xi,t+kl<pt+k}IDt] 

= r~V[<pt+kIDt] + riE[<pt+kIDtl 

= riat(k)(l + ri/f3t(k))/f3t(k) 

= (1 + ri/f3t(k))Xi,t(k) 

4.5 The choice of f(.) 

The link function relating At to 17t plays a fundamental role in our model, since 

it determines the form by which ft* and q; will be obtained. In our model, At is 

an "approximation"for 17h in the sense that At is the regressed log-total number 

of outcomes. Hence, it is appropriate to consider a bijection between these two 

parameters, such that their distributions are quite near each other, in some special 

sense. With this idea in mind, we can try, for example, to approximate the density 

of a gamma distribution by a log-normal density or vice-versa. 

A first idea is to equate mean and variance for both distributions. We shall expect 

this method to work very efficiently for a relatively small coefficient of variation. In 

fact, when this is the case, both distributions can be very well approximated by a 

normal distribution, and both curves will fall very near the normal curve with that 

same mean and variance. On the other hand, we shall expect both curves to be 

completely different for a large value of the coefficient of variation. For example, the 
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gamma density is not a bounded function, if the coefficient of variation is greater 

than unit, while the log-normal density is always a bounded function. 

Because the idea above does not produce very good results when the coefficient 

of variation is relatively large (for a coefficient of variation of 0.5, curves show a 

reasonable difference between each other), we must try another method to construct 

the desired relationship between distributions. The method we have adopted is the 

numerical minimization of the L2 distance between the densities. Then, if p(.) is a 

gamma density with coefficient of variation kG, such that kb < 2, we try to minimize 

the integral of the squares of residuals, given by 

(4.13) 

for all log-normal densities g(.). It can be easily seen that the integral above is finite 

if and only if kb < 2. 

We have implemented this idea, by use of a numerical approach to mmllnIZe 

the integral. In our study, we have worked with an original gamma distribution 

of unit mean, and considered the approximation for different values of kG. The 

conclusion was that the log-normal density obtained by numerical minimization 

of (4.13) can be used as a good approximation for the original gamma density, 

if kG ~ 0.5. Observing the results for twelve different values of kG, we tried to 

obtain an analytical relationship, giving approximately the mean and coefficient of 

variation of the best log-normal obtained, for each gamma density we fix. The two 

fitted curves are given by: 

ILL = 1 + 0.2886kb 

kL = 0.9135kG + 0.4477k2; 

(4.14.1) 

(4.14.2) 

where IlL and kL are, respectively, the mean and coefficient of variation of the best 

log-normal obtained. Equation (4.14.1) may be extended to 

IlL = /lG(1 + 0.2886k~J (4.15 ) 

where /lG is the mean for a general gamma density. 

The results obtained by use of (4.14.2) and (4.15) above were observed to be as 

good as those obtained by direct minimization. Therefore, the bijection we derived 

can be considered a good solution to our approximation problem. It is important 

to stress that the significant difference between the densities for a reasonably large 

value of kG, does not constitute a very serious problem. Indeed, a large value of 
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kG reflects a large uncertainty about the paralueter and we do not lose a lot by not 

working with a very good approximation. 

Details of the approximation idea above explained are given in the appendix to 

this chapter. 

4.6 Robustness of f(.) 

The parameter At reflects our beliefs about the behaviour of <.fih via the linear 

regression (4.7). It is important, then, that f(.) must be robust in the sense that 

slight modifications in the distribution of At will produce slight modifications in 

the distribution of <.fit and vice-versa. For example, we can see that the updating 

described in the anterior section is directly made in the distribu tion of <.pt (eq. (4.10)), 

while the time evolution is described by At. Therefore, it is highly desirable that 

a small modification in the distribution of <.fih which will occur if we have a strong 

gamma prior for this parameter, will yield a posterior distribution for At, which is 

very near its initial prior distribution. 

Let p be a LN (/11, an density function and let 9 be a LN (/12, an density function. 

Evaluating the integral given by (4.13), the expression obtained is that of a contin

uous function of ILl, 11'2, al and a2. Therefore, the L2 distance given by (4.13) is a 

continuous function of the parameters, in this case. That means that if the distance 

between the parameters of two different log-normal distributions is too small, then, 

the densities of these log-normal distributions must be reasonably near each other, 

in the sense that their L2 distance must be relatively small. 

We conclude that the bijection between the gamma and log-normal distributions 

must be such that the log-normal parameters must be obtained from their associated 

gamma parameters by a continuous function with continuous inverse (this is the case, 

for example, ofthe specific bijection we have earlier mentioned). Then, a strong prior 

gamma distribution for <.pt, which implies a small change of the gamma parameters 

in the updating, will produce a small modification in the log-normal parameters, 

and, therefore, the prior and posterior distributions for the At will be very near each 

other. 

4.7 The updating problem 

An important feature of our model is that we have, at a given instant of time, 

new information concerning processes beginning at various instants of time. To be 

more explicit, let's suppose that k, as defined in Section 4.2, is equal to two. Then, 

we will have at time t, new information to update the distributidn of At and At-I' 

The updated distribution clearly depends of the link we have defined between the 
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normal distribution of At and the gamma distribution of 'Pt. 

A simple procedure would consist of updating the joint distribution of At and 
At-I, using one observation each time. Using this idea, we should proceed by the 

following steps: 

2) Observe, at time t, XI,t and X2,t-1 

3) Update At to obtain (Atl{Dt-1,Xl,t}) 

4) Use the prior joint distribution to obtain ((At, At-dl{Dt- 1 , Xl,tl); the pre

updated distribu tion 

5) With the distribution above, update to get (At-lIDt}, where Dt is given by 

Dt = {Dt- 1 ,Xl,t,X2,t-l} 

6) Using the covariance structure of pre-updated distribution and updated distri-

bution above, obtain (AtIDt) 

7) From the equation defining the evolution of At we can obtain the joint distri

bution ((At+l, AdlDd 

The procedure above is expected to work if the updated joint distribution does 

not depend on the order in which the components are updated. This is clearly 

the case, if components have zero correlation; then, information about the first 

component does not affect our beliefs about the second component and vice-versa. 

The order of updating is also expected to be irrelevant for a small value of the 

coefficient of variation of the log-normal. This must be true, since a small coefficient 

of variation for the log-normal implies a small variance for the underlying normal. 

Then, for this case, the prior information should dominate the information coming 

from the observations. That means, the posterior distributions obtained in each 

case will be approximately the same. However, we cannot say, a priori, that the 

updating is independent of the order we update the distributions, which means we 

have to consider a method to update the joint distribution at one time, using all the 

information available. 

To perform the updating, we will use the concept of equivalent observation. Con

sider the following observational equation: 

( 4.16) 

where lIt is an independent error sequence, such that lIt'" N [0, Vt ], for each t. From 

(4.9) and (4.16) we obtain: 
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and, therefore: 

(At/Yh Dt-d r-.J N[ft, q:J 

where the parameters above will be given by: 

It = It + qt(Yt - It)/(qt + Vt} 

q; = qt Vt/( qt + Vt) 

Conversely, Yt and V t may be obtained from It and q;: 

Yt = (qdt - q; ft)/(qt - q;) 

Vt = q;qt!(qt - q;) 

(4.17.1) 

(4.17.2) 

The equivalent observation, together with its associated variance, is the one to 

yield the same posterior distribution that was obtained using the bijection. This 

device gives us a representation form in terms of the DLM to study the problem. 

Now, suppose we want to update the multivariate distribution of A = (AI, .. " Ak), 

where AI, ... , Ak are the k univariate parameters, about which we collect informa

tion. As we have seen, we can obtain, for each Ai, an equivalent observation Yi, 

together with its associated variance Vi. The values of Yi and Vi will be obtained 

from the observations and the bijection linking <Pt and At. We consider, then, a 

vector Y = (YI, ... , Yk) of equivalent observations, such that 

y=Atv 

where v is a multivariate random error, distributed as N(O, V), V being the diagonal 

matrix of VI, ..• , 17k. Then, if A '" N[f, QJ, we find: 

E[AIY] = f t Q(Q t V)-I(y - f) 

V[AlyJ = Q - Q(Q t V)-IQ 

(4.18.1) 

(4.18.2) 

Now, if the prior distribution for Ai is N[fi, qd and its posterior distribution is 

N[ft,qi]' then we know from equations (4.17.1) and (4.17.2) that Yi and Vi are 

obtained as: 

Yi = (qift - qi fd/((/i - lIn 

Vi = qiqi!(qi - qn 

(4.19.1) 

( 4.19.2) 

Now, a problem will occur if we get a zero observation Xi. From (4.10) we can 

observe that we will not change the coefficient of variation of the gamma distribution 
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associated with Ai, in this case. We also know that the coefficient of variation of 

a log-normal is given as a function only of the variance of its underlying normal 

distribution. Therefore, if the defined bijection relates the gamma and log-normal 

distributions, by relating their coefficients of variation, then, we will not change 

the variance of Ai after the updating. That means we will be left with an infinite 

equivalent observation, associated with an infinite variance (since qi will coincide 

with qi). 

This problem can be overcome if we observe that (Q + V) -1, as appears in equa

tions (4.18.1) and (4.18.2), can be expanded as: 

Now, from (4.19.1) and (4.19.2) we observe that, when qi = qi: 

and this is finite, provided that q; i- o. Then, our basic idea is to express updating 

in terms of the Zi = (it - fi)/qi, when y and V are both infinite, i.e., when x = o. 
For the general case, consider A' = (A~, A~), where the index (1) refers to the 

components for which we have a zero observation x, the index (2) refering to the 

other components. We partition f, y, Q and V, accordingly as: 

Let 

f = (~:) 

y = (~:) 

Q = (Q11 
Q21 

Q12) 
Q22 

Then, the entries above are obtained as: 

where 

S11 = (I + UQ12 Z Q21)U 

S12 = -UQ12Z 

822 = Z 

U = (Q11 + Vt}-l = (I - V1-
1 (Ql11 + v1-

1 )-1 )Vi--:1 

Z = (Q22 + V2 - Q21UQ12)-1 
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Now, observe that if we let V1-
1 

--+ 0 in equations (4.20.1) to (4.20.4) we will get: 

811 (Yl - fd = V1-1Yl = Zl 

S12(Y2 - f2) = 0 

S21(Yl - f I ) = -(Q22 + V2)-IQ2IZI 

S22(Y2 - f2) = (Q22 + V2)-I(Y2 - f2) 

Considering also the asymptotic behaviour of the entries of S alone, we can see 

that equations (4.18.1) and (4.18.2) may be rewriten as: 

where 

E[AIY] = f + Bz 

V[AIY] = Q - J(' H J( 

B = (~ ~) (-~21 S2 ) 
H = (Q22 + V2)-I 

J( = ( Q2I Q22) 

and z is the vector of the (it - fd / q'[. 

(4.21.1) 

( 4.21.2) 

We should note, from (4.21.2), that the posterior covariance matrix V[Alyj may 

depend on the new observation, since it depends on V2 • For example, if f(.) links 

the gamma and log-normal distributions through coefficients of variation, this will 

be the case. Therefore, this model differs from the classical dynamic linear model, 

in the sense that we cannot obtain, a priori, the posterior variances. 

4.8 The general updating 

Let k denote, as usual, the number of periods our processes last. We shall define 

a vector W h by: 

( 4.22) 

where the vector space (}t evolutes on time according to (4.6). Then, we can deter

mine the distribution of (wtIDt-I), if (4.7) is given. Let 

where at and :E t are easily expressable in terms of (Lt, R t and 8. 

Now, consider At, defined by: 
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where the A's are obtained as in (4.7). Then, we can write: 

where the matrix CPt is given by: 

o 
Now, we have prior distribution for At, in the form: 

where 

ft = CPtat 

Qt = CPt~tCP~ 

Apply the updating procedure just descrihed, using the equivalent observation 

vector together with its associated variance matrix, to ohtain: 

where ft and Q't are obtained using (4.21.1) and (4.21.2), respectively. From this 

we can obtain ('IItIDd: 

where ILt and r t are calculated using the same idea of (4.10.1) and (4.10.2): 

and 

Ilt = E['IItI Dtl = E[E{'II t IA t, Dt-dlDtl 

= E[at + ~tcp~Q~l(At - fdlDtl 

= at + ~tcp~Qtl (ft - fd 

r t = V['IItIDtJ = V[E{'IIt1At, Dt-dlDtl + ElV {'II tIA il Dt-dlDtl 

= V[at + ~tcp~Qtl(At - ft)IDtl + E[~t - ~tCP~Qtlcpt~tIDtJ 

= ~tcp~QtlQ;Qtlcpt~t + ~t - ~tcp~Qtlcpt~t 

Defining At = ~tcp~Qtl, we can write: 

Ilt = at + At(ft - ft ) 

r t = ~t - At(Qt - QnA~ 
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The updating is closed by obtaining ('l1 t+1ID t ). We observe the definition of'l1 

in (4.22). Let I1t and r t be given as 

I (' I I I ) 
I1t = I1t,l, I1t,2' I1t,3,' .. , I1t,k 

rt,ll r t,12 r t,13 r t ,lk 

r t,21 r t,22 r t,23 r t,2k 

r t = r t ,31 r t,32 r t ,33 r t ,3k 

r t ,k1 r t ,k2 r t ,k3 rt,kk 

where the I1t/s are n dimensional vectors and the r t,ij are n X n matrices, n being 

the dimension of (). Then, we will have ('l1 t+1ID t ) rv N[at+1, ~t+1], where 

( " I ') = I1t 2' ILt 3' ... ,l1t k, I1t k 
" 1 I 

rt ,22 r t ,23 rt ,2k 

r t,32 r t,33 r t,3k 

r t ,k2 

rt ,k2 

r t ,k3 

rt ,k3 

rt,kk 

rt,kk 

r t ,2k 

rt ,3k 

rt,kk 

r* t 
where rt will be obtained from rt,kk by the discount factor approach. This puts the 

updating algorithm in closed form. 

4.9 Simulation results 

We tested a simplified version of our model using simulated data, which were gen

erated as follows. We choose a value AO and a set of k positive numbers r1, r2, ... , rk 

which sum to one. We also choose V > 0 and generate p independent observations 

W1,W2,'" ,wp of a N(O, V) distributed random variable and calculate 

<pj = exp {AO + tWi} , 
t=l 

j=l, ... ,p 

Then, we generate a random matrix X, where Xij is an observation from a Poisson 

distribution with mean <Pi1·j. We now take this data and try to fit a simplified 

version of our model, in the sense that () is a univariate parameter and all the 

F's are equal to one, which makes () coincident with A. The fitted model is then 

slightly different from the 'true' model in the sense that the Poisson parameters are 

log-normal random variables, while, in our fitted model, they come from gamma 

distributions which are linked to log-normal ones through a known bijection. 

For verification of model adequacy for the j-th week we choose the goodness of fit 

statistics given by 
l:f=l (log 71'ij(Xij) - l1ij) 

(l:f=l arj) 1/2 
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where 7rij is the predictive distribution for Xij, Xij is the actual observed value, 

jLij = E[log7rij) and alj = V[log7rij). We remember from (4.3) that the model 

fits a negative binomial distribution for Xij, and, in our examples, jLij and aij are 

obtained numerically. The statistics obtained in (4.23) will be tested against a 

N(O, 1) distribution. 

Before we discuss the simulation results, it may be important to understand the 

role played by the discount factor in the presented model. Let's consider the seven 

steps described at the beginning of Section 4.4. In the very particular case of our 

simulations, >. is coincident with (). This fact implies a reduction in that updating 

algorithm in the sense that the passage from step 2 to step 3, as well as that one 

from step 6 to step 7 simply become identities. Now, suppose we use a unit discount 

factor in the algorithm. Then, the distribution for At obtained in step 6 will be 

exactly the distribution in step 3 of the next iteration. Consequently, for 8 = 1, 

the updating procedure is reduced to steps 4 and 5 only, which means we just 

use the classic conjugate method to update the gamma distribution of <Pt. This is 

equivalent to consider that the observations for the j-th period of the process, given 

a certain parameter <p, are generated by a Poisson distribution with mean 1'j<P and 

the gamma distribution for <p is updated via conjugate analysis each time a new 

observation becomes available. We recall equation (4.4) to write the updated mean 

J.l* of the gamma distribution in the form: 

J.l* = PJ.l + qx (4.24 ) 

where J.l is the mean obtained in the last iteration, x is the value we just observed, 

P = (31((3 + r) and P + q = 1. We can readily observe that, after a few iterations, 

P will be almost equal to one, which means that the fitted values will, in practice, 

fall on a horizontal straight line across the data. A discount factor equal to one 

represents a global approximation, in the sense that, in practice, we are using a 

constant model, except, perhaps, for the first few observations. 

Now, suppose we use 8 < 1. From the expressions linking the mean and coefficient 

of variation of the log-normal with the mean and variance of the underlying normal 

(see Appendix) we can see that an increase in the underlying variance of the normal 

(which represents a discount factor smaller than one) implies an increase in the 

mean and coefficient of variation of the associated log-normal. Also note that these 

two quantities are exponential functions of the variance of the underlying normal, 

and, consequently, a reasonably small discount factor implies a considerable increase. 

Using (4.14.2) and (4.15) we can calculate the parameters of the associated gamma 
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distribution. Note that the (3 parameter of the gamma distribution is obtained as 

( 4.25) 

Using (4.15) this will be written as 

/3c = 0.2886 + k(';2 (4.26) 
Ji-L 

Therefore, if we increase J.LL and kL, then, by (4.26), we decrease f3G (observe that if 

we increase kL' we increase kG, inverting (4.14.2). A reasonably small discount factor 

implies a considerable increase of J.LL, since the growth is exponential. Therefore, 

f3G will become considerably small. Consequently, in the updating equation (4.24), 

p will become considerably small and the weight given to the observation will be 

much bigger than the one given to the prior mean. We conclude that the bijection we 

constructed using a quadratic relationship like (4.15) seems very convenient, since 

we continue to use the philosophy that a discount factor near one is translated as 

a simple model with an almost constant forecast function and the approximation 

becomes more local as we decrease the discount factor. Had we used a higher degree 

polynomial (a cubic relationship, for example), we would probably have problems, 

since the numerator in (4.26) would become an increasing function of kG. 

When we adopt the simple method of equating mean and coefficient of variation, 

it will be clear from (4.25) that a reasonable increase of mean and coefficient of 

variation represents a large decrease of f3G, as in the previous case. 

We consider three simulations. For both of them the matrix X is 40 X 6 and we 

choose Ao = 3. The reservation curve is the vector (0.2,0.15,0.1,0.25,0.15,0.15). 

In the first simulation, we have chosen V = 0.01, and the six series generated with 

this model do not show sudden variations of data. In the second one we have used 

V = 0.1, and the six series generated present much more variation. The third 

simulation uses V = 0.5 (graphs can be seen in the next pages). For the first set 

of data, we fit a model with a discount factor {j = 0.95. The result for the first 

period is presented in the first graph, (G 4.1), where we have plotted in the same 

graph the actual data and the mean and mode of the predictive distribution. The 

goodness of fit statistics given by (4.23) is shown in the bottom of the graph, and 

this must be tested against a N(O,l) distribution. From the graph, we can see 

that the model seems to explain reasonably well the behaviour of data, and this 

can be achieved with the large discount factor of {j = 0.95. The very high discount 

factor used in this model is more or less expected, since data Wffe generated with 

a very small systematic variation (V =0.01), and this means we are expecting to fit 
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an almost horizontal line through the points. The big discrepancy between the first 

observation and the first fitted point is due to the fact that we begin with a very 

uninformative prior for the normal distribution, and this implies a very high mean 

for the associated log-normal. Second plot (G 4.2) shows the first period of second 

set of series (with V = 0.1) together with its mean and mode fits using the same 

discount factor 6 = 0.95. Observe that although the goodness of fit statistics looks 

fine for the fit, the errors still seem to present some pattern, almost all of them being 

negative. The third graph, (G 4.3), shows the performance of our model when we try 

to apply it to this same data, this time with a discount factor 6 = 0.8. We observe 

that this performance increases considerably, something that is also indicated by 

the goodness of fit statistics for the fit, the errors seeming to be more symmetrically 

distributed. This is clear from the fact that if data is subject to a higher level of 

variation, then, we must use a higher adaptive factor when trying to fit a model, 

that is, a smaller discount. Finally, the last graph (G 4.4) shows a simulation for 

which we have used V = 0.5. A reasonably good fit can be obtained with a discount 

factor of 6 = 0.75. The reasonably large goodness of fit statistics obtained here 

can be explained by the very big values of the seventh and eighteenth observations, 

which introduce a large forecasting error. 
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4.10 Conclusions 

In all the graphs we observe that the mode of the forecast distribution is almost 

invariably equal to the integer part of its mean, that is, the mode is very near the 

mean. For a reasonably large discount factor, this result is expected, since the mode 

n* of the negative binomial is obtained from its mean I-" through the expression 

n * = max { 0, [[I-" - ~]] } 

where [x] denotes the integer part of x, and p,q are as in (4.24). We remember that 

for a reasonably large discount factor, we have a reasonably large p and, consequently 

a small q/p ratio. From the expression above, we can clearly see, then, that the 

mode will, in most situations, be equal to the integer part of the mean. A small 

distance between these two parameters means that he spot decision represented 

by the mode (take the most probable value) is coincident to the least squares loss 

decision represented by the mean. From the fact that we are working with small 

integer numbers (not greater than ten), the expected value being almost equal to the 

mode implies that our forecast distributions are quite concentrated in the smallest 

integers, the probability distribution function presenting a quick fall (small after 

ten), which implies a small variance of the forecast distribution. 

Another important conclusion from the results we obtained is that the log-normal 

to gamma density approximation seems to do a good job when used to define the 

bijection in our model (note that data are generated directly from a log-normal dis

tribution and the model supposes a gamma distribution for the Poisson parameters). 

We must observe that, when dealing with larger variations of data, we are expected 

to work with smaller discount factors. For a reasonably high level of variation, we 

should work, in principle, with a reasonably small discount factor, and, for large 

variations we are forced to adopt a very small discount factor. This will not rep

resent a good model, since we will be virtually repeating the last observation. An 

alternative approach is try to smooth out the very high frequencies presented in the 

series, for example, by data aggregation. This approach will lead us to the study of 

the aggregation of observations, which constitutes the main topic of the following 

chapter. 
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4.11 Appendix 

We consider the problem of approximating a gamma distribution by a log-normal 

and vice-versa. In this approach, we consider two methods. The first one is the 

simple method which consists of equating mean and variance for both distributions. 

The second one is an attempt to find a density having the smallest L2 distance to 

the given density. 

We divide the appendix to this chapter in four parts. In the first part, we present 

a summary of the features for both distributions. In the second part, we consider 

the method of equating mean and variance for both distributions, giving some ex

amples. In the third part, the method consisting of minimization of the L2 distance 

is explained. We derive a guide relationship, to obtain a log-normal from a gamma 

and vice-versa, based on the results obtained with this method, and verify that this 

guide relationship seems to work very well for small values of the coefficient of vari

ation of the distribution. The fourth part is a comparison of both methods, with 

conclusions. 

PART 1. Basic properties of both distributions 

1) Log-normal 

Density is defined over R+ as: 

2 1 {-(m-IOg X)2} 
f(xlm,<~ ) = v'21r exp 2 

sx 211" 2s 
( 4.27) 

If X is a random variable with density given by (4.27): 

1 
Il = E[X] = exp{m + "2s2} 

(12 = Var[X] = 1l2 (exp(s2) - 1) 

Let k be the coefficient of variation and define the quantity a = .Jf+k2. We get: 

S2 = 210ga 

m = log (~) 

Also, the median Xm of the distribution is Xm = em or 

The mode X* of the distribution is 

Il 
Xm =

a 
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The density function is unimodal and always has two inflexion points, given by: 

_ X* { ±sJS2+"4} Xc - ~ exp 2 ( 4.28) 

Hence, using the approximation eX :::::: 1 + X, when X is small, we can see that for 

a small value of k, the inflection points are approximately symmetric around the 

median (mode) of the distribution. 

2) Gamma 

Density is defined over R+ as: 

Let X be a random variable with this density. Then, if fL 

coefficient of variation, we have: 
1 

a = k2 

1 
f3= -

ILk2 

( 4.29) 

E[X] and k is the 

( 4.30) 

Mode of distribution does not exist if a < 1. If a ;::: 1, the mode x* is given by: 

If a ::; 1, the density curve has no inflexion points, the curve tending to infinity, 

as X approaches zero, for a < 1. If 1 < a ::; 2, the curve has a single inflexion point 

Xc, given by: 

Xc = x* + kVfLX* 

If a > 2, the curve has two inflexion points, which are symmetric around the 

mode, and are given by: 

x* ± kVfLX* 

PART 2. Equating mean and variance 

. A first attempt to approximate a gamma distribution by a log-normal and vice

versa consists of equating mean and variance for both distributions. We should 

expect this procedure to be fairly good, if the coefficient of variation k is relatively 

small. In fact, if k is small, we must have a large value of a for the corresponding 

gamma distribution, by (4.30). This gamma distribution with a large value of a can 

be seen as the distribution of the sum of many independent gamma distributions. 

Then, because of the central limit theorem we can say this distribution may be well 

approximated by a normal distribution. 
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Also, if X is a log-normal random variable with density given by (4.27) and 

J.L = E[X], we can rewrite (4.27) as 

( 4.31) 

Now, when x is very close to J.L, we can use the approximation log r ~ r - 1, if 

r ~ 1. From the same approximation, we can see that for a very small coefficient 

of variation k of the log-normal, we will have k ~ s, which means that SJ.L will be 

approximately the standard deviation (1 of the log-normal distribution. This gives 

an approximation of (4.31) by: 

{ ( )2} 1 1 x-J.L 
f(xlJ.L,(1)~--exp -;- --

(1..j2i 2 (1 

which is the density of a normal distribution. We can also see, by (4.28), that if the 

coefficient of variation is very small, the inflection points will be very close to the 

median (which will be also approximately the mean) of the distribution. 

Hence, we can see that if the coefficient of variation is small, both curves can be 

very well approximated by a normal curve, and must be very close to each other. 

On the other hand, if the coefficient of variation is large, we must expect the 

curves to differ. For example, we can see by (4.30) that if 0.5 ~ k2 < 1 the gamma 

distribution will have only one inflection point, while the log-normal density always 

has two inflection points. Also, for k ~ 1, the two densities will be completely 

different. For example, we can easily see by (4.27) that the density f of a log-normal 

distribution necessarily satisfies f(0+) = O. The density g of a gamma distribution 

is, by (4.29), such that g(O+) = /3 > 0, if k = 1, and g(O+) = +00, if k > 1. 

We have used the approach of equating mean and variance, fixing the mean equal 

to one, and varying the coefficient of variation k from 0.1 to 1.1, in steps of 0.1. 

For k = 0.1 and 0.2 the two densities are very similar to each other and the normal 

density can be a good approximation to them. If we consider larger values of k, the 

curves begin to differ as k increases; the log-normal density always shows a higher 

peak. Also, we can see that for reasonably high values of k the gamma distribution 

is more heavy in a small neighbourhood of zero. For k = 0.5 there is a considerable 

difference between the two curves, which justifies a search for another approximation 

method. 

PART 3. L2 minimization 

Because equating the first two moments does not produce satisfa:ctory results when 

we consider a relatively large value of k, we can think about trying to use another 
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procedure for approximation. One idea is try to minimize the L2 distance between 

the densities. In other words, if f is the density we want to approximate by a curve 

belonging to a specific family, we try to find the curve g* of this family such that 

( 4.32) 

is minimized for all 9 in the family. 

Now, suppose f is the gamma density defined by (4.29) and 9 is the log-normal 

density given by (4.27). Then, we can easily verify that dL2 (I, g), given by (4.32), 

is finite if and only if a > 1/2 and, in this case, (4.32) becomes: 

f3r(2a - 1) 1 {82 } f3..j2 100 

2 1 2( ) + ;::;;exp - -Tn - r( ).ji h(u)du 2 C\'- r a 2<~y 7r 4 $ a 7r 0 
( 4.33) 

where h(u) is given by: 

I() -1' (1'-2 {-(m+logf3 -10g u)2} 
~ u = e u exp 2$2 ( 4.34) 

Then, for example, to approximate a gamma density with a > 1/2 by a log

normal density, a possible approach is try to minimize (4.33) with respect to rn 

and $, given the fixed values of a and 13. Because (4.32) becomes a complicated 

function of Tn and $, we must, in practice, use a numerical approach, which means 

perform minimization using a nonlinear programming technique. We have tried some 

examples using the Fletcher-Reeves version of the conjugate gradient method. The 

conjugate gradient was chosen because of its relatively good efficiency and the F .R. 

version was used because it can guarantee global convergence of the algorithm. As 

this is an unconstrained method and we necessarily have $ > 0, we had to consider 

a change of parameters introducing a new parameter p such that $ = eP• Hence, our 

aim is to find Tn and p such that (4.33) is minimized, m and p unconstrained. 

To implement the numerical optimization using this method, we also need the 

derivatives ofthe function F( m, p) to be minimized; in this case, F( m, p) = dL2 (I, g), 

given by (4.33), for which the partial derivatives with respect to m and pare: 

8F -1 {$2 } f3..j2 100 

-8 = - exp - - m + 2r() R(u)h(u) du 
m 2$ 4 $ a 0 

8p ( 
s 1 ) { q2 } f3..j2 100 

.::.. - - exp ~ - m + -- (1 - R2(u))h(u) du 
4 2$ 4 $r(a) 0 

8F 

where h(u) is given by (4.34) and 

R( u) = Tn + log 13 - log u 
s 
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The integrals appearing in (4.33), (4.35) and (4.36) may be evaluated numerically 

by Gaussian quadrature. Here, we may use the Laguerre polynomials to take advan

tage of the fact that we are integrating from zero to infinity and the function h(u), 

appearing in the integrands, involves the factor e- U
• 

We have used this optimization approach, trying to approximate the density of a 

gamma distribution with unit mean by a log-normal density. We considered values 

of the coefficient of variation k from 0.3 to 1.0, in steps of 0.1. For k running 

from 0.3 to 0.5 the log-normal density obtained by the method is very close to the 

original gamma density, the log-normal always having a higher peak. Also, both 

tails of the log-normal density are slightly shifted to the right, in comparison with 

those for the gamma. From k = 0.6 there is a reasonable difference between the two 

densities. In fact, for k = 1, we know the configurations to be completely different 

from one curve to the other. However, because a large coefficient of variation means 

a large uncertainty about the data, the difference between the two densities does 

not constitute a big problem, for large k. 

When trying to apply an optimization algorithm to minimize our distance, some 

problems may happen. One of the most common problems comes from the fact that 

the function may have more then one point of local minimum. Hence, the answer 

we find by using the method may depend on the initial point. Also, for some special 

cases of the density we want to approximate, we can have problems with the Gaussian 

integration. For example, when trying to approximate a log-normal by a gamma 

density, Q may become very large in a certain step of the algorithm, which can cause a 

numerical overflow. Moreover, the algorithm may take a lot of time for convergence, 

depending on the initial value and the behaviour of the objective function. Thus, it 

makes sense to consider an approximate analytic relation between the parameters 

of the density to be approximated and those for the best approximating density. 

We have obtained this approximate relation by running the algorithm for twelve 

different values of k, between 0.275 and 0.525 and a fixed unit mean for the gamma 

distribution, so that IlG = 1. By observing the coefficient of variation kL and the 

mean ILL of the best log-normal obtained in each case, we derived an approximate 

relation between kL and k, and also between ILL and k, through a linear regression. 

The two performed regressions yields the following equations: 

kL = 0.9135k + 0.4477k2 

ILL = 1 + 0.2886k2 

( 4.37) 

( 4.38) 

where k is the coefficient of variation of the gamma distribution we want to ap

proximate. Relation (4.37) was obtained by fitting a quadratic polynomial passing 
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through the origin, while (4.38) was obtained by fitting a quadratic polynomial with 

a unit intercept and a null linear term, and estimating the quadratic coefficient. 

Regression (4.37) gives R2 = 0.98, the error term having an estimated variance of 

2 X 10-4 and an estimated first-order autocorrelation of -0.17. Regression (4.38) 

gives R2 = 0.89, the error term having an estimated variance of 6 X 10-5 and an 

estimated first-order autocorrelation of 0.15. These results show a very good fitting 

and we can use (4.37) and (4.38) to approximate a gamma with a unit mean. 

Now, if X has a gamma distribution and Y has a log-normal distribution, then, 

for any e > 0, we know that eX has a gamma distribution and eY has a log-normal 

distribution. Using this, (4.38) can be easily generalized in order to approximate 

a gamma density with arbitrary mean by a log-normal density. Given a gamma 

distribution with mean J.lG and coefficient of variation kG, we obtain the mean J.lL 

and coefficient of variation kL for the approximating log-normal via the following 

guide relations: 

J.lL = J.lG( 1 + 0.2886kZ-;) 

kL = 0.9135kG + 0.4477kb 

(4.39) 

( 4.40) 

The inverse relation may now be used to approximate a log-normal density by a 

gamma. Given J.lL and kL we may use (4.40) to obtain kG, and from (4.39) we have 

J.lG· 

We have tried the guide relations above to approximate the two densities. We 

can observe the results obtained are as good as those obtained by using directly the 

optimization approach, not only for the interval in which we considered the various 

values of kG in the regression, but also when we extrapolate the relation for values 

of kG outside this interval. This leads us to the conclusion that the guide relations 

(4.39) and (4.40) can be considered a good solution to our approximation problem. 

PART 4. Comparison of the two methods and conclusions 

.We consider the approximation of a log-normal by a gamma density. For small 

values of the coefficient of variation kL' (kL < 0.25), the two methods show equally 

good performance. This can be justified by the fact that when k L is small both 

curves can be very well approximated by a normal density. For larger values of kL 

the guide relationship has a better performance than the simple method of equating 

the first two moments of the distributions. For kL between 0.3 and 0.5 the guide 

relation produces a very good approximation (also true for kG in t·he same interval). 

For the same values of kL, the two curves differ significantly when we use the most 
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simple method. It can be seen that the performance of the second method is fairly 

better for values of kL greater or equal to 0.6. 

The graphs (G 4.5), (G 4.6) and (G 4.7) in the next three pages give the approx

imation for kG equal to 0.25, 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. When approximating the 

two densities using (4.39) and (4.40), we can see that the log-normal always shows 

higher peak, mean and variance than the gamma distribution. The gamma density 

is slightly more shifted to the left, which means it accepts more easily the outcome 

of values near zero. The coefficient of variation of the log-normal is also greater 

than the one for the gamma. Hence, if we consider our method as an association 

rule between the two curves, we conclude that the log-normal associated with the 

gamma brings a bigger level of dispersion. We should note as well that the use of 

(4.32) as a measure of distance is indeed a good choice, specially for small values of 

the coefficient of variation of the curve we want to approximate. Indeed, when k is 

small, we can verify the two curves are very close to each other in the much stronger 

sense that 

sup If(x) - g(x)1 (4.41 ) 
x>o 

is relatively small. So the L2 minimization, for small k, can be considered almost as 

good as minimization of (4.41), which is a much stronger approach. 
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5.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER 5 

DATA AGGREGATION 

One important aspect concerning the analysis and forecasting of time series that is 

frequently neglected is the relationship between a model and the sampling interval, 

in particular, when the observation is cumulative over the sampling period. In other 

words, suppose we can observe a certain set of variables {Yt } each unit of time. 

Now, we can collect the observations of our process each n units of time, defining 

n 

Zk = LY(k-l)n+i 
i=l 

(5.1 ) 

The relevant factors explaining the variation of Zk can, and in general will, be 

different, depending on how we choose the sampling interval, Le., on how we choose 

n. Consider the following example, given by Green and Harrison (1972). Suppose 

we have 1000 variables {Yi} which can be decomposed in 

for i = 1, ... , 1000, where Ii is the known expected value of Yi , X is the common 

factor independent of all the fi 's and the fi 's are LLd. random variables. If Var[X] = 

1 and Var[fi] = 99, for all i, then, we can obviously state that the effect of X in 

explaining Yi is very small in comparison with fi, which plays a much more important 

role in the model. But, if we now aggregate the variables, we have 

where 

1000 1000 

Y = L Yi = LUi + X + fi) = I + 1000X + f, 

i=l i=l 

1000 

I= LIi 
i=l 

and 
1000 

f = Lfi 
i=l 

Now, we will have Var[1000X] = 106 and Var[f] = 99,000 Hence, the common 

factor X, which has very little importance for the simple model, will become a fun

damental factor for explanation of the sum. It is very clear, therefore, that a simple 

model which can be suitable for a pre-specified sampling level can be inapropriate 

for another level, needing revision and probable sophistication. 

Similarly, we can think of these aspects when the set of Yi's represents the obser

vations of a process which can be measured for each unit of time', and we think of 

observing the process only after each n instants. For example, we could allow for 
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the {€d in the situation above to present some correlation structure, and the effect 

of aggregation becomes more important if these variables are negatively correlated, 

resulting in 'cancelation' effects. Also, aggregation of many independent and com

pletely random effects can result in a total effect which may be significative for the 

new model. It is easy to see that if X ,...., N(O, 1) and Y has a chaotic distribution, 

then we will not identify the distribution of Z = X - Y, but Y and Z sum up to 

produce a very simple N(O, 1) distribution. 

On speaking of DLM models we can give very simple examples when aggregation 

can produce a great level of uncertainty and model revision should be considered. 

For example, suppose we are given a set of data which can be very well modelled by 

the simple univariate random walk + noise process, with equations: 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

where V ar[ vtl = V and Va7'[Wtl = W, with known V and W. 

Although the time evolution above can be a very good choice for modelling {Yd, 
the aggregation of this data will possibly produce a lot of uncertainty, and the 

aggregated series will perhaps be better explained by a more complex structure. We 

should allow for example, for a correlation between Ot and Vt, in order to explain the 

bigger variability of data. It is always good to bear in mind that models will try to 

provide a reasonably good explanation for local behaviour of data, and the utility of 

a time series model is necessarily linked to the extent of time we consider for trying 

to explain data evolution. 

In this chapter we will study aggregation of time series and how the aggrega

tion of observations can possibly influence the forecasting performance. We begin 

by studying the very simple constant first order polynomial DLM and find some 

conditions for which the aggregated series can be represented by this same model. 

We also show how this model can be sophisticated when these conditions cannot 

possibly be satisfied, and verify that the sophisticated model can always give a rep

resentation for the aggregated data. We then study the aggregation of data, when 

the process follows the {l,A, V, W} model. We show that the aggregated data can 

still be represented by a simple DLM model, provided some conditions are satisfied, 

and give a sophisticated DLM model that can always be usee! to represent the ag

gregated series. We discuss the importance of this sophisticated model and how the 

use of the more simple model affects the forecasting. The general problem (that of a 

DLM representation for the aggrgated series in a general TSDLM model) is briefly 

discussed as is the linear growth model. Then, we turn to the model of the last 
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chapter, and discuss how aggregation influence the performance of the forecast for 

the booking of flights. 

5.2 The constant first order polynomial DLM {l,l,V,W} case 

5.2.1 The {l,l,V*,W*} representation 

For the constant {F, G, V, W} DLM, we would like to know if the aggregated data 

can be represented by a similar DLM, and, if not, if there is a DLM representation 

for the aggregated series. We begin by considering the very simple constant first 

order polynomial DLM above and try to extend our results for more sophisticated 

processes. 

THEOREM 1 (DLM REPRESENTATION FOR AGGREGATED DATA {I, 1, V, W} CASE). 

Suppose we are given a process {Yd, evolving in time according to the univariate 

{I, 1, V, W} model with initial information (OoIDo) '" N[mo, Co], where Ot is the state 

parameter. Consider the new series {Zd, obtained from the first by aggregating 

each 11. observations, as in (5.1). If the conditions 

V 11.2 - 1 
->--W - 6 and 

Co n - 1 ->-W - 2 
(5.4) 

are satisfied, then the new aggregated series can be represented by the {I, 1, V*, W*} 

model 

{ 

Zk = <Pk +f.k 

<Pk = <Pk-l + bk, 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

with initial information (<PoIDo) '" N[IlO, fo], where 

11.2 - 1 
V* = n{V - --W} 

6 

ILo = nmo 

2 n - 1 
ro = n {Co - -2-W} 

(.5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

PROOF: It suffices to show that expressions for the quantities E[ZjIDoJ, Var[ZjlDol 

and Cov[Zj, ZklDol calculated from the assumed model for Yt are the same as those 

calculated from the above model for Zk, for all j, k. For simplicity, denote any 

F[XIDol (mean, variance or covariance) simply by F[Xl. Clearly, (5.9) is satisfied, 

sll1ce: 

'ik (5.11 ) 

hence, the expected values are the same in both cases. 
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Now, from (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3), Z1 can be rewritten as: 

n n 

Zl = nOo + 2) n + 1 - i)Wi + L Vi 
i=l i=l 

and, therefore: 

[Z] 2V [0] V n(n+1)(2n+1)W 
Var 1 = n ar 0 + n + 6 (5.12) 

In general, we have: 

2 n(n+1)(2n+1) 
Var[Zk] = n Var[O(k_1)n] + nV + 6 W 

Using (5.3): 

Var[O(k_1)n] = Co + (k - l)nW (5.13) 

Hence: 

n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1) 
Var[Zkl = n2Co + n3(k - l)W + nV + 6 W 

2C 3kW V n(4n2 - 311. - l)W 
=n 0+11.· +n - 6 (5.14) 

Now, using representation in (5.5) and (5.6): 

Var[Zk] = ro + kW* + V* (5.15) 

Substituting (5.7), (5.8) and (5.10) in (5.15) we arrive at (5.14). 

It remains to calculate the covariance between Zk and Zk+h for all k, j, using 

both forms. We first observe that because of (5.2) and (5.3), Zk, defined by (5.1), 

can be written as: 

n n 

Zk = nO(k-1)n + I)n + 1 - i)W(k-1)n+i + L V(k-1)n+i (5.16) 
i=l i=1 

Similarly, we have: 

n n 

Zk+j = nO(k+j-1)n + L(n + 1 - i)W(k+j-1)n+i + L V(k+j-1)n+i (5.17) 
i=l i=l 

From (5.16) and (5.17) we see that COV[Zk,Zk+j] = nCov[Zk,O(k+j_1)n]. From 

this and (5.3), we get: 
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Also, from representation forms (5.5) and (5.6), we obtain: 

(5.19) 

Using (5.8) and (5.10) in (5.19) we arrive at (5.18), and the result is proved. 

From this theorem we can obtain an important consequence. Suppose, for exam

ple, that our original model is the {1, 1, 1, 2} constant model and we aggregate each 

n = 2 observations. It can be readily seen that the aggregated series, Zk can be 

represented by a simple random walk 

where Var[ukJ = 16. This shows that, sometimes, a simple model can be obtained by 

aggregating observations from a more sophisticated model. Also, it is important to 

recall that, in the original formulation of the DLM, the observational and evolution 

errors are completely independent. Therefore, we could not expect, in principle, 

that these errors can be combined to produce a simple model where we only have 

systematic variation of data. 

From (5.4) we can readily see that if we increase the level of aggregation, that 

same form of representation for the aggregated data can be maintained only up to 

a certain limit. After a certain point (i.e., a sufficiently large value of n), we will 

violate the restrictions. That means we must look for a more sophisticated form of 

representing the evolution of the aggregated data. That can be interpreted by saying 

that after a certain reasonably large level of aggregation, we are led with too much 

data gathered together, which implies a loss of information given by the aggregated 

data. This loss of information will force us to model sophistication, leading us to 

introduce other parameters. 

5.2.2 The sophisticated model 

An idea for a more sophisticated model consists in the inclusion of a null eigenvalue 

in the system matrix. Equivalently, we allow for a correlation between the errors (k 

and bk in the observational and evolution equations, instead of supposing them to 

be independent. We consider, therefore, the following model for Zk: 

(5.20) 

(5.21 ) 
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where 

Var[l'k] = V* 

Var[Dk] = W* 

COV[l'k, Dk] = U* 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

Observe that if U* = 0, then, the above model is a {1, 1, V*, W*} DLM, so the 

first order polynomial constant model is embedded in the larger class of models 

above described. 

In order to obtain valid expressions for U*, V* and W*, we analyse the proccess 

'T]k, defined by 'T]k = Zk - Zk-l. From (5.20) and (5.21), we obtain 

and, using (5.22) to (5.24): 

Var[77k] = 2V* + 2U* + W* 

COV[77k' 77k-I] = - V* - U* 

COV[71k' 'T]k-j] = 0, for j > 1 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

Let M* = U* + V*. We can readily see that the role played by V* in the first 

model is now played by M*, and that W* is not changed by the introduction of U*. 

Therefore, we simply get: 

M* = n{V _ n
2 

- 1 W} 
6 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

that is, (5.7) and (5.8) with V* substituted by M*. Then, in order to find a rep

resentation for the aggregated data, we have to divide M*, given by (5.28), in 

M* = U* + V*, satisfying V* > 0 and (U*)2 < V*W*, W* being given by (5.29). 

From the definition of M*, this last restriction can also be written as: 

Q(U*) = (U*)2 + W*U* - M*W* ~ 0 (5.30) 

The discriminant ~ = b2 - 4ac in (5.30) is 

and this is always positive, as we suppose V, W > o. Therefore, (5.30) is satisfied 

if we choose U* between the roots of Q(.)j for example, we can choose the medium 
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point - W* /2. Making this choice and calculating V* = M* - U* from it, we arrive 

at: 

where we can see that restriction V* > 0 is satisfied. 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

It is important to observe that the result above is fundamentally different from 

the first one, in the sense that the representation here is by no means unique. It 

can be easily seen, in fact, that because of convexity of Q(.), we can choose any 

value of U* between its two roots, in order to have both restrictions satisfied. In 

fact, W* and M* are the fixed parameters that do not depend on the particular 

representation, its values being given by (5.28) and (5.29). The variance W* of the 

evolution equation is, therefore, conceptually different from V*, in the sense that it 

is completely determined by the aggregation level. 

We did not consider yet the problem of the initial information. Let's suppose that 

we are given (()o I Do) '" N [mo, Co 1, as in the first theorem. Of course, this will imply 

/10 = E[</>oIDol = unto, as in (12).To choose fo = Var[</>oIDol we observe that using 

(5.20) to (5.24), we get 

Var[ZlJ = fo + U* + W* + M* 

Substituting (5.28) and (5.29) above and comparing with (5.12), we obtain: 

* 2, 11,-1 } fo + U = n {Co - -2-W 

which is a variation of (5.10). Then, to guarantee positiveness of fo, we must have 

U* U- 2{C' n - 1 W} < =n 0---- 2 

It is interesting to observe that we can write 

(j = -!n3 W + n2 {Co + !W} 
2 2 

(5.34) 

which means that (5.31) to (5.33) will always be a valid representation. Also, if (j 

lies between the roots of Q(.), it will be the maximum allowed value for U*. If not, 

we can choose any value between the roots. It is worth observing how this links 

Co to the choice of V*. If we have a big uncertainty about flo, then we can allow 

for a small variance V* in the representation of the aggregated data. If uncertainty 

decreases (smaller Co), representation will be valid only if we allow for a reasonably 

large V*. 

In order to complete the study of this very particular case, we need to show 

sufficiency. This will lead us to an extension of the first theorem, as follows: 
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THEOREM 2 (DLM REPRESENTATION FOR AGGREGATED DATA {I, 1, V, W} CASE). 

Suppose we are given a process {Yt}, evolving in time according to the univariate 

{I, 1, V, W} model with initial information (OoIDo) "" N[mo, Co], where Ot is the state 

parameter. Consider the new series {Z d, obtained from the first by aggregating 

each n observations, as in (5.1). Define: 

M* = n{V _ n
2 

- 1 W} 
6 

Q(x) = x2 + W*x - M*W* 
- n - 1 
U = n2 {Co - -2-W} 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

Let UlO < 0 and U20 be, respectively, the smallest and biggest root in (5.37) and 

consider Ch = min{o-, U20 } > UlO . Choose U* such that UlO ~ U* ~ UL and define: 

V* = M* - U* > 0 

ro = 0- - U* > 0 

Then, the new aggregated series can be represented by the DLM 

where 

and initial information 

Var[fkl = V* 

Var[bkl = W* 

Cov[fk,bkl = U* 

(<PoIDo) "" N[nmo, rol 

Moreover, if M* > 0 and 0- > 0, we can simply choose U* 

simpler representation. 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

o and obtain a 

PROOF: It suffices to verify that expressions for the quantities E[ZjIDoJ, Var[ZjlDol 

and Cov[Zj, ZklDol obtained from this equivalent model coincide respectively with 

(5.11), (5.14) and (5.18). We continue to use that same simplifiecI' notation we had 

in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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From (5.40), (5.11) is trivially verified. To arrive at (5.14), we observe that 

Var[Zkl = ro + kW* + V* + 2COV[<Pk, fkl 

= ro + kW* + V* + 2U* 

= 0 + kW* + M* 

Substituting (5.35), (5.36) and (5.38) in (5.41) we arrive at (5.14). 

To obtain (5.18) we simply write 

COV[Zk' Zk+jl = ro + kW* + U* = 0 + kW* 

and substitute (5.36) and (5.38) in (5.42). 

This proves the theorem. 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 

It is interesting to observe that M* > 0 and 0 > 0 is a set of conditions which 

is equivalent to (5.4). If both of them are satisfied, we can reduce things in order 

to have the result of Theorem 1. Also, we could ask about the minimum squared 

correlation we can have between the two noises when one of the conditions is not 

satisfied. By a simple study of the function f( x) = x2 / (a - x) we can conclude that 

we must choose [; = min{O,2M*} as the covariance between fk and Ok to have 

this minimum squared correlation. Now, it is interesting to note that for a very 

high aggregation level n, we will have M* ::::: - W* /6 and 0 ::::: - W* /2. Thus, for 

a very high level of aggregation we will have approximately 0.75 as the minimum 

possible squared correlation between these errors. That means, for a very high level 

of aggregation, we can only represent the aggregated series by that same structure, 

if we allow for a very high correlation between the errors. 

We can look to equation (5.5) as a decomposition of Zk in a systematic component 

<Pk and a random component fk. Also, in our representation, we have COV[<Pk, fkl = 
U*. Therefore, an intuitive idea is that aggregation brings up a secondary effect, 

in the sense that the same type of systematic variation is not anymore sufficient to 

explain the aggregated data, after a certain level. We have, now, to introduce a 

correlation between the parameter <Pk and the error fk in order to account for the 

new effect. 

Also observe that Cov[Zk, fkl = M*. This fact helps us to understand that if 

M* < 0, we have to introduce a negative correlation between fk and <Pk' From 

(5.39), it is evident that a negative correlation between Zk and fk can only be 

possible if <Pk and fk are negatively correlated. Therefore, in this case, we cannot 

any more suppose independence. 
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It is worth observing that representation (5.31) to (5.33) is also valid if (5.2) and 

(5.3) describe a multivariate process, V and W being now the covariance matrices of 

the respective errors. First, we observe that W* as defined by (5.33) will be positive 

definite and that using (5.31) to (5.33) we get 

V* - (U*)'(W*)-l(U*) = n{V + n
2 

+ 2W} 
12 

which is also positive definite. Positive definiteness of these two matrices constitutes 

a necessary and sufficient condition to have a variance-covariance structure defined 

by U*, V* and W*. We can readily see, as well, that (5.11), (5.14) and (5.18) are 

still valid for the multivariate case. The expressions are obtained in exactly the same 

way as for the univariate process, step by step. Also, remembering (5.34), we can 

define the initial covariance matrix for the state space vector as being 

sInce it is positive definite. Now (5.41) and (5.42) can be derived in the same 

way, and we conclude that the same representation is also valid for the multivariate 

process. The conditions for having a zero covariance U* is now that M* and [; as 

defined by (5.35) and (5.38) must now be positive definite matrices. For non-singular 

W these conditions mean all eigenvalues of VW-l are greater than (n2 - 1)/6 and 

all eigenvalues of COW- 1 are greater than (n - 1)/2. Then, it is easily seen that, 

as it happens in the univariate case, the simple representation with independent 

errors can be maintained only up to a certain aggregation level. After this level we 

need to introduce a covariance structure between the errors to allow for a similar 

represen tation. 

5.3 The {F,I, V, W} case 

The next simplest case in our study is the {F, I, V, W} model, defined by the 

observational and system equations below: 

{ 

Yt = F'Ot + Vt 

(}t = (}t-l +wt, 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

where F is a known vector and (}t is a commensurate parameter vector. 

We first try to find a similar representation for the process Zk defined by (5.1) 

from the univariate process Yt above. We state and proof the following result: 

THEOREM 3 (DLM REPRESENTATION FOR AGGREGATED DATA' {F, I, V, W} UNI

VARIATE CASE). Suppose we are given a univariate process {yd, evolving in time 
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according to the {F,I, V, W} model with initial information (OoIDo) "-' N[mo,Co], 

where Ot is the state parameter. Consider the new series {Z d, obtained from the 

first by aggregating each n observations, as in (5.1). Then, the new aggregated series 

can be represented by the DLM 

Zk = ( F' 1) ( ~: ) (5.45) 

(~: ) = (~ ~) (~:~: ) + (~:) (5.46) 

with initial information 

where 

211,2 + 1 
Var[€k] = V* = n{V + 6 F'W F} 

Var[6k] = W* = n3W 

Cov[€k,6k] = U* = -~n3W F 

Var[</>oIDo] = ro = n2 {Co + ~W} 

Moreover, if M* = V* + F'U* > 0 and (J as defined by (5.:18) is positive definite, 

we can use the simpler representation, given by: 

[] * { 11,2 - 1, } Var€k =V =n V--
6
-FWF 

Var[6k] = W* = n3W 

Cov[€k,6k] = U* = 0 
2 n - 1 

Var[</>oIDo] = ro = n {Co - -2-W } 

(5.47) 

( 5.48) 

(5.49) 

(5.50) 

PROOF: We follow exactly the same lines of the anterior demonstrations. First, we 

observe that (5.47) to (5.49) represents a valid covariance structure. This is true 

since W* defined by (5.48) is positive definite and 

V* - (U*)'(W*)-l(U*) = n{V + 11,2

1
; 2 F'W F} 

is positive. Now note that Zk can be expressed as: 

n n 

Zk = nF'O(k_l)n + I)n + 1 - i)F'Wi + LVi (5.51) 
i=l i=l 

Therefore 

[] 
2, n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1) , 

Var Zk = 11, F Var[O(k_l)n]F + nV + F W F 
6 
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Now (5.44) is essentially the same as (5.3), so we can still apply (5.13) to the 

above expression to get: 

( 5.52) 

From (5.45) and (5.46), we have 

Var[Zk] = F'(ro + kW*)F + V* + F'U* + (U*)' F (5.53) 

Substituting (5.47) to (5.50) in (5.52) we get (5.53). 

As before, we now show that the covariance between Zk and Zk+i> is given by the 

same expression, using both forms, for all k,j. We have 

n n 

Zk+j = nF'O(k+j_1)n + 'L)n + 1 - i)F'w(k+j-1)n+i + L V(k+j-1)n+i 
i=l i=l 

From (5.51) and above we have COV[Zk' Zk+j] = nCov[Zk,O(k+j_l)n]F. Now we 

use (5.44) to obtain: 

2' 11,2(11,+1) , 
COV[Zk' Zk+j] = n F Var[O(k_l)n]F + 2 F W F 

= n2 F'CoF + n3(k _ l)F'W F + n2(n~ + 1) F'W F 

Also, from representation forms (5.45) and (5.46), we obtain: 

Cov[Zk, Zk+j] = F'Var[<Pk]F + COV[EOk, Ok]F 

= F'(ro + kW*)F + (U*)' F 

Using (5.48) to (5.50) in (5.55) we will get (5 . .54). 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

Suppose, now, that we have positiveness of the two quantities cited in the theorem. 

We consider the following representation: 

{ 

Zk = F'<Pk + EOk 

(Pk = (Pk-l + Ok, 

where we use expressions (5.47) to (5.50) for the relevant parameters. We have: 

Va7'[Zd = F'(ro + kW*)F + V* 

COV[Zk' Zk+j] = F'(ro + kW*)F 

Substituting (5.47) to (5.50) in the two expressions above, we ar~ive at (5.53) and 

(5.54). 
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As we would expect, the important quantity for our analysis in the last case is 

not W itself, but F'W F. This is due to the fact that the important parameter here, 

Le., the one from which inferences can be made, is F'()t, rather than ()t itself. Note 

that defining "'t = F' ()t and "pt = F' Wt we can reduce (5.43) and (5.44) to the form: 

and we are back to the previous cases. 

5.4 The {l,>.,V,W} case 

5.4.1 Basic ideas 

We would like to obtain a general result for the {F, G, V, W} process. In other 

words, suppose Yt evolves as the {F,G, V, W} DLM below: 

{ 

Yt = F' ()t + Vt 

()t = G()t-l + Wt, 

with Var[vtl = V and Var[wtl = W. 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

We would like to know what kind of DLM representation can be found for the 

aggregated process defined by (5.1). Now, assume that this representation is given 

by a {F*, G*, V*, W*} model. It seems reasonable that we should try, in principle, 

F* = F and G* = Gn. The first choice looks reasonable, from the fact that F does 

not change with t, and, therefore, can be put in evidence when data is aggregated. 

In fact, suppose we have a representation with F* = Fl. If we can take a diagonal 

nonsingular transformation T such that Fl = T F, then, changing the state space 

vector using T as the reparametrization matrix will give us another representation, 

this time with F* = F, and not altering the system matrix. The choice of G* = Gn 

looks sensible, since from (5.56) and (5.57) we can see that the factors defining Zk+l 

present a lag difference of n steps from their respective factors defining Zk. For 

example, if we have W = 0, we can easily see that Z2 = F' (()n+ 1 + ... + ()2n) + £2 = 
F'Gn(()l + ... + ()n) + f2. Intuitively, as we are aggregating n periods of time, the 

new transition now must correspond to n steps of the previous transition. Observe, 

as well, that Zk defined by (5.1) will be such that E[ZkJ = GnE[Zk_lJ. Hence, 

the new system matrix G* in our representation must be the n-tli power of the old 

system matrix, G. 
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5.4.2 The {l,Nt,V*,W*} representation 

We will study here the simple univariate {I, A, V, W} case. Consider, therefore, 

the following DLM model for univariate Yt. 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

where Var[vtl = V, Var[Wtl = Wand we suppose A i= 1. We try, then, to describe 

Zk defined by (5.1) using the DLM below: 

(5.60) 

(5.61) 

where Var[fkJ = V*, Var[6kJ = W* and (</>oIDo) '" N[Jlo,roJ. 

The basic idea is the same used for A = 1. We first use (5.60) and (5.61) to get 

(5.62) 

Hence, 17k is a zero mean stationary process with 1 71U) = E[17k17k-jJ given by 

17/0) = (1 + A2n)V* + W* 

,,/1) = -AnV* 

allj>1 

( 5.63) 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

We now calculate the same autocovariances for 17k departing from (5.58) and 

(5.59). For simplicity of notation, let's consider k = 2. We have 

We substitute 

n 

172 = Z2 - An Zl = L(Yn+j - AnYj) 
j=l 

n+j 
\n \n + Yn+ j - A Y j = Vn+ j - A V j L An+j-iWi 

i=j+l 

From (5.66) and (5.67) we have 

n n+l n+j-l 

Z \nZ "( \n) +" " \n+j-l"'::i . 172 = 2 - A 1 = ~ Vn+j - A Vj ~ ~ A W, 
j=l j=2 i=j 
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We interchange the order of summation in (5.68) to get 

n n-l 

L AiWi+l + L BiWn+i+l (5.69) 
i=l i=1 

where 

(5.70) 

(5.71 ) 

From the expressions above we can calculate the variance of 112, which is also the 

variance of 11k. 

7,,(0) = (1 + '\''')nV + {t A) + ~ B) } W 

W {n-l n-l } 
= (1 + A2n)nV + 1 _ A 2 L(Ai - An)2 + L(1- Ai)2 

( ) i=O i=l 

= (1 + A2n)nV + n(1 + A2n) - -'-----::-----'-W { 2A(1 - A2n)} 
(1-A)2 l-A2 

(5.72) 

Now, to obtain 1'1/( 1) we cross the coefficients of the common lags of v and W in 

the expressions, for example, of 1/2 and 1/3' We use (5.69) to (5.71) to rewrite (5.68) 

as 
n n n n-l 

1/2 = _An L Vj + L Vn+j + L AiWi+l + L Biwn+i+1 
j=l j=l i=l i=l 

Similarly, we have 

n n n n-1 

113 = _An L Vn+j + L V2n+j + L A iwn+i+l + L BiW2n+i+l (5.73) 
j=1 j=l i=l i=l 

Therefore: 
n-l 

1'1/(1) = -nA1t V + W L AiBi 
i=l 

= -nAnV + - nAn W {A(1 A21t) } 
(1-A)2 l-A2 

(5.74) 
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If we write the expression for 174 based on that for 1]2 (as we did to obtain (5.73)), 

then, it will be clear that (5.65) holds. 

Now, we are in position to obtain the values of V* and W*. For example, we 

can equate (5.74) to (5.64) to obtain V*; substituting its expression in (5.63) and 

equating this to (5.72) gives us W*. We will first rewrite (5.72) and (5.74) in a more 

compact form, in order to simplify calculations. Define: 

Then, we can write 

n-I 

51 = 2)"i - "11)2 
i=1 
n-l 

52 = ,L(1- "i)2 
i=1 

11-1 
P = L(1 - Ai)(Ai _ A1I) 

i=1 

- W 
W = (1- ,,)2 

11/(0) = (1 + ,,211)nV + W {(I - "11)2 + 51 + 8d 
11/(1) = -n,,1t V + W P 

Clearly, 51 + 82 + 2P = (n - 1)(1 - "11)2. Therefore, we have 

But, from (5.63) and (5.64) 

We compare (5.64) with (5.76) to obtain: 

* PW W {(1_,,211) } 
V = nV - ~ = nV - (1 _ ,,)2 ,,"-1 (1 _ ;\2) - n 

Let again r = V /W. Then, a condition to have this representation is 

1 _ A211 
1 + r(1 - ;\)2 > ----

- nA"- l (l _ A2) 

since V* cannot be negative. 

Substituting (5.79) in (5.78) and comparing it to (5.77), we get 

W* = (1 - ;\11)3 (1 + ;\11) ~ 
1 - ;\ 1 + ;\ ;\n-1 
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We readily see, from (5.80), that n must be odd when), < 0, otherwise W* will 

not be positive, and, therefore, the representation will not be possible. This looks 

reasonable if we note that, when n is even, (5.60) to (5.65) must be exactly the 

same, regardless of the sign of .x. But, the underlying process, defined by (5.58) and 

(5.59) is fundamentally different, depending on the sign of),. Therefore, it looks 

reasonable that these two processes (with ), and with -),) cannot yield the same 

representation for the aggregated data. The representation will only be possible, 

then, for the process with), > O. 

We now tackle the problem of the initial information. Suppose we are given 

(OoIDo) rv N[mo, Col. Then, we can obtain the distribution of (ZlIDo). Observe, 

from (5.59) that 

Therefore 

j 

OJ = ),joo + L ),j-iwi 
i=l 

n n n j n 
Zl = L(Oj + Vj) = L .xjOo + L L .xn-iWi + L Vj 

.i=l .i=l j=l i=l j=l 
.x - .x n+ 1 1 n. It 

= I-A 00 + 1_AL(1-A')Wn+1-i+ LVj 
i=l j=l 

Hence, we have 

Now, from (5.60) and (5.61) we have 

(5.81) 

(.5.82) 

(5.83) 

(5.84 ) 

where we have used (5.63) and (5.64) to get the last equality. From (5.75) and 

(5.76), we get 

Var[Z,J = ,\2nro + nV + IV { ,In p + S, + t,(l- ,I i)2 } (5.85) 

Comparing (5.83) and (5.85) we get 

A2(1- An)2 C 21t - ( It 

(1 _ A)2 0 = A ro + W A P + St) 

which solved for ro will give us 

(5.86) 
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Then, a second condition to have this representation is 

Co > 1 - An
-

1 

W - 1 - A2 

Also, from (5.82) we readily have 

But, from (5.60) and (5.61) we have E[ZlJ = An/to. Therefore, we must have: 

JLo = An-l(1 _ A) mo (5.87) 

It is important to observe that the limit of (5.79), (5.80), (5.86) and (5.87) when 

A -t 1 coincide respectively with (5.7), (5.8), (5.10) and (5.9). First, we check (5.79). 

Three successive aplications of L 'Hospital's rule show that 

>.k 
and we have (5.7). Now, because lim>'--+l \-=->. = k, we can easily see that (5.80) 

reduces to (5.8) if A -t 1. Also, rewrite (5.86) as 

1 (1_An)2{ (1 )(I_An
-

1
) } 

ro = A2n- 2 1 _ A Co - 1 + A 1 _ A W (5.88) 

From that same property, we readily see that (5.88) reduces to (5.10), when A -t 1. 

It is also trivial from that property that (5.87) reduces to (5.9). 

For completion of the result we show sufficiency, arriving at the following extension 

of the first theorem. 

THEOREM 4 (DLM REPRESENTATION FOR AGGREGATED DATA {l,A, V, W} CASE). 

Suppose we are given a process {Yd, evolving in time according to the univariate 

{l,A, V, W} model, Ai-I, witl] initial information (OoIDo) ,...., N[mo, Co], where Ot 

is the state parameter. Consider the new series {Zd, obtained from the first by 

aggregating each n observations, as in (5.1) and let r = V jW. If the conditions 

Co > 1 - An
-

1 

W - 1 - A2 

(5.89) 

(5.90) 

are satisfied, then the new series can be represented by the {I, Nt, V*, W*} model 

{ 

Zk = ¢>k + f;k 

¢>k = An¢>k_l + Ok, 
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with initial information (<PoIDo) '" N[/Lo, fo], where 

* W { (1 - A2n) } 
V = nV - (1 _ A)2 An-l(l _ A2) - n (5.93) 

W* = (1 -An)3 (1 + An) ~ 
1 - A 1 + A An - 1 

(5.94) 

1- An 
(5.95) 

(5.96) 

PROOF: We again will show that the first two moments of Zk are given by the same 

expression, using the original model and the representation, and that the same is 

valid for the covariance between two observations of the aggregated series. 

First, let's show this is true for the expected value of Zk. We begin by observing 

that (5.82) can be generalized to 

A( 1 - An) 1 n i n 
Zk = 1 _ A B(k-l)n + 1 _ A 2:(1 - A )Wkn+l-i + 2: V(k-l)n+i 

i=l i=l 

( 5.97) 

From this, we get 

Using this and (5.81) we obtain 

(5.98) 

Now, from (5.91) and (5.92) we will get 

(5.99) 

and substituting (5.95) in (5.99) we have (5.98). This shows that the expression for 

the expected value of Zk is the same in both cases. 

Now, we turn to the variance of Zk. From (5.97) 

( 5.100) 

From (5.81), we get 

1 - A2(k-l)n 
V [B 1 \ 2(k-l)nc W 

a1' (k-l)n =A 0+ \2 I-A 
(5.101) 
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Substitute this in (5.100) to obtain 

Also, from (5.91) we get 

But, from (5.92) we can derive an expression similar to (5.81) for (/>k: 

Therefore 

k 

<Pk = )..kn<po + L )..(k-i) 1t Si 

i=1 

1 )..2kn 
Var[A .... J = )..2knr + - W* 

'1'k 0 1 _ )..2n 

(5.103) 

(5.104) 

(5.105 ) 

Substituting the expression above in (5.103) and using (5.93), (5.94) and (5.96) 

we will also obtain (5.102). 

It remains to show that C01J[Zk, Zk+jJ is given by the same expression in both 

cases. Remembering (5.97) we can write 

n 

+ L 1J(k+j-l)n+i (5.106) 
i=1 

From (5.97) and (5.106) we see that 

(5.107) 

Now, we can write 

jn 

() _ dn() + ~ \jn-i 
(k+j-l)n - A (k-l)n L.-t A W(k-1)n+i 

i=1 

which is similar to (5.81) where we shift the origin to time (k - l)n. From (5.97) 

and above we have 
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The common lags of w in the two sums above run from (k -1 )n+ 1 to (k -1 )n+ n = 

kn. Multiplying corresponding coefficients and adding them up, we arrive at 

..\jn+l(1 _ ..\n) 
COV[Zk,O(k+j-l)n] = ..\ Var[O(k-l)n] 

at 

1-

Using (5.101) in the expression above, and taking the result to (5.107), we arrive 

..\2+(2k+j-2)n(1_ ..\n)2 
COV[Zk' Zk+j] = (1 _ ..\)2 Co 

..\l+U-l)n(1_ ..\n)2(1 _ ..\1+(2k-l)n) 

+ (1 - ..\)3 (1 + ..\) W (5.108) 

Also, from (5.91) and (5.92) 

Substituting (5.105) above and using (5.94) and (5.96), we will also obtain (5.108). 

Hence, the theorem is proved. 

It is interesting to analyse conditions (5.89) and (5.90). First, we observe that the 

right hand side of (5.89) can be rewritten as 

..\(..\-n _ ..\n) 

n(l - ..\2) 
2..\ sinh( n log ..\) 

n(..\2 - 1) 

which is an unbounded increasing function of n. Hence, we have again that same 

kind of result we had in the first theorem. That is, there must be an aggregation 

level after which we cannot anymore represent the aggregated data by the simple 

model. We also observe that the expression above will increase much faster with 

n for small values of 1..\1. Therefore, for small values of 1..\1, we can maintain the 

same structure only for small values of n. For a very small value of 1..\1, we will not 

be allowed to aggregate even two observations. This looks reasonable if we observe, 

from (5.59), that a very small value of 1..\1 means that we are losing information on the 

parameter quite quickly, and the random term Wt will dominate the systematic effect. 

If information is lost quite quickly, then, very early we will need a more sophisticated 

model, since, it will soon be insufficient to explain the behaviour of data. Then, we 

expect model sophistication to be necessary for a very small aggregation level when 

we have a very small 1..\1. 

The right hand side of (5.90) behaves according to 1..\1. FOl- 1..\1 > 1 it is an 

unbounded increasing function of n, while for 1..\1 < 1 it will be a bounded function. 
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Therefore, for IAI > 1 we must always have a maximum n for which it is possible 

to maintain the simple structure, independently of what Co is. On the other hand, 

for IAI < 1, if we start with Co(1 - A)2 2: W, we will have (5.90) always satisfied, 

whatever n. This is not unreasonable if we again observe (5.102). We verify, then, 

that, for IAI < 1, the coefficient of Co in the expression of the variance of Zk is a 

decreasing function of n, while the coefficients of V and Ware increasing functions of 

n (the last, because of the linear term in n). That means, for a very high aggregation 

level n, the knowledge about Co does not make too much difference for explaining 

the variation of Zk, in comparison with the contributions of Vt and Wt. If this is the 

case, then, it is not surprising that we can always find a suitable initial distribution 

for the state space in the representation (5.91)-(5.92), if IAI < 1. 

5.4.3 Model sophistication 

When conditions (5.89) and (5.90) are not valid, we are forced to search for a more 

sophisticated model for Zk. For IAI < 1, we use again the same idea of including a 

zero eigenvalue in the system matrix, thus, extending our model to 

where 

Var[Ek] = V* 

Var[okl = W* 

COV[{k, Ok] = U* 

( 5.109) 

(5.110) 

We will try to obtain a suitable covariance structure for E and 0, again by analysis 

of 71k, defined as 

Now, (5.63) to (5.65) are slightly modified by the introduction of U*, as 

111(0) = (1 + A2n)v* + W* + 2U* 

111( 1) = _An(v* + U*) 

allj>1 

Then, with 111(0) given by (5.72) and 111(1) given by (5.74), 'we will try to ob

tain valid expression for U*, V* and W*. We also remember that we must always 
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have (U*)2 ::; V*W* in order to have a covariance structure defined by these three 

quantities. 

Define KO = 11/(0) and Kl = -'1/(1)/An. Then, we are looking for a point 

(U*, V*, W*) E R3 , lying inside the elliptic cone (U*)2 ::; V*W* and also in the 

straight line defining the intersection of the planes given by the equations 

2U* + (1 + A2n)v* + W* = KO 

U* + V* = Kl 

(5.111) 

(5.112) 

Let'; be this straight line and define g = 1 + A2n. Also, let's choose (U*, V*, W*) 

as our coordinate system. We can immediately verify that Po = (Kl, 0, KO - 2Kt) 

and PI = (0, Kl, KO - gKt) are two points of ';. Here it will be important to observe 

that IAI = 1 implies g = 2, which means that';, in this very special case, will lie on 

the plane W* = KO - 2Kl, defining W* uniquely, independently of our choice of U* 

(see theorem 2). In general, if IAI =J. 1, we will expect to have W* varying with our 

choice for U*. 

By considering PI - Po, we verify that '; has the direction of d = (-1, 1,2 - g). 

Then it can be described as the set of all points of the form Po + ad, a E R. Hence, 

'; is the set of the points 

aER (5.113) 

The points of '; in the cone (U*)2 ::; V*W* are those for which 

That is 

(5.114) 

The discriminant ~ = b2 - 4ac in the above quadratic inequation for Q is 

Now, recalling the first line in (5.72) and the first line in (5.74), we easily have: 

n-l 
11/(0) - 2,1/(1) = (1 + An)2nV + A~W + W 2:)Ai - Bd2 > 0 (5.115) 

i=1 

n-l 
11/(0) + 2,1/(1) = (1 - An)2nV + A;tW + W L(Ai + Bi)2 > 0 (5.116) 

i=1 
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From (5.115) and (5.116) we readily see that ~ > 0, which shows that +:; really 

pierces the cone in two distinct points. Therefore 

is a non-empty bounded interval of R. Let's consider the midpoint a of It, given by 

_ "'0 
a=--

2A2n 
(5.117) 

Note that a > 0, which shows that II has a non-empty intersection with (0,00) (we 

need to choose a positive a, since V* has to be positive; note that our parametriza

tion identifies a with V*). In fact, because "'0 > ° and "'i > 0, the roots in (5.114) 

must be always positive. This shows that It c (0,00), which means that we do not 

have to worry about positivity of a in It. Of course, positivity of a in It auto

matically implies positivity of the respective W*, since the condition defining It IS 

(U*)2 ~ V*W*. 

It remains to consider the problem of the initial information. From (5.109) and 

(5.110), we have 

where ro = Va1"[<I>o]. 

Denote Var[Z11 by Ql. Then, from (5.112), we have 

Therefore, we must choose a value of a that satisfies 

with Ql given by (5.83). Substituting U* and W* given by (5.113) we obtain 

( 5.118) 

as a necessary condition for a. We will show, for IAI < 1, that h = (ao, 00) has a 

non-empty intersection with It, simply by showing that a E 12 • 

Suppose IAI < 1, and let's show for this case that a E 12 • To do this, we need to 

show that a > ao. From (5.117) and (5.118) we have 
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Therefore, we need to verify that 2Q1 - "'0 > 0 when 1.\1 < 1. From (5.83) and 

(5.75) we have 

2.\2(1 .\11)2 11 
2Q1 - "'0 = 2nV + (1 _-.\)2 Co + 2W~(1 - .\i)2 - (1 + .\211)nV 

- W {(I - .\11)2 - 81 - 82} 

2.\2(1 _ .\11)2 _ 
= (1 _ .\)2 Co + (1 - .\211)nV + W {(I - .\11)2 + 82 - 8d 

We, then, have to show that the coefficient of W in the anterior expression is 

always positive for 1.\1 < 1, and we will have the required result. This coefficient is 

11 
(1- .\11)2 + 82 - ,(it = L {(1- .\i)2 - (.\i _ .\11)2} 

i=l 
11 

i=l 

(2 - 11,).\11+1 + 11,.\11 - (11 + 2),\ + 11, 
=(1-.\11) , 

1 -.\ 

Then, all we are left with is to show that the polynomial 7r1l(.\) = (2 - 11,).\11+1 + 
11,.\11 - (11, + 2).\ + n is always positive for .\ E (-1,1). Since 7r1l (0) = 11, > 0, we just 

need to demonstrate the following 

LEMMA. For any fixed 11" the polynomial7r1l(A) = (2 - 11,).\11+1 + 11,.\11 - (n + 2).\ + n 

has no roots in (-1,1). 

PROOF: We have 7r1(.\) =.\2 - 2.\ + 1 = (.\ - 1)2. Therefore, for 11, = 1, the lemma 

holds (as it should, for 11, = 1 corresponds to no aggregation at all). 

Also, we have 7r2 (.\) = 2.\2 - 4.\ + 2 = 2(A - 1)2. Then, for 11, = 2 the lemma holds. 

Let's consider n > 2 and suppose 7r1l (A) has a root, '\0, in (-1,1). We have 

7r1l (1) = 2 - 11, + 11, - (11, + 2) + 11, = O. Therefore, by the mean value theorem, we can 

find .\1 E (.\0,1) which is a root of the derivative 7r~,(A). 

Let's calculate 7r~J.\), this is 

(5.119) 

We verify that 7r~t(l) = (2 - 11,)(11, + 1) + 11,2 - (11, + 2) = O. Then, by the same 

reason, there must exist .\2 E (AI, 1) which is a root of 7r~:(A). This is 

7r::(.\) = (2 - 11,)(11, + 1)11,.\11-1 + 11,2(11, - 1).\11-:2 

= .\11-2 {n2(n - 1) - (n - 2)(11, + l)n.\} 
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We readily see that the polynomial above has n - 2 zero roots and a single root 

given by 
n2(n-I) n2 -n ---'---'-- = > 1 

(n-2)(n+I)n n2 -n-2 

Then, we necessarily have -1 < >'0 < >'1 < 0. We can also deduce that the 

concavity of 7I"n(>') does not change in (-1,0), since 7I"~:(>') has no roots in this 

interval. 

Now, observe that 7I"n( -1) = 2 - n - n + n + 2 + n = 4 > ° if n is odd and 

7I"n( -1) = n - 2 + n + n + 2 + n = 4n > ° if n is even. Also, 7I"n(O) = n > 0. If 

7I"n(-I) > ° and 7I"n(O) > 0, then, the concavity of7l"n(>') in (-1,0) (which, as we 

have seen, does not change) cannot be negative. If this was the case, then we would 

have a positive minimum (at>. = -lor>. = 0) of 7I"n(>') in [-1,0], which is not 

true, since we assume a root. Then, 7I"n(>') must be a convex function in (-1,0). 

This will allow for a root. But, then, >'1 must be a local minimum of 71",,(>.). That 

is, 7I"~t(O) > 0. But, from (5.119), we have 7I"~t(O) = -(n + 2) < ° and this is a 

contradiction. Therefore, we cannot have a root of 7I"n(>') in (-1,1), and the lemma 

is proved for n > 2. 

Now, we show sufficiency, extending Theorem 4 in the same way we extend The

orem 1 to Theorem 2. 

THEOREM .5 (DLM REPRESENTATION FOR AGGREGATED DATA {I, >., V, W} CASE, 

1>'1 < 1). Suppose we are given a process {yd, evolving in time according to the 

univariate {I, >., V, W} model, 1>'1 < 1, with initial information (BoIDo) rv N[mo, Co], 

where Bt is the state parameter. Consider the new series {Zd, obtained from the 

first by aggregating each n observations, as in (5.1). Define: 

" 81 = 2)>.i _ >.n)2 
i=l 

n 

i=l 
n 

i=l 

- W 
W = (1 _ >.)2 

"'0 = (1 + >.2n)nV + (81 + 82 )W 

"'1 = nV - >.-npW 

100 

(5.120) 

(5.121) 

(5.122) 

(5.123) 

(5.124 ) 

(5.125) 

( 5.126) 



>.2(1_>.11)2 _ 
Q1 ::nV+ (1->.)2 CO +S2W 

11 = {a E RI>. 2n a 2 
- /\'00 + /\,i < O} 

h = {a E Rio ~ ,.\-2n(/\,0 - Qt}} 

Choose V* E 1* = II n 12 i- 0 and define 

U* :: /\'1 - V* 

W* = /\'0 - 2/\'1 + (1 - ,.\2t1)V* 

fo = V* - ,.\-271(/\,0 - Ql) 

Then, the new aggregated series can be represented by the DLM 

where 

and initial information 

Var[fd:: V* 

Var[okl = W* 

COV[fj,., Ok} = U* 

(1)oIDo) '" N[J.Lo, fo] 

(5.127) 

( 5.128) 

(5.129) 

( 5.130) 

(5.131) 

(5.132) 

(5.133 ) 

(5.134) 

Moreover, if /\'1 E 1*, we can simply choose V* = /\'1 Mld obtain a simpler repre

sentation, where U* = O. 

PROOF: We again have to show that the first two moments for any vector of obser

vations of {Zd calculated from the representation we give are consistent with those 

obtained from the original model. We already know that this is true for E[Zk]. The 

proof is exactly the same as in Theorem 4. Now, the variance of Zk is calculated 

from our representation as 

Var[Zd = Var[1>k} + V* + 2U* (5.135 ) 

where Var[¢k} can be obtained from (5.105). We substitute (5.131) and (5.132) 

in (5.105) (note tllat (5.1:31) and (5.132) are positive if we choose V* E 1*). This 

substitution leads us to 
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We use this together with (5.130) in (5.135) to get 

(5.136) 

and we see that Var[ZkJ does not depend of our choice of V* (as expected). Now, 

we substitute (5.125) to (5.127), and using (5.121) to (5.124) we will get (5.102). 

Finally, we calculate COV[Zk' Zk+i] using our representation. We have 

We can use a slight modification of (5.104) to obtain this covariance. We have 

i 
A, dn,/-. + '" di-i)n 1: '1'k+i = A 'l'k ~ A Uk+i 

i=} 

Therefore 

Use (5.130) to get 

and, again, the expression we get does not depend on V* (as expected). Now use 

(5.136) to get 

Substituting (5.102) and (5.126), then using (5.123) and (5.124), we will get 

(5.108). 

This proves the theorem. 

It is important to note that the conditions II:} E It and II:} E h in Theorem 5 

reduce respectively to (5.89) and (5.90) in Theorem 4. In this case, we can make 

Q = 11:1 and have a simpler representation. First, let's verify that II:} E I} reduces to 

(5.89). If this is the case, then, we have, by definition of It, 

which can be rewritten as 

(5.137) 
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Because 11 C (0,00), we will have "'1 > 0 and 

From (5.79) and (5.126), we readily see that "'1 > 0 is exactly (5.89). Now, observe 

that (5.78) can be rewritten as 

(5.138) 

and (5.138) becomes 

Here enters the fact that the W* of Theorem 4 must be positive; we cannot have 

"'1 E It if A < 0 and n is even. 

It is also easy to see that "'1 E h reduces to (5.90). From the definition of 12 , this 

means 

Now observe that (5.84) can be rewritten as 

and this is exactly how (5.90) was obtained. 

5.4.4 Tile importance of correlation 

Theorem 5 states that if "'1 E 1* we can have a simple representation for the 

aggregated series, where the errors of the evolutional and system equations are 

uncorrelated. On the other hand, if "'1 ~ 1* we need to introduce a correlation 

between these errors. Therefore, a relevant question here concerns the importance 

of correlation in practical terms. In other words, we can ask if the variance of the 

one-step ahead prediction error will increase significantly if we use a model where 

the two errors are uncorrelated, when "'1 ~ 1*. 

Now, from (5.113), the squared correlation between these errors is 

(5.139) 

So, for "'1 < 0 and positive values of a, S(a) attains a minimum at a = n, where 
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Substituting this in (5.139), we see that the minimum possible squared correlation 

between the errors is given by 

(5.140) 

But, from the definition of KO and Kl 

From (5.72) and (5.74) we see that AnKo converges to zero and ')"1(1) converges to 

a positive value as n increases. Therefore, for a large value of n we can write 

Kl 1 
---- = -- + f 
KO - 2Kl 2 

where f has a very small absolute value. Using this in (5.140), we arrive at 

Hence, we can see that for a large value of n we must introduce a high correlation 

between the residuals in order to have the representation of Theorem 5. 

Now we can ask if we necessarily lose too much in practical terms by not intro

ducing this high correlation. In other words, we ask if there is a significant increase 

in the one step ahead prediction error. The correlation structure of this error can 

be obtained as follows. First, we note from (5.133) and (5.134) that 

11k = (1 - hB)Zk = (1 - {3* B)ak (5.141) 

where h = An, B is the backshift operator, 1{3*1 < 1 and ak is a sequence of LLd 

random variables. Suppose we try to forecast the process by using another model, 

different from the true one. The one step ahead prediction error ek, given by 

(5.142) 

where 7nk-l is the expected value of Zk given all information up to k - 1, will not 

be a sequence of independent errors under the wrong model. We apply the operator 

(1 - hB) to this error to obtain 

(1- hB)ek = (1- hB)Zk - h(1- hB)mk_l 

From the updating equations of the normal distribution we can write 

(1 - hB)ek = (1 - hB)Zk - h(1 - (3)Bek 
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where 13 is the discount factor defining the assumed model for Zk. This gives us 

(1 - hB)Zk = (1 - hf3B)Ck 

Comparing (5.141) with above and using the fact that Ih(31 < 1, we arrive at 

The autocovariance generating function of the error Ck will be given by 
00 

"Ye(B) = I:: "Ye(i)Bi 
;=-00 

if Yea) is the variance of ak. We rewrite this as 

"Ye(B) 
Yea) 

(~(hiJ)' B') (~(h/3)' B-') (1 - /3' B)( 1 - fl' B- 1
) 

1 ( ~ (hf3)li l Bi) (1 - 13* B)( 1 - (3* B-1
) 

1 - h2(P . ~ 
1=-00 

1 ( f (hf3)liIBi) (-(3* B-1 + 1 + (13*)2 - (3* B) 
1-h

2
f32 i=-oo (5.143) 

The ratio R of the variance V(c) of Ck and Yea) will be the term in BO in the 

anterior expression. This ratio can be seen as a function of (3, and we want to choose 

13 to get the smallest R. We have 

Vee) 1+(f3*)2-2hf3f3* 
R((3) = Yea) = 1 - h2f32 

Defining ~ = (3* / h, we get 

8R 
8(3 

and the derivative will have the same sign of f3 - ~. 

We analyse now the problem, according to the sign of ~. 

CASE 1 ~ > 0 

(5.144) 

(5.145 ) 

Suppose ~ is positive. That means "'1 is positive, since we observe from (5.141) 

that "Y7/(1) = -f3*V(a), and, therefore, "'1 = (3V(a). We divide this case into two 

subcases. We first analyse what happens when A > 0 or when A < 0 and n is odd. 

In other words, we first analyse what happens when a simple representation with 

un correlated errors can be possible for the aggregated data. We shall show that we 

necessarily have ~ < 1 in this first subcase. Then, we analyse the second case, when 

A < 0 and n is even, that is, when that simple representation is never possible. We 

show that, for this second case, (3 > 1. 
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CASE 1.1 ().. > 0) or ().. < 0 and n is odd) 

For this first subcase of ~ > 0, we want to show that ~ < 1. We begin by obtaining 

from (5.141) that 

/'7/(0) = (1 + (,8*)2)V(a) 

/'7/(1) = -,8*V(a) 

(5.146) 

(5.147) 

and, therefore, ,8* is the root with absolute value less than one in the equation 

(5.148) 

This gives 

Therefore, an equivalent condition for ~ < 1 will be 

and this can be put because 1,,\1 < 1. Now, remember from (5.75) and (5.76) that 

"'0 (1 + )..2n)nV + W(S1 + S2) 
"'1 n V - ,,\ -71 PW 

with 8 1 ,82 , P and W given by (5.121) to (5.124). Therefore, if we can guarantee 

that ,,\ -71 P is positive, we can proceed as 

'" (1 + ,,\271)nV (1 + ,,\271)nV 
~ > _ > = 1 + ,,\2n 
"'1 nV - ,,\-npw nV 

Then, all it is remaining is to show that ,,\ -n P will be positive in this first subcase. 

For ,,\ > 0 this is clearly true, since we can readily see from (5.123) that P will be a 

sum of positive terms. When ,,\ < 0 and n is odd, we consider the expression 

(5.149) 

and this is an even function of "\, since n is odd. Then, as it is positive for positive 

"\, it will also be for ,,\ < O. This shows that ~ E (0,1). 

CASE 1.2 ,,\ < 0 and n is even 

Now, we want to verify that ~ > 1 in this second suhcase. Equivalently, we want 

to verify that 
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and this means 

which can be reduced to 

( 5.150) 

and since ,'h + S2 + 2P = n(l - ,An)2, we can reduce (5.150) to 

(5.151) 

But, from (5.149), we readily get 

and, because n - 1 is odd, (5.151) is verified. 

Now, we analyse the first subcase. When ~ E (0,1), we can use f3 = ~ in our 

simplified model. From (5.145), we see that this will be a minimum point of R(f3). 

Also, from (5.144), we will have R(~) = 1. In fact, we can expect, in this case, to 

have Ck and ak with the same distribution. Therefore, although we do not rigorously 

have that simple representation, we can, in principle, do as good as the true model, in 

the sense that we may have the same one step ahead error variance. It is interesting 

to observe, from what was developed, that ~ E (0,1) means, in fact, "'I > 0 and 

"'0/"'1 > 1 + ,A2n. Then, from (5.137), the condition ~ E (0,1) is equivalent to 

"'I E It, in Theorem 5. Hence, what we can conclude here is that the restriction 

"'I E It in Theorem 5 is structurally much more important than the other one, 

namely, "'I E 12 • If "'I is in II, but not in h, we do not have the representation in 

terms of un correlated errors, but we can use a model with un correlated errors that 

will have the same forecasting efficiency as the true one. 

CASE 2 ~ < 0 

When ~ < 0, then (5.145) will always be positive in (0,1). That means our best 

choice will be (3 = 0 for the simpler model, and that is equivalent to treating the 

aggregated series Zk as a process of the form 

(5.152) 

where Ok is a sequence of un correlated errors. Observe that the right hand side of 

(5.89) is an increasing function of n, for fixed ,A. That means, when increasing the 

aggregation level we must arrive at a certain point after which the best thing we 
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can do, if we want to maintain the simple model, is to treat the aggregated data 

as a simple random walk, as in (5.152). This result seems reasonable if we think 

in terms of forecasting. Observe that E[ZkIDk-d = An Zk-I under (5.152), which 

means that the last information is everything we use to forecast Zk. Increasing the 

aggregation level means increasing the length of time over which data is aggregated. 

In accordance with intuition, we expect to arrive at a point where this interval of 

time gets sufficiently wide, so that the information obtained in the last interval 

should be sufficient for a good forecast for the next interval, the information from 

the preceding intervals becoming totally irrelevant. 

From (5.144), R(O) = 1 + ({3*)2, which means the behaviour of {3* will determine 

how much we are losing by not considering the correlation when trying to forecast 

the aggregated data. Let's first study the case where A = 1. We can see, for this 

case, that (3* will be a decreasing function of n. Remember from (5.25) and (5.26) 

that equation (5.148) will become 

M*({r)2 - (2M* + W*){3* + M* = 0 ( 5.153) 

The product of the roots of the above equation is always one, the sum of the roots 

being 2+ W*jM*. Let again r = VjW. Then, from (5.28) and (5.29), the sum of 

the roots will be given by: 

2+6 ~-1 { 
6 1 }-I 

71,2 

From the above expression we can see what happens to the sum of roots, and, 

therefore, to (3*. While restriction (5.4) is not broken, the term in brackets is 

positive, and the sum of the roots will be a positive increasing function of n. This 

sum is {3* + ({3*)-1. Then, (3* must be a positive decreasing function of n. After 

the restriction is broken (and this is the case we are interested in) the term is 

brackets becomes negative and it decreases (since it increases in absolute value to 

-1). Therefore the sum of the roots increases to -4. Because 13* is the root with 

absolute value less than one, it must be a decreasing function of n. 

We have proved that when A = 1 and (3* is negative, we have R(O) = 1 + ({3*)2 

as an increasing function of n. That means, when A = 1 we are never worse than 

the limit case. Let's calculate this limit case. In the limit the sum of the roots of 

(5.153) is equal to -4. Because the product of the roots is one, we have the limit 

{31 as a root of the equation 

({31)2 + 4{31 + 1 = 0 (5.154 ) 
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and this gives (3£ = v'3 - 2. Now, from (5.154), we have 1 + ((3£)2 = -4/3£ = 

4(2 - v'3). This is approximately 1.072, meaning that the simple model defined by 

putting (3 = 0 is explaining a large fraction of the total variation. Therefore, we 

don't lose too much in terms of forecasting by using the simple model, although the 

exact model has to consider a reasonably large correlation between the errors. 

The general case (where A ::P 1) is more complex. We have already seen that 1'1/(0) 

goes to infinity and 1'1/(1) converges to a finite value as n increases. Therefore, the 

sum of the roots in (5.148) must diverge with n, and, consequently (3* must converge 

to zero. Let's think of the case where A is positive. We will certainly have (3* > 0 for 

n = 1. As n increases, (5.89) will be eventually broken, and /3* will become negative. 

But, if (3* converges to zero, we necessarily must have a negative minimum value (3~! 

of (3* at a certain no( A) for fixed A > o. If it can be proved that /3~! is a decreasing 

function of A in (0,1), then we can guarantee that, for A > 0, we are never worse 

than that limit (3£ = v'3 - 2. The next three pages show the graphs (G 5.1), (G 

5.2) and (G 5.3) of /3;! against A, plotted for some set of fixed values of V and W. 

Each graph is obtained calculating the value of (3~! as a function of A at 201 equally 

spaced points with Al = 0.01 and A20I = 0.99. From the graphs, it looks apparent 

that (3~! must be a monotonic decreasing function of A, whenever it is negative. The 

conclusion is, then, that, for A > 0, we can always have a good performance by using 

the simple model with un correlated errors when we try to forecast the aggregated 

data, explaining at least (8 - 4v'3)-1 ~ 0.933 of total variation. 

Before proceeding to the next topic, we must mention here the first order auto

correlation of the one step ahead forecasting error Ck. Calculating the term in Bl 

in (5.143) and using (5.144) we get the first order autocorrelation Pe(1) as 

(1 - h/3(3*)(h(3 - (3*) 
Pe(l) = 1 + ((3*)2 - 2h(3(3* 

If we can make (3 = {3, then, it is clear from the above expression that we will 

get Pe(1) = 0, as expected. If not, we will choose /3 = 0, which will give Pe(1) = 
-(3* /(1 + ((3*)2). This, from (5.146) and (5.147), is just P,/( 1), as we can expect from 

(5.152). Observe that this correlation goes to zero as n increases, which looks quite 

reasonable; if we aggregate for a larger interval of time, we expect the simple model 

that just considers the last observation to forecast the next to be more sensible. 
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5.4.5 Mispecificatioll of A 

Another interesting feature which is worth mentioning is the problem of using a 

model with A = 1 when the true value of A lies in (0, 1). We know that when we 

aggregate the observations, the coefficient in the system equation decays exponen

tially as An, while the assumed model will maintain A = 1. We want to know how 

this affects the one step ahead forecast error. 

We adopt the same method that was used to derive (5.144). We still have (5.141) 

and (5.142) now is slightly modified as 

and we apply (1 - B) to the last equality to obtain 

(1 - B)ek = (1 - B)Zk - (1 - B)mk-1 = (1 - B)Zk - (1 - (3)Bek 

where {3 is the discount factor to be used in the simple model (with A = 1). This 

gives 

(1 - {3B)ek = (1 - B)Zk 

We combine this to (5.141) to obtain 

ek = (1 - {3B)-l (1 - B)(1 - hB)-l (1 - {3* B)ak (5.155 ) 

Then, again, if we write ek = 4>(B)ak, we will have I'e(B) = 4>(B)4>(B-1 ha(B). 

This together with (5.155) gives 

I'e(B) = (1 - B)(1 - B-1 )(1 - {3* B)(1 - (3* B- 1 )D(B)V(a) ( 5.156) 

where V(a) is the variance of ak and D(B) is given by 

(5.1.57) 

In particular we have 

1 + h{3 
( 5.158) Co = 1 - h{3 

h+{3 
C1 = 

1 - h{3 
(5.159) 

h2 + {32 
C2 = 1 _ h{3 + h{3 ( 5.160) 
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Now, rewrite (5.1.56) as 

le(B) 
= 

V(a) 
(f3* B2 - (1 + f3*)2 B + 2(1 + f3* + (f3*)2) - (1 + f3*)2 B-1 + f3* B-2 )D(B) 

Using (5.157) to (5.160), we can calculate the term in BO in the above expression, 

obtaining 
R(f3) = V(e) = 2(1 + (f3*)2 + f3*(1 - h) - (1 + h)f3*f3) 

V(a) (1 + h)(1 + ,8)(1 - h,8) 
(5.161) 

From (5.146) and (5.147), 1 + (f3*)2 = pf3*, where p = -,1/(0)111/(1). Using this, 

define S(f3) writing (5.161) as 

R(f3) = 2/3*(p + 1 - h - (1 + h)f3) = 2/3* S(l3) 
(1 + h)(1 + (3)(1 - h(3) 1 + h 

and work with S(f3) instead of R(f3). 

The derivative S'(f3) has its numerator N(!3) given by 

N(f3) = -h(1 + h)f32 + 2h(p + 1 - h)f3 - (1 + h) - (1 - h)(p + 1 - h) 

a concave quadratic function of f3. Consider the case for which f3* is positive, which 

means p is positive. The product of the roots of the above polynomial is 

1 (1 - h )(p + 1 - h) 1 -+ >->1 
h h(1 + h) h 

which means we must have no more than one root of N(f3) in (0,1). But, observe 

that 

N(O) = -1 - h - (1- h)(p + 1 - h) < 0 

Therefore, the existence of a root of N(!3) in (0,1) is simply determined by the 

sign of N(I), which, in turn, is given by 

to 

N(1) = -(1 + h)2 + (3h -1)(p+ 1- h) 

There must be a root in (0,1) if and only if N(1) is positive, which is equivalent 

3h - 1 
-,1/(1) < 4h2 _ 2h + 2 

Because N(O) < 0, this root must correspond to a minimum point of R(!3). 

When N(1) < 0, then S'(f3) is always negative, which means our best choice is 

f3=1. 
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When (3* < 0, we can see that N({3) will be a decreasing function in (0,1). The 

behaviour of N(O) and N(l) will depend on each specific case. For illustration, let's 

consider an example with A = 0.99. Suppose W = 104 V. For n = 3, we already 

have (3* < O. In this case, N(O) < 0, and the best choice will, then, be {3 = O. 

For reasonable values of n (around 60), we have N(O) > 0 and N(1) < O. Here, we 

compare R(O) and R( 1) to see what is the smallest, and the answer is that we should 

choose {3 = O. For a large value of n, (after 200), we have N(l) > 0, which means 

we must fix {3 = 1. Now, suppose W = 100V. In this case, (3* becomes negative for 

n = 25, and we begin with N(O) > 0 and N(l) < O. Comparing R(O) and R(l) we 

will conclude that {3 = 0 must be chosen for relatively small values of nand {3 = 1 

must be chosen for relatively large values of n. For very large values of n (after 

160), we will have N(l) > 0, and, therefore, {3 = 1 must be chosen. Now, suppose 

W = V. In this case, as soon as (3* becomes negative, we get N(l) > 0, and the 

best decision will be to choose {3 = 1. 

We can try to analyse the variation of the best choice for {3 as we increase the 

level of aggregation n. Suppose, to clarify things that A :::::: 1. For a reasonable value 

of n, we can still have An :::::: 1 and the choice of {3 = 0 can be justified by saying 

that the two clusters are so far apart that the best decision in order to forecast the 

next observation is to use only the last information. But, if we consider a very high 

aggregation level, then, in this case, we cannot consider An:::::: 1 and we will also 

have a quick loss of infonnation. Then, we come to a point where the information of 

the last observation does not mean anything to forecast the next, in other words, we 

must choose {3 = 1. We can also think how the relation between Wand V influences 

the choice of {3. If W ~ V, then the systematic effects almost completely dominate; 

we have a very high squared correlation between the state and the observation. 

Therefore, for a reasonable (but not very high) level of aggregation, we can still 

put the simple random walk as the best choice, in the sense that Zk-l should be 

everything we use to forecast Zk' On the other hand, if W is comparable to V, 

then, the accumulated observational errors will dominate when we aggregate, and 

this will bring a large loss of information. Therefore, we must very quickly get to 

the point where the best decision is to use the model where Zk-l does not bring any 

information to forecast Zk, which means to put {3 = 1. 

5.5 General problem and linear growth 

5.5.1 General idea 

Now we try to extend the ideas we explored for the very simple case of a univariate 

system equation to a more general model, where we have a state vector. The general 
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idea can be summarized as follows. Suppose Yt evolves according to (5.56) and 

(5.57) and let p be the dimension of the state vector. Assume without loss of 

generality that G is in Jordan form. Let AI,"" Ap be the eigenvalues of G and 

define 1>(B) = (1- AlB)··· (1- ApB), where B is the backshift operator. Then, it is 

readily seen from (5.57) that 1>( B)Ot is a pure M A(p - 1) vector process, and, from 

(5.56), we can conclude that Yt is an ARI M A process. Now, consider the aggregated 

process Zk, defined as in (5.1). We first observe that, because we are aggregating 

each n units of time in one observation, application to the left side of (5.1) of the 

B operator (that means, backshift with respect to k) is the same as applying Bn to 

the right side (lag-n backshift with respect to t). Let's consider, then, the operator 

~(B) = (1- A~lB). ··(1 - A~B). We have, for example, 

n 

~(B)Zp+l = L(1 - Ail Bn) ... (1 - A~ Bn)Ynp+i 
i=l 

Now, observe that each (1 - Ajt Bn) above can be factored like (1 + AjB + ... + 
\J7.t-l Bn-l )(1 - \J·B). Th r 't 1\ 1\ ereJore, we can wn e 

n 

~(B)Zp+l = L "p(B)1>(B)Ynp+i (5.162) 
i=) 

where 
p 

'IjJ(B) = II (1 + AjB + ... + Ajt-) Bn-)) 
j=) 

If we write (5.162) as a linear combination of the v's and w's, we can see that lags of 

v's will run from 1 to n(p+ 1) and lags of w's will run from np+ l-(p-l)-( n-1)p = 2 

to n(p + 1). Hence, the process 17k = ~(B)Zp+k will be such that E[17k17k+j] = ° 
for j > p. In other words, Zk has an ARI M A structure, where the roots of the 

autoregressive polynomial are A1n
, ... , A;n. We write 

p P 

Zk = L 'I/)jZk-j + L 7rjak-.i + ak 
j=) j=l 

where ak represents an un correlated process. Then, defining the p + 1 dimensional 

vectors F* = (l,O, ... ,O)and Ok = (l,7r), ... ,7rp)ak, together with the (p+1)x(p+l) 

matrix G*, given by 
"p) 1 ° ° '1/'2 ° 1 ° C*-, -

'I/)p ° ° 1 

° ° ° ° 
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provides the well-known state space representation for Zk (see West and Harrison, 

1989), defined by the equations 

It b 1·1 th t· I f G* \ n \ n lOW· can e rea( I y seen a elgenva ues 0 are A}, ••• , Ap an< . e nnme-

diately conclude, therefore, that the inclusion of a zero eigenvalue in the system 

matrix will always give a solution for the representation problem, because we have, 

at least, the well-known state space representation above defined (we suppose the 

initial information is good enough, so we don't have to worry about it). An inter

esting question concerns the conditions for which we can simplify by considering a 

p-dimensional DLM representation, where the system matrix will have eigenvalues 

Ait , ••• ,A~, without having to include a zero eigenvalue. 

5.5.2 TIle linear growtll model 

We turn now to the linear growth model, trying to extend what has been done 

before to a more sophisticated example. We consider, then, a process Yt. evolving 

in time according to (5.56) and (5.57), where F = (1,0)' and G = J2 (1), a two

dimensional Jordan block with 1 's in its diagonal. We rewrite the system equation 

in the more convenient way below: 

fLt = fLt-1 + flt + OPt 

where Var[oJ-Ltl = WI" Var[o,8d = Wp and Cov[OJLt, o,8tl = Wi,p. 

(5.163) 

(5.164) 

Then, if data is aggregated each n observations to obtain Zk, we try to represent 

Zk by the similar form: 

* * ~* + * JLk = JLk-l + f.'k-l w},k 

,8'k = ,8'k-l + W;,k 

(5.165 ) 

(5.166) 

(5.167) 

where all errors have zero mean, Var[€kl = V*, Var[w;,kJ = Wt, Var[w2',kJ = 
W2*' Cov[w;,k,W;,kJ = Wt2' and €k is un correlated with the errors in the system 

equation. We will use essentially the same ideas we have applied before, considering 

the proccess 17k = /),,2Zk' where /)" = 1 - B. Using (5.165) to (5.167), we get 
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Therefore, denoting again by /,!/U) the autocovariance of 1} of lag j, we obtain 

/'1/(0) = 6V* - 2Wt2 + 2Wt + W2* 

/'1/(1) = -4V* + Wt2 - wt 

/'1/(2) = V* 

(5.168) 

(5.169) 

( 5.170) 

Now, we calculate the autocovariances above from the original model, and by 

comparison, we try to obtain valid conditions to have representation (5.165)-(5.167). 

For this purpose, let's consider the third aggregated observation, Z3 = Y1+2n + ... + 
Y3n' We have 

n 

,1, 
2 

Z3 = 2~)Y2n+i - 2Yn+i + y;) 
i=1 

n n 

= 2)1l2n+i - 2lln+i + Ili) + 2) V2n+i - 2Vn+i + v;) 
i=1 i=1 

Now, use (5.163) and (5.164) to get 

Jt2n+i -Iln+i = (,Bn+i+1 + ... + ,B2n+i) + (blln+i+1 + ... + bIl2n+;) 

Iln+i - Ili = (,Bi+ 1 + ... + ,Bn+i) + (b Ili+ 1 + ... + b Iln+;) 

Therefore 

n n n 

1l21t+i - 2lln+i + Ili = 2),Bn+i+j - ,Bi+j) + L blln+i+j - L blli+j 
j=l j=l j=l 

It n n n 

= L L b,Bi+j+k + L bJtn+i+j - L blli+j 
j=1k=1 j=l j=l 

Hence 

n It It It It n It 

,1,2Z
3 = LLLb,Bi+j+k + LLblln+i+j - LLbJti+j 

i=l j=l k=l i=l j=l i=1 j=l 
n 7t n 

+ L V2n+i - 2 L VIt+i + LVi 
i=l ;=1 i=l 

In order to calculate the autocovariances of 17k using the above expression, we need 

to know, for each error, how many times each lag appears in the sum. The coefficients 

related to b,B are a bit harder to obtain, the coefficient for time p corresponding to 

the number of positive integer solutions of the equation i + j + k = p, with the 
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restriction i, j, k ::; n. The answer turns out to be 

where 

"+2 2" 3" 
~2 Z3 = L A pb{3p + L Bpb{3p + L C'pb{3p+ 

p=3 p=n+3 p=2"+1 
"+1 2n 3n 

L DpbJ.tp + L EpoJ.tp + L FpbJ.tp+ 
p=2 p=n+2 p=2n+l 

n 2n 3n 

L Vp - 2 L vp + L vp 
p=1 p=n+l p=2n+l 

1 
Ap = 2(p-1)(p-2) 

1 
Bp = _]12 + 3(1 + n)p - 2(3n2 + 9n + 4) 

1 
C'p = 2(3n + 2 - p)(3n + 1 - p) 

Dp = 1 - P 

Ep = 2p - 2 - 3n 

Fp = 3n + 1 - p 

(5.171) 

(5.172) 

(5.173) 

(5.174) 

(5.175) 

(5.176) 

From this, we can calculate the first three autocorrelations of 77k = ~ 2 Zk. We get 

(5.177) 

(5.178) 
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{t, ApFp+2n + t, DpCp+2n} W"" + nV (5.179) 

Then, using (5.171) to (5.176) we can calculate the sums in (5.177) to (5.179) in 

order to obtain the final expressions for the first three auto correlations of 17k. After 

a calculation, we finally arrive at 

n(lln4 + 5n2 + 4) 
/t/(O) = 20 W,8 + n(n2 + 1)W,.. + n(2n2 - n + 1)W,..,8 + 6nV 

(1) _n(n2 -1)(13n2 +8)W _n(n2+2)(W W)- V 
Ttl - 60 ,8 3 ,.. + 1,/3 4n 

(,) _ n(n2 - 1)(n2 - 4)W n(n2 - 1)(W W) V 
Ttl 2 - 30 ,8 - 6 ,.. + 1,{3 + n 

We compare these last three expressions with (5.168) to (5.170) in order to obtain 

the necessary conditions for the existence of a DLM representation of the aggregated 

data. It is interesting to observe that from (5.168) to (5.170) we can get expressions 

for V*, Wt2 - Wt, and Wi. This seems to indicate that the variance in the first 

system equation can be probably chosen within a certain degree of freedom in our 

representation (if we choose the covariance between the errors accordingly) while 

the variance in the second equation is completely determined by the autocovariance 

structure of the aggregated series. From the comparison above described, we will 

get 

V*- V_n(n2-1)(W W) n(n2 -1)(n2 -4)W 
- n 6 ,.. + ,..{3 + 30 {3 ( 5.180) 

W * _ W* - 3(llfT W) _ n(n
2 

- 1)(7n
2 

- 8)w 
1 12 - n 'Y I' + 1,{3 20 {3 (5.181) 

W*- 2( 1)W n(21n
4

-5n
2

+4)W 
2 - n n - 1,{3 + 20 {3 (5.182) 

The quantites above must, in our representation, satisfy V* 2: 0, W2* 2: 0 and 

(Wt2)2 ~ WtW2*' the two last conditions making sure that the W* matrix is semi

positive definite. Let M* = Wt - Wt2. Then, our last condition can be rewritten 

as 

Therefore 

(5.183) 

and this can only be possible if the discriminant ~ = b2 - 4ac in the above inequality 

is non-negative. Since 
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our conditions can be rewritten as W2* ~ 0 and W2* + 4M* ~ O. This last quantity 

can be written as 

* * 3 2 n(7n4 
- 5511,2 + 28) 

W2 + 4M = 4n W/-L + n (5n - I)W/-L,a - 20 W,a (5.184) 

Then, (5.180), (5.182) and (5.184) must be non-negative to guarantee the rep

resentation we are looking for. Observe, as well, that, when these conditions are 

satisfied, we can choose Wt2 = 0 if and only if the product of the roots in the left 

side of (5.183) is negative, which means, M* > O. 

Consider the standard DLM representation, given by 

JLt = JLt-l + {3t-l + Wl,t 

{It = (3t-l + W2,t 

where Var'[wl,tl = WI, Var[w2,tl = W2 and COV[Wl,t,W2,tl = W 12 . Comparing 

this with (5.163) and (5.164), we get WI = W/-L + W,a + 2W/-L,a, W2 W,a and 

W12 = W,a + W/-L,a. We can, then, rewrite (5.180) to (5.182) in terms of these 

quantites, as 

V * - V n(n2 - 1)(W W) n(n
2 

- 1)(n
2 

- 4)W 
- n - 6 1 - 12 + 30 2 

W * W* - 3(W W) n(n
2 

- 1)(7n
2 

- 8)w 
1 - 12 - n 1 - 12 - 20 2 

W * ?( )W n(21n4 -25n2 +20n+4)W 
2 = n~ n - 1 12 + 2 

20 

(5.185) 

( 5.186) 

(5.187) 

It may be important to consider some particular cases of the results obtained 

above. The first thing we can see is that (5.185) to (5.187) are consistent with the 

anterior case, where the system equation were unidimensional. In this particular 

subcase we have W2 = W12 = O. Then, (5.187) gives us W2* = 0 which implies 

Wt2 = O. Using this in (5.186) gives us Wt = n3W1. Also, (5.185) will be coincident 

with (5.7). Observe that the same conclusion can be drawn if we have W,a = W/-L,a = 0 

in (5.180) to (5.182). 

Another interesting subcase corresponds to un correlated errors in the system equa

tion. If W12 = 0, we can readily see, from (5.187), that W2* > 0, hence, we do not 

have to worry about this condition. Now, let's consider the condition on determinant 

of W*, given by W2* + 4M* > O. We have 

W * 4M* 4 3W n(7n
4 

- 35n
2 

- 20n + 28)w 2(. ) 
? + = n 1 - ? - n 3n + 1 W12 
~ 20 ~ 
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and the condition reduces to 

3W 11.(711.4 
- 3511.2 

- 20n + 28) W 0 
411. I - ') > 20 - -

It is interesting to see that for n ;::: 3 the veracity of this condition will depend 

on the relation between WI and W2 (for 11. = 3, for example, it will be written as 

108WI -33W2 ;::: 0), but, for n = 2 it is reduced to 32WI +4W2 ;::: 0, which is always 

satisfied. This means to say we just have to worry about V* ;::: 0, when 11. = 2 in 

the un correlated case. But, looking at (5.185), we observe that the coefficient of 

W2 vanishes, due to the factor 11.2 - 4, when n = 2. Therefore, the condition is just 

reduced to that one we had in the first order polynomial DLM, namely 

W 
V>- 2 

In other words, the un correlated system has no sensitivity to the linear growth 

structure when we aggregate for only two observations. The complexity of the linear 

growth structure will only lead to the other two extra conditions from the moment 

we aggregate more than two observations each time. 

An interesting feature which deserves to be mentioned is the fact that the ag

gregated data can sometimes be represented by a model which is simpler than the 

original one. A trivial example can be given when M* > 0, In this case, we can 

represent the aggregated series by a linear growth structure where the errors in the 

system equation are uncorrelated. That means, we can have a linear growth struc

ture where the errors are correlated and end up with aggregated data which can 

be represented by a more simple linear growth model, with uncorrelated errors in 

the system equation. Another interesting example is the one that follows. Suppose 

V = 30, WI = 53, W12 = -7 and W2 = 1. We aggregate the series for 11. = 2 obser

vations. Then, from (5.185) and (5.187) we will get W2* = 0 and V* = 0, Therefore, 

although the original data was represented by that complex linear growth structure, 

the aggregated series Zk can be represented by the more simple model 

where {3 is a constant increment and Wk is a random noise. Observe that from 

(5.186) we also get Va7'[Wk] = 474, which is a high variance, compared with the 

others we give in the original model. This can be explained from the fact that all 

the variability of the aggregated series is thrown into the single random component 

of the reduced model we have for the aggregated data. 
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5.6 Aggregation and the booking model 

We consider again the model discussed in the last chapter. As we have stated 

before, a very important aspect of aggregation lies in the fact that some factors 

that have importance in explaining a given quantity may lose importance in the 

aggregated level, and, at this level, other effects may become much more important. 

In time series, aggregation has the effect of smoothing the high frequencies out, 

acting as a high frequency filter. At a very low level of aggregation, that is, if 

data is sampled too frequently, a model fitted to explain data variation will capture 

mainly the high frequency effects. The low frequency components will not play an 

important part of the model, and will probably not even be well identified when 

we try to explain the total variation of data. Therefore, it is very important to 

state a priori what our main interests are when we are to build a model, and the 

level of aggregation plays a fundamental role in the precision we want. Also, if the 

qualitative form of the model we have fixed for the original data is correct, then, 

we expect a decrease in the discount factor when we aggregate. If the discount 

factor is increasing with aggregation, then the qualitative form we are using is more 

appropriate at higher levels of aggregation. At these higher levels of aggregation, 

the higher frequencies that exist at low levels are increasingly diminishing and the 

systematic variation becomes dominant. 

In the case of the booking model, one week can be a very small interval of time 

if we want to capture the long term behaviour of the booking process. The number 

of booked tickets can be influenced by variables such as promotions, reduction in 

the price or even weather. Hence, if we are interested in the long term behaviour 

of our data, it may be worth considering aggregated data, instead. It is important 

to observe that the booking problem presents two dimensions of time. The first 

dimension is that one related to the booking interval. It is easy to extend the 

model to consider aggregated data in this dimension, since the sum of independent 

Poisson distributions is also Poisson distributed. The second dimension is that one 

referent to the time interval between consecutive flights. Study of aggregation along 

this time dimension is much more difficult. In this case we have to consider the 

distribution of the sum of correlated negative binomial distributions, the correlation 

being calculated through the defined bijection between the gamma and log-normal 

distribu tions. 

The extension of the booking model in order to allow for aggregation of differ

ent weeks in the same flight is straightforward. Remember we had an evoluting 

parameter 'T/t. such that, conditional on 17t. the variables ;Z;1t, ••• ,x kt were indepen-
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dently and Poisson distributed with mean ri exp(11t), where 1'i defines the reservation 

curve. Consequently, the aggregated data will still be independently and Poisson 

distributed and we aggregate the reservation curve accordingly. In order to allow 

for aggregation, we modify the updating procedure in such a way that the updating 

is made each n periods of time, where n corresponds to the aggregation level. The 

reason is that if the updating is modified like this, then, when updating the model 

we will have information about all the flights. Then, the two dimensions of time are 

kept equal, i.e., the time interval for which we observe is equal to the time interval 

for which we update. A third feature is that the updating vector for the A'S will be 

reduced to k - n + 1 dimensions, where, again, k corresponds to the number of weeks 

in the booking period and n is the aggregation level. This is because when we work 

with the aggregated data, we have no observations for the last n - 1 flights. It is 

important to observe that aggregation in this dimension also contributes to smooth 

the high frequencies out. This can be explained from the fact that if we have Poisson 

distributions with very small parameters, then, data along time will be subject to 

much variation, which can be eliminated as soon as we aggregate two or more weeks. 

5.7 Conclusions 

The fundamental idea in this chapteris the importance of the sampling interval in 

forecasting. When data is sampled too frequently, the high frequency components 

will dominate. These components are not difficult to characterise and bring unnec

essary complications if we want to forecast the long term behaviour of the process. 

Data aggregation can reduce and smooth the high frequencies out, making it easier 

for the modeller to construct an effective model, which is of great importance if we 

are interested in long term forecasting. 

When we put this study in the DLM framework, it becomes important to know 

how the aggregated data can be represented as a DLM process, if the original data 

admits this representation. We recall that the presence of high frequencies in such 

data can be characterized by the relation between the observational and systematic 

variances. If the observational variance is much bigger than the systematic ones, 

then, we expect the high freqency components to become dominant. If, otherwise, 

the observational variances are much lower, then, we expect the lower frequencies 

to dictate the process behaviour. 

Our first result (Theorem 1) is concerned with the very simple univariate ran

dom walk plus noise. We have shown that if the two conditions given by (5.4) are 

satisfied, then, the aggregated series can still be represented by a simple random 

walk plus noise model. The first condition is the structural one, the second being 
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related to the initial information about the state parameter. From (5.7) and (5.8), 

it is interesting to observe that, for the aggregated model, the relation between the 

variances becomes 
V* _ 1 (V n

2 
- 1) 

W* - n2 W - --6-

and it is clear from above that this decreases with n. We then expect the discount 

factor to decrease, since the systematic variance becomes dominant with aggegation, 

and the weight given to the observation must therefore be higher in the updating 

equations. 

When conditions are not satisfied the solution is to introduce a correlation be

tween the state parameter and the observational error in the observation equation. 

Equivalently, we introduce a zero eigenvalue in the system matrix. Then, from The

orem 2, we can have a set of possible covariances between the state and error, which 

allows us to represent the aggregated data by an extended model. For a very high 

aggregation level we need to introduce a high correlation between the errors to have 

a valid DLM representation. But, in terms of forecasting, we do not lose very much 

in not considering this correlation (see 5.151), in the sense that the one step ahead 

error variance will be increased by a relatively low factor. We also concluded that 

the best discount factor to be used must be zero, after restriction is broken, and this 

means that after this threshold things are smoothed out to a point where the best 

simple model to be used (i.e., not considering the correlation) is the simple random 

walk model, and this has a performance almost as good as the sophisticated model 

(with the correlation introduced). 

The next simplest model is that one given by (5.58) and (5.59). For this model, 

we also derived a set of conditions that, if satisfied, then the aggregated series can 

be represented by the similar model (5.60) and (5.61) and these conditions reduce 

to those for the anterior model, in the particular case when). = 1. If the conditions 

are not satisfied, we again introduce a zero eigenvalue, and we can have a DLM 

representation for the aggregated data. Again, for a high aggregation level, the 

correlation between the residuals must be quite large, in order to allow for the 

representation. But, for ). > 0, it seems again that, in terms of forecasting, we 

do not lose much by not considering such correlation, since we can be almost as 

efficient as in the sophisticated model. Again, the best choice is to consider the 

simple random walk representation, in this case. 

In the general case, where the state space vector is k-dimensional, the zero eigen

value solution will always allow us to have a representation for the aggregated data. 

The major problem is still to know when this representation can be made simple, 
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i.e., when we can maintain the same dimension for the state space vector, without 

needing to increase it by one. If k is the dimension of the state space vector, then, we 

must satisfy k + 1 conditions of positivity, corresponding to the k principal minors 

of the covariance matrix in the system equation, which must be positive definite, 

plus the positivity of the observational variance. We have studied the linear growth 

case with unit eigenvalues. It is important to observe that aggregation can work to 

simplify the structural form of the model, as we have seen in the numerical example 

we gave. This shows, then, that as we probably need a more sophisticated model 

when data is aggregated, we can also obtain a simplification of the model with ag

gregation. This kind of behaviour make us believe that most part of time there must 

be an optimal level, i.e., there must be an optimal sampling interval that we must 

use, in order to obtain the simplest possible model consistent with the forecasting 

objectives. 

When applied to the booking problem, aggregation seems to be a good idea if we 

want to detect the long term behaviour for the booking of some particular flights. 

The period of one week time seems to be quite small for some flights, in the sense 

that there must be a lot of variation in weekly data, due to a number of factors, 

like advertising campaigns, reduction of prices, etc. Therefore, for these flights, it 

is recommended that we deal with the aggregated model, instead, such that we can 

eliminate these high frequency variations. The dimension of the state space vector 

can probably be diminished in practice, since we will probably need less variables 

for explanation of the trend when we aggregate these flights for more than one week. 

Two types of aggregation can be used here. The first one is the aggregation along 

the booking period of same flights, which is easily dealt with in our model, since 

we work with independent Poisson distributions. This can contribute to filter high 

variations, when we aggregate very small numbers. The second one is the aggregation 

of data concerning with different flights. This is a more difficult approach, but a 

very important one, since it contributes to eliminate most of the cross flight effects, 

and it is left for future investigation. 
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6.1 Review of Chapter 3 

CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

In Chapter 3 we studied the reference analysis ofthe DLM. The proposed approach 

is an improvement on that of Pole and West, which is presented in Section 2.6. It 

uses the initial observations much more efficiently, in the sense that it uses the 

information postulated by the model in order to derive an initial proper distribution 

for a subspace of the state space. This distribution is derived by considering the 

possibility that some of the eigenvalues of the system matrix may lie in the interior of 

the unit circle of the complex plane. That is, a proper marginal prior for stationary 

time series components can always be postulated based only upon the model form. 

Also, we take into account the fact that, even when we cannot find a proper distri

bution for the entire state space, this is of no importance, as long as we have a proper 

prior for that subspace in which we wish to forecast. If this is the case, then, we can 

obtain a proper conditional forecast distribution for the future observations of the 

series. Giving an example, if a variable such as temperature has never varied from, 

say, 100 oe, we can make forecasts as long as temperature remains at this specific 

value. But, if conditions change to, say, 110 oe, a forecast is not possible, although 

after observing what happens, forecasts can be made for any future temperature 

change. 

Another point that deserves to be mentioned is that our approach admits singular

ity of the system matrix, a situation that can occur in practice. This generalises the 

original work of Pole and West, which assumes the system matrix to be non-singular. 

6.2 Review of Chapter 4 

In Chapter 4 we have developed a model for airline passengers booking tickets 

for weekly flights. An important reason for this study lies in the many drawbacks 

presented by the models that are classically used for this purpose. We consider 

the booking period (that interval of time between the beginning of bookings and 

departure of the flight) of k weeks and collect a set {XiI. i = 1, ... , k; t = 1, ... , T} of 

observations, where X kt denotes the number of passengers booking seats in the plane 

during the k-th booking week for the flight departing at week t. Our model supposes 

that {X1t , ••• , Xkd are independent Poisson observations and Xit "-' Po(rj<pt). The 

parameter <Pt corresponds to a mean demand level for the total number of booked 

tickets in the plane and the r/s define the reservation curve, subject to 0 < ri < 1, Vi 

and L::~1 ri = 1. The natural parameter 17t = log( <pd of the Poisson distribution 
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is linked to another parameter At through a known bijection At = f( 1}t). This new 

parameter 17t is obtained from the n-dimensional state vector ()t through a linear 

function At = F:(}t, the vector Ft being known for each instant of time. The state 

vector (}t itself is supposed normally distributed, evolving in time according to the 

usual equation (}t = (}t-l + Wt, where {wd is a sequence of independent errors. 

This puts our model in the Dynamic Generalised Linear Model framework. This 

model presents advantages over classical models used for the same purpose. It is 

a dynamical model, which permits the analyst to have control over the structural 

changes that can occur in data behaviour, as opposed to the classical models, which 

are static. It is also more realistic, since it appropriately assumes data to be Poisson 

distributed, given a certain parameter. Classical models presuppose normality, a 

hypothesis that is extremely inadequate for our purposes, since we are dealing with 

small integer numbers and expect to be working with skewed distributions. 

In order to have conjugacy we assume that <Pt has a gamma distribution for each 

instant t. On the other hand, we assume that (}t is normally distributed, and, in 

consequence, At is also. Therefore, we construct a bijection between the log-normal 

and gamma distributions, to play the role of the bijection f(.) we have just cited 

in the above paragraph. This bijection is obtained from a minimization problem. 

Given a fixed gamma density p, we obtain a log-normal density q that approximately 

minimizes the L2 distance given by (4.13). We solve this problem numerically for 

some gamma distributions. In each problem, we fix a gamma distribution with 

unit mean and a given coefficient of variation kG, and, then, find a log-normal 

that approximately minimizes the L2 distance between the curves. After doing this 

for some coefficients of variation, we obtained the relations (4.14.2) and (4.15), by 

considering a regression of the solutions on kG. 

After that, we develop the updating described in Sections 4.7 and 4.8, using also 

the concept of equivalent observation. For a simple test of the model, we have 

generated a random matrix X, where Xij has a Poisson distribution with mean 

proportional to a parameter <Ph this parameter being log-normally distributed. We, 

then, fit our model, which is slightly different, in the sense that we use a gamma 

distribution, instead of a log-normal, in order to have conjugacy. The adequacy 

of the model is tested with the goodness-of-fit statistics defined by (4.23). This is 

calculated using the fact that the model fits a negative binomial distribution for 

each observation and is tested against a N(O, 1) distribution (see details in Section 

4.9). 
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6.3 Analysis of results 

We first consider the gamma to log-normal approximation. It is seen that the 

method of equating mean and variance is very good when the coefficient of variation 

k is very small and good for (k ::; 0.25). This result is expected, since, for very small 

values of the coefficient of variation, both densities can be very well approximated 

by a normal density. For larger values of the coefficient of variation of the gamma 

distribution, the relations (4.14.2) and (4.15) which defines our bijection are better 

than than simply equating the first two moments. It is interesting to observe that 

the density approximation we have defined is such that the two curves are very 

near each other in the uniform sense. Therefore, our relationship performs a job 

which is almost as good as the sup norm minimization, which is a much more 

strong and difficult procedure. We also observe that continuity is a very important 

property of the defined relations, since we are interested in using a robust approach, 

in the sense that small perturbations in the gamma distribution must produce small 

perturbations in the parameters of the associated log-normal distribution. 

Having produced this approximation, we apply it to the specific model we have 

defined. We first observe that, from standard conjugate analysis, the updated pos

terior mean J-L* of the gamma distribution we fix for the Poisson parameter is given 

by 

J-L* = PJ-L + qx (6.1) 

where J-L is the prior mean, x is the observation, P = /3/(13 + r), P + q = and we 

suppose the prior distribution is G( ex, (3). Suppose, now, that in the model evolution 

equation we use a discount factor which is very high (near one). That means we do 

not have a considerable change in the normal distribution of the state parameter, 

and, consequently, no considerable change in the log-normal distribu tion for exp At. 

From continuity of the bijection (and here again becomes dear the importance of 

continuity), we do not have a reasonable modification in the parameters of the 

gamma distribution of <.pt. In particular, we expect only a slight modification in the 

(3 parameter for this gamma distribution. Then, because of the form p is obtained 

in (6.1), we conclude that after a certain point we will have p almost equal to one, 

which means that virtually all weight will be given to the prior mean, and no much 

importance will be given to the observation. Now, suppose, on the other hand, 

that the discount factor is relatively small. Then, we expect a reasonable increase 

in the variance of the normal distribu tion for the state parameter. That means we 

expect a reasonable increase in the mean and coefficient of variation of the associated 
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log-normal. But, recalling (4.26), we have 

{3G = 0.2886 + k"(} 
j..tL 

which shows that a high increase in j..tL and k L , implies, from (4.14.2), a high increase 

in j..tL and kG, and, consequently, a high decrease in (3G. If f3G becomes small, 

then, we will use (6.1) with a small p and the information from the observation 

will dominate. The conclusion is that we have preserved here the basic philosophy 

introduced in Chapter 2, that a large discount factor is translated as a simple model 

with an almost constant forecast function, the approximation becoming more local as 

the discount factor decreases. Observe that this conclusion is only possible because 

we have adopted a quadratic function of kG in (4.15), and this guarantees that f3G 
decreases as kG increases. If we have used a higher degree polynomial, a cubic 

polynomial, for example, we could not guarantee, in principle, that f3G would be a 

decreasing function of kG. 

We have tested our model with some simple simulations, which are briefly de

scribed in the last section. The forecasting performance for these cases can be 

summarized in the graphs (G 4.1) to (G 4.3). It can be seen that the mode of the 

negative binomial forecast distribution that is fitted to data is always very near the 

mean of the distribution. That means that the spot decision represented by the 

mode will be always coincident with the least squares decision represented by the 

mean, and our forecast will always be given by the most probable value. We recall 

that, in the negative binomial distribution, the mean j..t is linked to the mode n* via 

the relation 

n * = m:x { 0, [[j..t - ~]] } 

where [x] denotes the integer part of x, and p,q are as in (6.1). Then, this result is 

expected, if we use a model with a large discount factor, and, consequently, with a 

small q / p ratio. 

We have simulated a set of data, which are Poisson observations conditional on a 

parameter with a log-normal distribution. For this data, we have fitted our model, 

where we consider the parameters to be gamma distributed. Then, for a reasonably 

high discount factor (6 = 0.95) we have obtained a very good fit, a fact that is 

indicated by the goodness-of-fit statistics we calculate from the forecast distribution. 

This seems to indicate that the density approximation we have obtained has an 

excellent performance when applied to our specific problem. 

A possible extension of what is developed here is to consider the same model, for 

other distributions. Recalling the theory exposed in Section 2.7, we note that the 
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natural parameter 17t of the Poisson distribution with mean <Pt is given by 17t = log <Pt. 

Our model links this parameter to the evolution paramater >'t, for which we assume 

a normal distribution. As we assume a gamma distribution for <pt, in order to 

have conjugacy, we consider, then, a gamma to log-normal approximation. As an 

extension of this idea, we can think, for example, of binomial data, where the natural 

parameter 17t is given by the log-odds, so that 17t = log(pt/ 1 - pd, where Pt is the 

probability of a success. As we usually assume a beta distribution for Ph in order 

to have conjugacy, then, we could develop, for example, an approximation of a 

beta distribution by a distribution which is called the logistic normal, that is, the 

distribution of eX j(eX + 1), where x is normal (Aitchison and Shen, 1980). An idea 

which is left for future research is to extend this work in general, approximating the 

conjugate distribution by the appropriate transformation of the normal distribution. 

For the model we have developed in Chapter 3, it must be clear that a fundamental 

role will be played by the sampling interval. The efficiency of the model depends 

crucially on how frequently we collect information about bookings. For example, 

daily behaviour of data must present some seasonal pattern (it may include, for 

example, a trading day effect) that is not presented in the aggregated weekly data. 

Also, it may well be that one week can represent a very small period of time to 

collect information for some specific flights, the integrated effect measured by the 

sum of ten or twelve consecutive weeks being more useful. Therefore, it may be 

possible that at a larger sampling interval we can obtain a more simple model, since 

we eliminate the high frequencies effects that will certainly be present when we 

consider a relatively small period for each observation. 

6.4 Review of Chapter 5 

With the above ideas in mind, we turn in Chapter 5 to the study of aggregated 

data. In that chapter, we first analyse the effect of aggregation for the more simple 

DLM structures (constant first order polynomial and linear growth models) and, 

then, extend the model developed in Chapter 4 for the case where we have data 

aggregation. 

We begin with the simple constant first order polynomial DLM. For this simple 

model, we have shown that if conditons (5.4) are satisfied, then, it is still possible 

for us to represent the aggregated data by the same model. The most important 

condition is the first one, which involves the relation between the observational and 

evolution errors, the second condition being linked with the initial information about 

the parameter. Note that this relation characterizes the presence of high frequency 

effects in the series. The result of the first theorem of Chapter 5 states that if 
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we have a large relation between these two variances, then, for a reasonably high 

aggregation level, we can still have the same simple constant first order polynomial 

DLM representation for the aggregated data. From (5.7) and (5.8), the new relation 

will be 
V* _ 1 (V n

2 
- 1) 

W* - n2 W - -6- (6.2) 

and this is smaller than the anterior relation. Then, we expect the discount factor 

to decrease if the original data can be correctly represented by this simple model. 

Therefore, we again observe that, if the discount factor increases with aggregation, 

this indicates that the model we were originally using (for the non-aggregated level) 

is probably incorrect. The original data, in this case, must present short term irreg

ularities which are subject to long term regularities, the aggregated data providing 

a better option and allowing for a simpler representation. 

It is very important to observe, from (6.2), that the new variance relation can well 

be zero, depending on V, Wand n. For example, if we have a model where W = 2V, 

and we aggregate each n = 2 observations, we can readily see, from (6.2), that we 

will have V* = o. This result looks surprising, since, in the DLM formulation, 

we assume the observational and evolution errors to be completely independent. 

Therefore, we would never expect, in principle, that these errors can be combined 

in a way that the observational variance will be zero for the aggregated data. 

When the conditions (5.4) are not satisfied, the problem can be solved by the 

introduction of a zero eigenvalue in the system equation. Equivalently, we introduce 

a non-zero correlation between the observational and evolution errors. This extended 

model allows us to always have a representation for the aggregated data. We must 

observe that, for a very high aggregation level, the representation is only possible if 

we introduce a high (negative) correlation between these errors. However, if we think 

in terms of forecasting efficiency, we do not lose too much if we use, instead, the 

random walk model, in the sense that the variance of the one step ahead forecasting 

error will be only seven per cent higher (the true factor being 4(2 - V3)) in the 

limit case. This can be easily interpreted, if we think that, after a certain threshold, 

data are too much gathered together, and the information provided by the last 

observation will be sufficient to forecast the next one. 

Similar results are derived in this chapter when the system equation has the form 

Ot = ).,Ot-l + Wt. For this case, (5.89) gives us the limit after which we need to 

introduce a negative correlation between the errors. It is interesting to see that this 

limit decreases with a smaller value of 1)"1. In other words, if 1)"1 is smaller, we expect 

to have a smaller aggregation level n, after which our model needs sophistication. In 
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fact, we will not be allowed to aggregate at all, and have the same simple model, if 

IAI is very small. That can be easily understood, since a small value of IAI represents 

a fast loss of information on the parameter, and, therefore, we will have dominance 

of the random term in the system equation. Hence, the simple model will not be 

sufficient to explain the aggregated data, because much information will be lost in 

the aggregation process. Then, we have to look for a more sophisticated model, 

in this case. Again, the introduction of the zero eigenvalue will provide us with a 

solution. We also have to introduce a high correlation between the errors to have 

the same form of representation in this case. But, it seems that, also for this model, 

we are never worse than the case for which A = 1. Then, the best choice is to choose 

again the simple random walk after the restriction is broken. 

It is important to observe that, also for A ~ 1, we can aggregate to produce a 

zero variance observational error, as in the first model. A very simple example is 

provided by the model for which both errors have unit variance, A = 1/2 and we 

aggregate each n = 2 observations. Then, from Theorem 4, the aggregated series 

Zk can be represented by the more simple model 

where Ok is a sequence of independent errors with Var[okJ = 45/8. Hence, we again 

have a simpler model by aggregating. 

For the general TSDLM model, with a p x p system matrix G it will be always 

possible to find a representation for the aggregated data, by introducing the zero 

eigenvalue in the system equation. This is simply because we can have, at least, the 

state space representation given in the beginning of Section 5.5. Hence, we would like 

to know when this zero eigenvalue does not need to be introduced, or, equivalently, 

when we can still maintain the same simple representation, with independent errors, 

for the aggregated data. The answer is that this will be possible, whenever the 

following two conditions are satisfied (assuming we do not have to worry about 

the initial information about the state; for example, we can assume that the initial 

variance is very large): the first condition is that we guarantee that the expression 

giving the variance of the observational error in our representation must be non

negative, and the second condition states that the covariance matrix of the evolution 

errors in the system equation must be non-negative definite. This last condition 

means that all principal minors of the covariance matrix of the evolution errors 

must be non-negative. These p principal minors will be, in general, complicated 

polynomial expressions involving the aggregation level n, the observational error 
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variance V of the original model and the variances and covariances of the errors in 

the system equations of the original model. We can try, however, for some simple 

particular cases, obtain conditions for maintainance of the simple model, when such 

expressions will be relatively simple. 

We have, then, studied the linear growth structure with unit eigenvalues, where 

the system matrix G is J2(1). For this model, some interesting results can be 

obtained. First, it is interesting to observe, from equations (5.185) to (5.187) that 

the quantities of note are V, WI - W12 , W12 and W2 • Observe that (5.186) gives 

us Wt - Wt2' It is important to analyse the case where the errors in the system 

equation are originally uncorrelated. For this case, we have concluded that, when 

n = 2, we just have to worry about one condition and that this condition corresponds 

exactly to the condition we had in the simple first order model, 2V 2: W. Then, 

there is no fundamental difference between the linear growth structure and the more 

simple first order model, when the errors are uncorrelated, in the sense that exactly 

the same condition must be satisfied for aggregation. An interesting subject of study 

here is to search for a possible generalization of this result, and we ask if a similar 

phenomenon occurs when we aggregate each n = 3 observations in the quadratic 

model with un correlated errors. 

A very important observation is that, still here, the model can be drastically 

reduced when we aggregate. As a simple example, we can see, from (5.186), that we 

can have a representation with un correlated errors in the system equation, if, in the 

original model, WI is very large. Another interesting numerical example is that one 

at the end of Section 5.6. In that example we have verified that the complex linear 

growth structure of the original model can be reduced to the very simple random 

walk structure by data aggregation. This again is a clear indication that the good 

choice of the sampling interval works as a preponderant factor to arrive at a good 

model which is consistent with the main interests of the forecaster. 

The last topic that is treated is the application of the ideas introduced III this 

chapter to the booking problem we have studied in Chapter 4. Our basic motivation 

is the idea that one week can be a relatively small period of time for us to collect 

information about the booking of some particular flights. A number of different 

factors can be responsible for the weekly variation of the bookings. However, it may 

be reasonable to suppose, based on the observed regularity of past data, that these 

many different factors, which influence the bookings for each week, like reduction 

in prices, weather conditions, and others, combine to produce a simple effect over a 

greater sampling period. The consequence this brings for the model is that we need 
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a reduced set of parameters when we work with this greater sampling period, and 

we can more easily identify the long term behaviour of the process, which must be 

our first aim. This long term behaviour may be hidden by the high frequency effects 

the are present in the original model, effects that are cancelled when we turn to the 

aggregated observations. 

We can develop our model by considering two types of aggregation. The first one 

is aggregation along each booking period. This case is easily dealt with. Since we 

work with independent Poisson distributions, the aggregated observations are still 

independent Poisson random variables. This sort of aggregation can contribute to 

filter high variation of data, especially if we work with first class bookings, where the 

number of persons booking each week is very small. A second type of aggregation 

corresponds to aggregate data for different flights. This is a much more difficult 

approach, and we have to consider the evolution of the parameter which gives the 

demand level for each flight. This type of aggregation may be important, though, 

since it contributes to eliminate the cross flight effects, and it is left for future 

reasearch. 
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